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Chapter 1 - Three-Dimensional Structural Electronics
1.1 Introduction
In 1965, Moore’s law successfully predicted that the silicon industry would progressively
reduce transistor size and thus result in electronic devices benefiting from an increase in
performance, decreased power density and an increase in circuit density. However, packaging
and integration of the Integrated Circuits (ICs) that consist of transistors has not changed
significantly since they were originally developed.

Further advancements in placement and

integration of electronic components (ICs, resistors, capacitors, inductors, etc) will need to
involve a nonconventional method of stacking components in more than a single layer and
include conductive traces routed in more than just two dimensions all of which will allow for the
fabrication of Three Dimensional (3D) circuits. The advantages of placing electrical components
and conductive traces in three dimensions include reduced circuit size and design flexibility [1].
In addition, 3D circuits are applicable in applications in which traditional 2D circuits may not be
used, such as small areas with curved crevices as in a soldier’s helmet [2]. Circuits that are 3D
also support placement of ICs in a nonconventional manner such as on their side, upside down
and at any angle in between.
Circuits fabricated in 3D can use printed conductive traces to connect the ICs. This
technique of fabricating circuits provides an advantage over the process which printed circuit
boards (PCBs) are fabricated. Traditional PCBs mainly use an etching process to fabricate
conductive traces between ICs [3]. This etching process results in wasted material that is
considered hazardous, some of this material can be recovered. Such efforts usually go beyond
the normal process of creating a PCB [4] and require additional time. Circuits fabricated
1

exclusively with additive manufacturing technology do not leave as much wasted material due to
the conductive traces being printed via a Direct Print (DP) system. The DP system consists of a
conductive ink dispensing system that has the ability to store conductive ink that is used to print
the traces. The ink dispensing system also includes the capability of controlling the amount of
pressure that forces the ink through a nozzle. The conductive ink dispensing system is then
attached to another system that can be repositioned in at least two dimensions. The ability to
move in two dimensions allows for control of the pattern printed by the ink dispensing system.
Patterns drawn can provide various functionalities when printed. The most basic function a
simple pattern can have is to connect electrical components to complete a circuit. More complex
patterns can accomplish a printed version of passive electronic components such as capacitors,
inductors, and antennae [5].
The conductive traces in 3D electronics are printed on an insulating structure fabricated
by Additive Manufacturing (AM).

The research presented in this paper used an additive

technology known as Stereolithography (SL). SL is a technology that can be used to fabricate
the insulating base through a layer-by-layer approach with cavities in which electrical
components may be placed [1]. SL can build a 3D object designed via a computer aided drawing
(CAD) program [15].
The combination of a SL and DP system produces a single hybrid system that can build
3D electronics [6]. Using Kataria and Rosen’s [7] method of interrupting the SL process to
insert objects mid build makes the hybrid system possible. The hybrid system has progressed
through evolutionary phases in order to fabricate 3D electronics. In the first version, 3D objects
were removed from the SL system during the middle of the build in order to clean and cure the
3D object. Cleaning and curing procedures took place prior to electrical component placing and
2

electrical routing. Once the ICs and conductive traces were introduced into the substrate, the
object was reinserted in the SL machine. The 3D object would then continue to be built after
recalibrating the positioning of the SL machine after returning the 3D object into the build
chamber [6]. Later iterations of the hybrid machine allowed for users to leave the 3D object
being built inside of the SL system while cleaning the 3D object, placing ICs and routing
electrical connections. This slight variation in the process in which ICs and electrical routing
were placed eliminated some of the manual work necessary to continue the build of the 3D
object as well as any recalibration procedures [6].
The ink dispensing process for creating a 3D electronics has gone through developmental
phases.

Ink dispensing initially would take place outside of the SL machine manually.

Subsequently, the ink deposition process would occur within the SL machine using a DP system.
In the latest iteration of creating conductive traces, the ink would be manually applied via a
syringe or by hand in a hollowed out channel after the fabrication of the substrate was complete
[1, 2, 6].
Even though dispensing the ink inside of the SL machine has been possible in the past,
there was still a significant amount of manual interaction that was necessary. Several different
commands and parameters had to be manually given to the DP system to print the conductive
traces, such as: specifying the traversing distances, the direction in which the DP system is to
travel, and manual controlling the pressure to be applied while dispensing the ink. Additionally,
the mobility of the DP system was limited to velocity of 1.58 mm/sec. The amount of pressure
that the DP system could use to dispense conductive ink was limited to a range of 0 – 5 PSI. The
SL portion of the hybrid machine also needed manual input in order for the SL machine to know
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where to start and stop building for ink and electrical component placement while building a 3D
object [6].

1.2 Research Objectives
This thesis focuses on automating the fabrication of a 3D circuit via a combination of
hardware and software techniques. Such automation features are also intended to improve the
quality of 3D circuits and limit the amount of interaction between users and the process of
building a 3D circuit. The automation features range from interaction while the 3D circuit is
being built, to developing a format for information to be used to build a 3D circuit.

1.3 W.M. Keck Center
All of this research takes place at the W. M. Keck Center for 3D Innovation at the
University of Texas at El Paso. This laboratory is one that is run with a business like model
which provides services to outside organizations. The services found at the W. M. Keck Center
for 3D Innovation allow for the outside organization to fabricate 3D models of any CAD model
that the outside organization designs.

Additionally, the W.M. Keck Center is a hub for

innovative research in technologies that fabricate a variety of novel 3D models made from
different materials for various applications. This laboratory is under the direction of Dr. Ryan
Wicker, who established the laboratory with funds from the W. M. Keck foundation. This
research was also supported by Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation’s Bridge to
Doctorate fellowship.

4

1.4 Thesis Outline
The structure of this thesis begins by describing the hybrid system used to fabricate 3D
electronics (Chapter 2 – Major Components of a 3D Electronic Hybrid System). The following
chapter introduces the challenges with automation and fabrication of 3D electronics (Chapter 3 –
Challenges of Hybrid System). Chapter four describes the hardware and software advancements
and evolution of the hybrid system that address the challenges described in chapter three
(Chapter 4 - Evolution of the Hybrid System). The thesis then concludes in chapter six where
future advancements or work is discussed (Chapter 5 – Conclusion and Future Work).

5

Chapter 2 – Major Components of a 3D Electronic Hybrid System
2.1 Stereolithography (SL)
SL is the process that is used to fabricate 3D
parts without cutting, machining, or tooling, thus the
SL process is considered an additive manufacturing
technique. The process of SL aims to fabricate 3D
parts with accuracy at a quick pace [8]. SL is a Rapid
Prototyping (RP) technique. High quality models can
be fabricated in a short amount of time and without
high cost using an RP technique [9], an example of a
model fabricated by SL is seen in Fig. 1. SL can
fabricate 3D parts in such a method by using a

Fig. 1: 3D Object Fabricated by SL

computer controlled laser beam. The laser beam is
used to cure liquid plastic resin that reacts to the wavelength of the beam by solidifying. The
plastic is non conductive and therefore performs the function of a dielectric substrate that can be
used to enclose ICs and the electrical connections that complete an electronic circuit. The
accuracy of the SL system and the for the SL system to fabricate 3D shapes gives 3D electronics
the freedom to take on any shape or form that fits within the restriction of the machine.
Additionally, the process the SL process manufactures 3D parts in an additive fashion allow
users to insert the electrical components at almost any stage in the manufacturing process to
encapsulate the circuit as needed. SL is a process that continues to grow and innovate. There
have been enhancements to various areas of the SL process including software, mechanical
6

components, and even the materials used for SL [10]. The ever advancing world of SL allows
for much more accurate parts and could
Optics
possibly provide for more avenues in the
future that are not available now.

Chamber
Door

The SL machine used for this
research is one provided by 3D Systems

PC
™ called the SLA-250, seen in Fig. 2.
The SLA -250 can construct parts as
large as 250mm x 250mm x250mm
Fig. 2: SLA-250

(length x width x height) in a build

chamber that is located at the center of the SLA-250 machine. Once the 3D part is finished, the
3D part is removed through the chamber door located at the front of the SLA-250. The SL
system uses a helium cadmium laser with a wavelength of 325nm which is used to cure the resin
layer by layer at 0.1mm increments. The laser system and optics are located at the top of the
system, as seen Fig. 2. The laser beam must pass through a safety shutter that blocks the laser
when the SLA-250 has completed a 3D part or when the SLA-250 senses that the build chamber
door has opened. The shutter will block the laser if the build chamber door is opened in order to
limit the exposure of the laser outside of the build chamber. After the shutter, the laser beam
proceeds through a beam expander which adjusts the pitch of the laser beam to approximately
0.06-0.08mm [15]. After the beam expander, the laser is attenuated. Finally, at the end of the
optics there are smaller mirrors which reflect the laser into the chamber. These smaller mirrors
are motor controlled and thus dictate what point on a single plane the laser will be guided to.
The motors receive signals from the SL controllers. The controllers are connected to a Personal
7

Computer (PC) that stores all of the 3D build information for the object to be built by the SL

Beam
Expander

Laser
Attenuator

Fig. 4: SL Optics
system. The PC used for this SL machine is a Pentium system running Microsoft’s Disk
Operating System (DOS). The optics of the SL machine is
seen in Fig. 4, with the laser path represented by the white
line.

Elevator

In the chamber of the SLA-250 there is a vat that
stores 32.2 liters of the photo curable liquid plastic [10]. The
type of resin used for the SLA-250 is DSM Somos®

3D
Platform

ProtoTherm™, which has shown to be the well suited for
3D electronics due to the fact that ProtoTherm can

Vat

withstand high temperatures [12]. The resin must have the
ability to withstand higher temperatures due to the curing
8

Fig. 3: Inside the SLA-250 Vat,
Elevator, Platform and 3D Part

requirements of the conductive traces that are printed on the resin. The conductive traces must
be cured ideally at temperatures reaching 150 degrees Celsius for fifteen minutes. The curing
temperature is the most important factor in affecting the resistance the conductive ink that is
printed [13]. This resin has a red semitransparent color with a viscosity of 550 centipoises (at
room temperature), and can withstand temperatures up to 126° Celsius. Additionally, when the
resin is hardened, the resin can act as a water barrier for the electronics embedded within the
resin, as the resin is water resistant [12]. The vat that contains the resin is shown in Fig. 3.
Above the vat is an elevator that supports a platform with honeycomb cutouts all
throughout. This platform is what the 3D part is fabricated on. The honeycomb cutouts allow
for resin to seep through whenever the elevator submerges the platform below the surface of the
resin in the vat. Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 show the elevator and platform inside of the SLA-250, with
Fig. 3 showing the platform detached from the elevator in a tilted position. The elevator
submerges the platform in order to coat the upper most layer of the 3D part with resin. The
elevator will then raise
the platform up to a
distance

that

depending

varies

on

the

progress of the 3D part
being

built.

Elevator

3D Part

Platform

The

position of the elevator
is

dependent

on

the

progress of the 3D part
due to the fact that the

Fig. 5: Inside SLA-250, Elevator, Platform and 3D Part
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top of the part must be at a specific distance from the opening which the laser beam enters the
SLA chamber from the optics area. Once the elevator has positioned itself in the correct position
a blade will swipe across the 3D part to evenly distribute the newly applied resin over the
previous hardened layer. Once the blade has passed, the motor controlled mirrors in the optics
system, seen in Fig. 7, will then direct the laser beam across the last coat of resin according to
what was specified by the sliced drawing representation of the CAD file that describes the 3D

Fig. 6: Sample 3D CAD file and 3D Sliced File
part. Once the new layer of resin has been cured by the laser, the elevator submerges the 3D part
once again in resin. When the part is submerged, the elevator then raises the 3D part close to
where the elevator was previously however the elevator is now offset by 0.1mm further into the
vat. The cycle then continues, building the 3D part by stacking layers of harden resin that are
0.1mm thick. A photo of an SLA-250 system is shown in Fig. 2.
The 3D part being fabricated by the SLA-250 is described by a sliced file format that
represents the original CAD drawing of the 3D part.

Two such file formats are the

stereolithography (STL) and stereolithography contour (SLC) file formats. The STL file format
10

is the standard file type used by RP machines. STLs describe the outside shape of a 3D object.
The SLC file format is known as a “2 ½ D” contour representation of a CAD model. Essentially,
an SLC file describes a 3D object by using 2D curves that represent sliced sections of the 3D
object at ascending intervals [14]. Fig. 6 shows a 3D CAD design as well as a 3D CAD design
sliced

in

layers

several

that

are

traced by the SLA250.
The design
Attenuator

Motor
Controlled
Mirrors

of a 3D part for a
SL system begins
with

a

program
Solid

CAD
such

Works

as
™.
Fig. 7: SL Attenuator and Motor Controlled Control Mirrors

Once the 3D CAD
drawing is complete, the CAD file is then imported to another program called LightYear™.
LightYear™ will prepare the CAD drawing for the SLA-250 by placing the 3D object in a
virtual platform that represents the platform in the SLA-250. In the LightYear™ program, the
user can choose in what area of the SL machine to build the 3D part. Once the user is ready to
export into a file format the SLA-250 machine can use, the user defines some other preferences.
These preferences are usually preset in Lightyear™ and describe parameters of the SLA-250
machine which have an impact on the 3D part being fabricated. One of the preferences dictates
how to slice the 3D CAD model. The CAD model must be sliced in a format so that the sliced
11

layers are parallel to the virtual platform since the SLA-250 builds the 3D object a single layer at
a time, at 0.1mm increments. In LightYear™, the thickness of the slices are preset and used for
the SLA-250. Other variables are also considered such as the specific type of resin being used.
Once the build settings have been selected in the LightYear™ program, LightYear™ then
exports the CAD drawing with the description of the slices into a file format the SLA-250 uses.
This file is then saved on the SLA-250 machine via a mass storage device. Once the file is on
the SLA-250, the machine can be sent
Pump Used in
DP System

DOS commands to begin building the
3D part.

2.2 Direct Print (DP) System
The DP system is used to print
conductive traces that connect electrical
components

together

in

order

to

Material Filled
Syringe

fabricate a complete electronic circuit.
The conductive traces are composed of

Fig. 8: nScrypt Pump with Material Filled Syringe
(Wrapped in Foil)

a conductive material, referred to as ink, which is usually made out of silver particles. The DP
system stores the conductive ink and will use the stored ink for printing the conductive traces.
The ink in the DP system is stored in a syringe attached near the dispensing point of the DP
system, as seen in Fig. 8. The DP system interconnects electronic devices in a circuit similarly to
the format which conductive traces in a PCB interconnects electronic devices.

The main

advantage that a DP system has over the process used to fabricate PCBs is that the DP process is
an additive process. PCBs use a process which leaves wasted material, some of which is
12

hazardous [3]. In general, PCBs perform better in the sense that the conductive traces on PCBs
have a lower resistance. Printed traces are usually outperformed by PCBs due to the fact that the
ink used in DP systems usually use conductive silver flakes that are suspended in a curable
polymer. When the ink is cured, the polymer evaporates, and the silver flakes are left behind.
The silver flakes conduct in areas where they overlap; however because of the flake’s irregular
shapes, there are bottlenecks when conducting electricity. The bottlenecks in the flakes usually
impede the flow of electrons, therefore raising the resistance of the ink. PCBs consist of a solid
metal trace that has portions removed and shaped according to the specifications of a CAD
design [18].
Material
Feed

The DP system dispenses ink in the
form of applying pressure through a supplied
line of air. An externally supplied inlet pressure
is attached to the DP system which will then
regulate the pressure to one suitable for the
application or a pressure that is restricted by the
DP dispensing hardware.

The amount of

pressure used while dispensing ink can also be
controlled to various pressures by the DP
system.

The flexibility of the air pressure

applied to printing can vary depending on the
DP system used. The air pressure is applied in
a direction that will force the ink stored in a

Orifice

Interchangeable
Ceramic Tip

Fig. 9: nScrypt Dispensing Unit

syringe through an attachment on the DP system where the ink enters from the syringe. This
13

attachment has a single point of entry and a single point of exit, allowing for the ink to flow in
only one direction. In the exit area of the dispensing system there is an orifice whose size can
vary depending on the DP system used. In Fig. 9 the nScrypt dispensing tip is seen and labeled.
In the DP system, the ink dispensing portion is attached onto another subdivision of the
DP system. This second subsystem is what controls the movement of the dispensing system,
referred to as the traversing system. Whereas the dispensing system is responsible of controlling
the amount of ink dispensed, the traversing system is responsible for the shape that the
conductive traces will form. At the very least, the traversing system must be able to move in two
dimensions, referred to as the X and Y axis. The X and Y axis form a plane that is parallel to the
surface to be inked. A third axis, the Z axis, is beneficial to the system by allowing for the DP
system to move in a third dimension. The Z axis can adjust the gap between the orifice and the
surface to be inked on, known as the dispensing height. Additionally, the Z axis can allow the
user of the DP system to fine tune the dispensing height without having to move the object to be
inked or the DP system. This ability is extremely useful as dispensing height is an important
parameter in overall quality of the conductive trace being printed, as well as printing on
substrates that are not planar [11].

Parker Stages
The traversing subsystem of the DP system used in this research is a three axis system.
The system is manufactured by Parker Hannifin Corporation (Electromechanical Automation
Division, Rohnert Park, California). The positioning stages consist of linear positioning stages
with direct drive precision ground screw drives.

These positioning stages can move in

increments as small as a tenth of a micron. The X axis motion is provided by linear positioning
14

stages model LM150D-0400 which can travel 400mm from end to end. The Y axis and Z axis
motion are provided by linear positioning stages model LM100D-0100. The Y axis can move a
distance of 350mm from end to end, whereas the Z axis can move 100mm from end to end. The
Y and Z axis can also move in steps as small as a tenth of a micron. The X, Y and Z linear
positioning stages are installed so that they are perpendicular to one another. Such configuration
of the X, Y and Z positioning stages allow for the positioning stages to be able to move to any
point in 3D space that fits within the 400x350x100 (X, Y, Z) area.
The X, Y and Z axis motors receive motion commands from high power, compact digital
server drives manufactured by Parker Hannifin Corporation. The series of the digital drives is
the Aries series, model number AR04AE. The model number describes the digital drives as
follows: AR represents the Aries series, 04 describe the maximum shaft power of the drive, A in
the model number represents that the command interface is analogue (+-10 volts), E represents
that the driver uses an encoder for motor feedback. The same model of Aries digital server drive
is used for each X, Y and
ACR9000

Z axis on the Parker
stages. The Aries digital
server

drives

Aries
Driver

receive

commands from Parker
Hannifin’s

ACR

9000

multi-axis controller. The
AR04AE

digital

server

drive uses an RS232 port

Fig. 10: Aries Driver and ACR 9000 Controller

with a baud rate of 9600 to
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communicate to the ACR9000.
The ACR 9000 controller is part of a series of controllers which consist of ACR 9000,
ACR 9030, and ACR 9040. The ACR 90X0 family of controllers are responsible for controlling
servo and stepper drives, in this case an Aries drive, for each axis. The ACR 9000 controller and
Aries drives used in these experiments is seen Fig. 10. The ACR 9000 provides an interface
between a user and each axis in order to accomplish the user’s goal.
The ACR 9000 provides several techniques of hardware interfacing in order to present
commands, upload scripts that describe the motion of each axis, and control input / output (I/O)
lines of the controller. Bidirectional communications between a PC and the controller may be
established via RS232, USB, and Ethernet. The ACR 9000 controller can have up to 512 digital
I/O connections at 24 volts, ideal for interfacing with external systems. The Central Processing
Unit (CPU) in the controller operates at a frequency of 75 megahertz, allowing the controller to
process instructions and data that is received from the hardware interface from the PC at a
reasonable speed.
Once the ACR 9000 controller and the PC have a connection setup through RS232, USB
or Ethernet, software must be installed on the PC in order to establish a connection with the ACR
9000 controller.

ACR View software is installed to begin establishing the developing

environment and all communications to the ACR 9000 controller. ACR View is a Software
Development Kit (SDK) made specifically for the ACR 90X0 families of controllers. This SDK
has a variety of tools that can be used for the ACR 90X0 controllers, including: editors, hardware
tuning utility programs, and controller status panels. The editor in ACR View is used for the
development of scripts that describe the motion control of any axis as well as I/O manipulation
on the ACR 9000 controller. Tuning in ACR View optimizes the servo tuning of the ACR 90X0
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system for the specific application of the controller, drives and motors. A status panel in ACR
View allows for a user to see any parameter or flag status within the ACR 90X0 systems. ACR
View provides a suite of tools that allow the user to fine tune the ACR90X0 systems in order to
accomplish a specific goal. The ACR View software is used to develop a script that describes
motion and I/O ports in order to achieve a goal that is usually repetitive. A script developed in
ACR View can also be uploaded to the memory of the ACR 90X0 controllers. Once the script is
in the memory of the ACR 90X0 the script is then ready for execution by the CPU in the ACR
90X0. The script can be executed multiple times triggered by some external event (via an I/O
port), allowing the ACR 90X0 controllers to be suitable for line manufacturing environments.
In addition to the ACR View software, a communications server is included as an
alternative option to interface with the ACR 90X0 controllers via custom software.

The

communications server is compatible with 32-bit software developing environments such as:
Visual Basic, Visual C++, Visual C#, Delphi and any other software package that supports
Microsoft’s® Component Object Model (COM). This communications server is used after the
ACR controller has been properly connected to the motor drivers, the PC and operates correctly.
The communications server is simply an alternative to ACR View and provides users with the
ability to program custom software interfaces to the ACR controller.
Whether ACR View or ACR’s communications server is used to communicate to the
ACR 90X0 controller, there is a common script language used to develop custom motion
commands. Either COM or ACR View software interface can a script to the controller. The
script can be programmed in either a simple text editor, or one provided for by ACR View. The
script provides a sequence of commands that the ACR 9000 controller can execute.

The

commands in the scripts have varying functionality. The most common commands are described
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below. The command and the parameters are described. The command to be interpreted by the
controller is in bold while the parameters are encapsulated in brackets and written in italics.
Note that the commands are not case sensitive and there is a space between the command and the
first parameter. In instances where a command can have multiple parameters, each parameter is
separated by a single space.
RES [Axis1]
The RES command is used to reset the current position of the axis to position 0. Axis1 represents
the name of the axis to be reset. The names of each axes are conFig.d via the ACR View
software. Multiple axes can be reset with a single RES command as long as the axes are
separated by a space. In essence, this set’s the origin point for the listed axis.
X [distance]
Will move the axis conFig.d with the name X to the coordinate given by the parameter distance.
The unit of distance the parameter is described in is in mm. The origin point of the axis is
defined by using the RES command.
Y [distance]
Will move the axis conFig.d with the name Y to the coordinate given by the parameter distance.
The unit of distance the parameter is described in is in mm. The origin point of the axis is
defined by using the RES command.
Z [distance]
Will move the axis conFig.d with the name Z to the coordinate given by the parameter distance.
The unit of distance the parameter is described in is in mm. The origin point of the axis is
defined by using the RES command.
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ACC [acceleration]
Acceleration of all of the axes are defined using this command. The parameter acceleration is in
mm/s2.
DEC [deceleration]
Deceleration of all of the axes are defined using this command. The parameter deceleration is in
mm/s2.
VEL [velocity]
Velocity of all of the axes are defined using this command. The parameter velocity is in mm/s.
DWL [time]
This command will force the ACR controller to pause at this command for the amount of time
specified by the time parameter. The time parameter is in seconds. The controller will wait as
soon as this command is encountered and will resume execution in the following line.
CLR [bit]
An single bit is set to a logic 0 (0 volt potential difference from the referenced ground) by using
this command. The bit parameter describes the bit number on the ACR 9000 controller. The bit
described by the bit parameter could be an I/O bit or any other bit that can be set to logic 0 in the
ACR 9000 system.
SET [bit]
An single bit is set to a logic 1 (24 volt potential difference from the referenced ground) by using
this command. The bit parameter describes the bit number on the ACR 9000 controller. The bit
described by the bit parameter could be an I/O bit or any other bit that can be set to logic 1 in the
ACR 9000 system.
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Any of the listed commands can be sent to the ACR controller via a terminal emulator as
well as a single script uploaded to the controller. The terminal emulator and a method of
uploading the script are available in both ACR View and the communications server. Fig. 11 is a
screenshot of ACR View with an active terminal emulator as provided by ACR View.

Fig. 11: Parker ACR View Software with an Active Terminal
Window
nScrypt Smart Pump™
The nScrypt Smart Pump™ is a device that allows for DP, shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 9,
the ceramic tip is labeled as is the orifice where material is dispensed from. The Smart Pump™
is one of the subsystems in the DP system. The Smart Pump™ has the responsibility of
controlling the amount of ink to be dispensed. Therefore, the Smart Pump™ has significant
influence over the resolution of what can be printed, however the pump is not the only
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component of the DP system that influences the print resolution. The
motion control subsystem of the DP system also influences the print
resolution.
The Smart Pump™ uses a supplied line of air to forcibly move the
ink from the syringe, into the pump and out of the orifice. The air
pressure that can be used by the Smart Pump™ to dispense can range
from 0-100 PSI. Various materials can be printed via the Smart Pump™.
Materials used for dispensing in the Smart Pump can have a viscosity
ranging from 1 to 1,000,000 cp. The interchangeable parts in the Smart
Pump™ allow the use of materials that contain particles of various sizes.
Larger particle sized material requires that the ceramic tip of the Smart
Pump™ have a larger orifice. Smaller orifices will cause larger particle

Fig. 12: nScrypt
Pump

sized materials to build around the orifice of the ceramic tip, impeding the
flow of the material. With smaller orifices and particle sizes, material can be dispensed with line
thicknesses as small as 50 microns. Manufacturing conductive traces as small as 50 microns
gives the advantage of higher circuit density in a 3D circuit. There is a tradeoff between higher
density and resistance of printed lines. As printed lines become thinner, sheet resistance of the
printed line increases [19].
One of the unique features of the Smart Pump™ is the ability to generate a vacuum in the
pump which will force small amounts of remaining material at the orifice to return into the pump
when dispensing is complete. The feature of the Smart Pump™ that produces a vacuum that
pulls in the extra material at the ceramic tip is known as suck back. The vacuum that generates
the suck back is formed by the valve rod that is housed in the pump. The valve rod can move in
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increments as small as 0.1 microns. At the end of
the valve rod is an o-ring that sustains a seal
between the valve rod and the ceramic tip, which
Smart
Pump™
Controller

ceases the flow of ink. The suck back feature of
the Smart Pump™ allows for finer resolution when
printing patterns.
The nScrypt Smart Pump™ has two major

Enclosure
(Black)
Fig. 13: NScrypt Controller

components: a controller, and a pump. The pump
is shown in Fig. 12, and the controller with the

enclosure opened is in Fig. 13. The pump is mounted to the DP subsystem that can control the
movements of the pump. The controller must be mounted in a position close enough to establish
a physical connection with the pump.
The controller used for the pump is an Aerotech Ensemble MP10 controller.

The

Aerotech controller has two methods of communication: Ethernet, and I/O pins. The Ethernet
connection of the Aerotech controller can be used by an Aerotech SDK, or any custom program
that uses the libraries provided by Aerotech. The Aerotech controller is installed on a PC that is
used to upload routines to the controller.
The Smart Pump™ program used to upload routines form the PC to the Aerotech
controller is programmed by nScrypt, called nScrypt Solo.

The nScrypt Solo program

establishes communication with the Aerotech controller via Ethernet when installed on a PC.
The nScrypt Solo program on the PC can then transmit commands to the pump through the
Ethernet connection. Additionally, the nScrypt Solo program can define and upload routines to
be stored in the memory available on the Smart Pump™ with the established Ethernet
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connection. Routines are a set of commands for the Smart Pump™ that can be executed either
by software on the PC (custom software, such as nScrypt Solo) or by the means of the input pins
on the Aerotech controller. Routines describe the valve rod position within the pump, the speed
that the valve rod moves, and the amount of pressure to apply via the pump in order to dispense
material through the ceramic tip.
The second viable technique to communicate with the Aerotech controller is via I/O pins.
The I/O pins do not allow for data that define routines to be transmitted and stored on the
Aerotech controller. Only the input pins are utilized in the controller in order to provide a
unidirectional communication method from an external system to the nScrypt Smart Pump™
system.

The established connection via the input pins establishes a unidirectional

communication link that is used in order to execute specific routines. Therefore, the input pins
on the Aerotech controller are utilized by any external system that requires an interface to the
pump for the purposes of executing routines on the pump. The set of input pins on the Aerotech
Ensemble MP10 controller that are used for the unidirectional communications link are in the
TB203 set of input pins [17]. The specific pins used in the TB203 set for routine execution on
the Aerotech Ensemble MP10 controller are pins labeled as follows: 0-3 COMMON, INPUT 0,
INPUT 1, INPUT 6, INPUT 7, and the pin labeled 4-7 COMMON.
The six pins are pins that are used by the custom firmware on the Aerotech controller.
The firmware on the Aerotech controller is programmed by nScrypt. The firmware programmed
by nScrypt for the Aerotech controller is what dictates the behavior of the Smart Pump™ when
interfaced to external systems. The firmware monitors four of the input pins. The pin labeled
INPUT 6 is used as an enable input. Whenever INPUT 6 is set to a logic one, the controller must
monitor the other input pins and control the pump as specified by the input parameters. When
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INPUT 6 is a logic zero, the input pins will have no affect on the pump. INPUT 0 and INPUT 1
pins are used in conjunction to describe a routine number using binary logic. INPUT 0 pin is the
least significant bit, and INPUT 1 is the most significant bit. INPUT 7 is used as an indicator by
the firmware to execute whatever routine is represented by INPUT 0 and INPUT 1 only on the
rising edge of INPUT 7. Therefore, setting INPUT 7 to a logic zero has no effect on the Smart
Pump™ system. The pins labeled as 0-3 COMMON and 4-7 COMMON are used as voltage
references to differentiate between logic zero and logic one for pins zero thru three and four to
seven respectively.

Fig. 14: Various Input logic for Aerotech Controller
Fig. 14 shows various logic representations of the input pins for the Aerotech controller.
Prior to time unit one, INPUT 6 is a logic zero, therefore whenever there is a rising edge on
INPUT 7, as in time unit one, the routine specified by INPUT 0 and INPUT 1 is not executed.
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INPUT 0 and INPUT 1 can vary throughout several time units, (as in time units two, three, and
four) before a specific routine is executed without actually initiating any of the routines that were
represented during the variation. At time unit six INPUT 6 is a logic one. INPUT 6 being a logic
one indicates that the pump must execute a routine if a rising edge is detected on INPUT 7. At
time unit seven, INPUT 7 presents a rising edge while INPUT 6 is a logic one and therefore
routine number three (binary 11 is decimal equivalent of three) will begin executing on the pump
immediately. Note that only when INPUT 6 is a logic one and INPUT 7 transitions from a logic
zero to a logic one will the pump begin to take any action. The behavior of the Aerotech
controller is defined solely by the firmware that is running on the controller.

2.3 Hybrid System Interfaces
Interfaces are considered as boundaries of a system that allow for that system to
communicate outside of that system. Some interfaces may be used by other systems in order to
establish a means of communicating messages that will ultimately accomplish a goal. Interfaces
can also be used by operators that are operating the system via the interface provided. There are
several interfaces present within the hybrid system. Some of the interfaces available in the
hybrid system provide a unidirectional communication link.

Unidirectional communication

allows for commands to be presented to the receiving system, but does not allow for status
updates from the receiving system. Another example of unidirectional communication can allow
a system to send information to other systems, or users, but does not allow for commands to be
received. There are also bidirectional communications interfaces available in the hybrid system.
Bidirectional communications interfaces allow for two systems to send information or
commands to each other using the same interface.
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The Smart Pump™ has two interfaces.

One of these interfaces is limited to a

unidirectional interface via input pins for outside systems to utilize. The second interface
available on the Smart Pump™ is a bidirectional communications interface via Ethernet that can
be fully utilized by a PC. The Aerotech Ensemble controller that is a part of the Smart Pump™
is capable of bidirectional communication via I/O pins. The fact that the Aerotech controller is
utilizing the I/O pins as a unidirectional interface is dictated by the firmware that is loaded. The
firmware can be rewritten and more I/O pins could be utilized, and other features could be
expanded as well.
There are three bidirectional communications interfaces available on the Parker Stages.
The first is a bidirectional communications interface via a COM library between the Parker
Stages and custom third party software. The second bidirectional communications interface is
available for users via ACR View SDK software that is installed on the PC connected to the
Parker Stages. Both the COM and ACR View software interfaces can use Ethernet, RS 232 or
the Universal Serial Bus (USB) as a physical interface to the Parker Stages.

The third

bidirectional communications interface available on the Parker stages can be established via I/O
pins with third party systems.
The SL system provides for a single unidirectional communication interface that allows
users to send commands to the SL system. Commands are issued to the SL machine via a
keyboard. The interface for the SL does not provide feedback other than what can be viewed on
a monitor. Feedback from a monitor is difficult to interface with by a third party machine, and
therefore is not considered as a method of communicating information from the SL to a third
party machine.
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The DP system utilizes one of the interfaces available to communicate to the Smart
Pump™ and one of bidirectional communications interfaces of the Parker Stages. The interface
used on the Smart Pump™ is the set of input pins which are connected to I/O pins on the Parker
Stages.

This configuration allows for the Parker Stages to execute routines on the Smart

Pump™. The only bidirectional interface available on the Smart Pump™ is utilized by the same
PC that the Parker Stages are conFig.d with. Configuring the Smart Pump™ and the Parker
Stages on the same PC allows that PC to upload custom routines and control the Parker Stages
from a single source. A single PC having control of both the Smart Pump™ and Parker Stages
proves to be important when designing software that can control the hybrid system. The PC
conFig.d to use the Parker Stages and the Smart Pump™ will now be referred to as the Master
Control Computer (MCC).
Bidirectional communication with the SL computer is established from the MCC via a
RS 232 port on the MCC. Communication to the SL machine is accomplished by using a
keyboard controller. The
keyboard controller is a
physical

interface

that

allows for the ability to
communicate

various

DOS commands to the SL
machine via the keyboard
port on the SL machine.
The keyboard controller
Fig. 15: Hybrid System Software Interface
relays characters received
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on a RS232 port connected to the MCC. Custom software was programmed in order to utilize
the hardware interface provided by the keyboard controller.

Communication from the SL

machine is possible by a custom embedded device that monitors various aspects of the SL
machine. The information monitored by the embedded device is then transmitted to the MCC
via the same RS 232 port that the MCC uses to send commands to the keyboard controller. The
RS 232 port on the MCC is split to allow for transmission of information to the keyboard
controller, and for the reception of data from the embedded device. The MCC is conFig.d in
such a manner so that only a single communications port on the MCC is used for the entire SL
system, establishing a bidirectional interface.
Finally, an interface must exist on the hybrid system for the user operating the hybrid
system. This interface to the hybrid system abstracts the other subsystems and allows for a user
to fabricate a 3D electronic circuit. Such software interface exists on the MCC in the form of
custom software programmed in Visual Studio C++. The software has a graphical user interface,
allowing anyone who operates the hybrid system to be able to do so with ease. A screen shot of
the software interface for the hybrid system is shown in Fig. 15. The software interface allows
for a user to build 3D electronics by selecting a custom script that has been written in a simple
text editor.
The custom script defines the locations of other information that each subsystem in the
hybrid system uses to fabricate a portion of the 3D electronic circuit. The script defines a 3D
part for the SL machine to build. The script then defines at what layers the 3D part will have
components or electrical traces. For each electrical trace defined in the script, a separate SL 3D
part file is given that describes the path that the SL laser must follow in order to partially cure the
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electrical traces for that layer. The custom software on the MCC will analyze the script and
coordinate all of the subsystems in the hybrid system to fabricate the 3D electronic circuit.
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Chapter 3 – Challenges of Hybrid System
The hybrid system for fabricating 3D electronic circuits had various challenges. Any
limitation, either software or hardware, that obstructed the ability to fabricate a 3D circuit was
considered a challenge. The sources of challenges varied between limited hardware and software
capabilities with the current hybrid system as well as lack of both hardware and software. This
chapter describes some of the challenges that were evident with the hybrid system. Information
on other problematic circumstances that may have contributed to any challenge is also detailed in
this chapter. Additionally, tasks that were not automated were considered as challenges with the
hybrid system and are discussed in this chapter.

3.1 Hardware

Printed Lines
Circuits printed by the DP system in the SL machine presented various challenges. The
first problem discovered was the discontinuity of printed lines. Repeated print patterns on a
single SL substrate indicated that the discontinuity in the traces occurred in the same areas of the
3D substrate.

The 3D substrate was fabricated by the SL portion of the hybrid system.

Originally, a theory was formed which explained that the discontinuous printed traces were the
result of a malformed 3D substrate fabricated by the SL portion of the hybrid system.
Traces were then printed on an aluminum piece of metal with a leveled surface, small
enough to fit within the SL system. The aluminum metal was laid over the center of the SL
system, allowing access by the DP system to print the traces. The same script, which dictates the
pattern printed by the DP system, was executed on the aluminum metal as what had been used to
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print on the SL substrate.

The conductive traces printed on the aluminum metal were

discontinuous in the same areas as the conductive traces printed on the SL substrate. The
similarities in the printed traces on the metal and substrate gave indication that the root cause of
the problem was not due to inaccurate 3D parts fabricated by the SL machine.
The second major challenge that was present when printing conductive traces was the
amount of time taken to program a script for the DP system. All details of a script had to be
typed manually by a user. Calculations that specified the amount of time for the DP system to
actively dispense ink had to have been done manually. Coordinates for the DP system to
traverse must also have been generated and programmed manually. Testing of any scripts
programmed by the user had to have been executed prior to printing on the substrate. The testing
of scripts usually resulted in the discovery of minor details that were left out of the scripts. Any
detail not included in a script would not be recognized by the DP system as an error, allowing the
DP system to continue executing erroneously.
Undesirable results in the DP system caused by scripts with missing details, or any other
error presented by the user, had varying consequences. Such consequences presented by an
erroneous script ranged from having minor to catastrophic affects on the 3D circuit. Minor
affects on the 3D circuit entailed inaccurately printed conductive traces. Inaccurate conductive
traces could potentially have the consequence to not connect electrical components, leaving open
connections in the circuit.

More drastic consequences presented by inaccurately printed

conductive traces included the possibility of short circuiting two or more components in the 3D
circuit. Short circuits present the possibility of damaging electrical components that are housed
in the 3D substrate.
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Significant challenges caused by inaccurate DP scripts can potentially involve damaging
the hybrid system. Inaccurate DP scripts can force the DP system to traverse further than
intended in any axis (X, Y or Z). Erroneous coordinates in the X and Y axis can force the DP
system to collide within the SL system. Such collisions in the SL system can damage either the
DP or SL system. Erroneous Z axis coordinates can cause significant damage to the DP system.
If the DP system were to traverse too far in the Z axis toward the 3D substrate, the DP system
will collide with the 3D substrate. Collisions such as when the DP system collides with the 3D
substrate are responsible for damage to the DP system, as well as the 3D part.
Any errors presented by the user via a script for the DP system cannot be detected by the
DP system. The only preventative measures that are exercised by the DP system are limited to
halting execution upon attempting to execute an unrecognizable command.

When such a

scenario occurs, the DP system does not take any action in recovering from the error. This could
also be undesirable. If the DP system were dispensing conductive ink when the DP system
discovers an unrecognizable command, the DP system will continue to dispense the ink and not
take any other action until a user intervenes.

Unknown DP Printing Gap
The DP printing gap refers to the distance between the orifice of the DP ink dispensing
unit and the surface of to be inked. The DP printing gap is an important variable that affects the
thickness and overall quality of the line printed by the DP system [11]. Prior to modifications of
the hybrid system, discussed in later chapters, the DP printing gap was measured by using slip
gap gauges. The printing gap measure differed among various X and Y coordinates with a static
Z coordinate on the DP system. The varying measured print gaps indicated that the DP print gap
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was dynamically changing while printing, resulting in discontinuous printed traces. Ideally the
DP printing gap should remain constant. If the DP printing gap is too large, the ink being
dispensed will not immediately adhere to the substrate and the controlled dispensing of the
material will be compromised. If the DP printing gap is too small, the orifice can come in
contact with the surface. If the orifice and the surface come in contact, the material will not

5mm

Fig. 16: 555 Timer Circuit Printed with Hybrid System. Complete Circuit (Left). No
Components (Right)
dispense due to the substrate blocking the orifice. The photo on the left of Fig. 16 shows printed
conductive traces used for a 555 timer. The photo on the right of Fig. 16 is the same circuit
reprinted on a transparent film. In the circuit printed on the right, the left half of the circuit
accomplishes desirable results: continuous thicker lines. The photo on the right of Fig. 16
reaches a point where the circuit will become inoperable due to the discontinuity in the printed
material. Fig. 16 is an example where the orifice of the DP system came in contact with the
surface while printing the right half of the circuit.
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Registration
Registration refers to the ability for subsystems that compose a system to be able to find
their location with respect to other subsystems. With the hybrid system, registration allows for
the DP system to be able to dispense conductive patterns within the SL system in the correct
locations. Accuracy is extremely important for designers of 3D electronics. Designers whose
goal is to fabricate a dense 3D circuit value conductive traces that are extremely thin, usually in
the range of 200 microns. However, printed traces that are extremely thin have little overlap
with conventional bread board electrical component pins.

The reduced overlap between the

printed traces and the electrical component connection requires that the printed lines be printed
accurately in order to establish a reliable connection.
The registration process for the hybrid system was done manually prior to the work
described in this thesis. The registration process of the DP system required the operator of the
hybrid system to place the DP system at a starting point specified by the DP script. All motion
and coordinates in the DP scripts are written relative to the starting point in the DP script. The
placement accuracy of the DP system was limited by how accurately the operator of the hybrid
system could place the DP system. Several instances required operators to readjust the starting
point and reprint the conductive traces due to not aligning the DP system with the correct starting
point.

3.2 Software
The hybrid system utilizes custom software developed in Visual Studio C++ in order to
abstract the various systems that compose the hybrid system.

The software interface was

programmed for the hybrid system in order to coordinate the DP and SL systems to fabricate 3D
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electronics. The custom software is installed on the MCC, since the MCC has a centralized
connection to all of the subsystems of the hybrid system. The main goal of the software used for
the hybrid system is to provide as much automation while coordinating the subsystems.
The software interface establishes communication to the SL system via a keyboard
controller which relays characters to the SL machine.

A customized embedded system is

connected to the MCC via a serial port. The embedded system provides feedback from the SL
system. The keyboard controller is connected to the MCC via an RS232 port. The software
interface uses a COM library provided by Parker Hannifin to communicate to the Parker Stages.
The software interface establishes a connection to the Parker Stages through an Ethernet port.
The block diagram as to how the software interface, labeled as “Graphical User Interface
Control”,

plays

a

role

in

the

hybrid

system

is

shown

in

Fig. 17: Block diagram of the hybrid system with control software
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Fig.

17.

Challenges with the control software are presented in the form of lack of automation.
Although major components are controlled by the graphical user interface control software, there
is much more opportunity to automate the build of a 3D circuit.
One of the biggest challenges presented with the use of the graphical user interface
control software is that the software lacks the ability to provide for a method to allow a user to
program DP scripts without the need of describing each command. Ideally, a graphical interface
should be implemented that can enable a user to draw conductive traces.

The graphical

representation of the conductive traces would then be converted to a script that the DP system
can utilize in order to print the conductive traces. Hours can be spent on programming a single
DP script for a single layer of a 3D object. Time spent on programming DP scripts for a single
3D electronic circuit could easily add up to tens of hours if the 3D circuit consists of multiple
layers of circuitry. The denser a 3D circuit is designed, the more layers would be utilized in the
design, in turn more time is spent on programming multiple scripts for each layer.
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Chapter 4 – Evolution of the Hybrid System
Since the hybrid system was assembled, various challenges had been noted. This chapter
discusses the hardware that was installed in order to aid in resolving some of these challenges.
Additionally, there is the opportunity to resolve some challenges with software.

Software

developed in order to aid in resolving any challenges described in the previous chapter is also
discussed in this chapter. Finally, the hybrid system had to continue to evolve in order to
advance the autonomous manufacturing of 3D electrical components. Any dependencies the
hybrid system has on operators introduces variables that are difficult to reproduce on every 3D
circuit built and should be limited. Besides introducing varying conditions that vastly affect a
3D circuit, the opportunity to damage the 3D part or the hybrid system is a risk that is presented
with continuous operator interaction.

4.1 Hardware Advances
This section discusses the hardware advances made on the hybrid system. Various
physical components were added to the hybrid system in order to aid in advancing the
automation of the hybrid system, or to address the challenges that were present in the hybrid
system. Some of the hardware added is commercial hardware. Other hardware that had to be
designed and assembled is also discussed in this section.

Displacement Laser
A non-contact measurement system was mounted in the DP system near the pump. The
measurement system can provide measurements of distances using triangulation. Triangulation
on the non-contact measurement system is implemented by a laser.
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The non-contact

measurement system used in the hybrid system is the MircroTrak 7000 displacement laser. The
laser used in the triangulation process has a wavelength of 670nm [20]. The energy of the laser
must not exceed the energy of the wavelength necessary to cure the resin within the SL machine.
Utilizing a laser displacement system with energy that is at or exceeding the energy wavelength
used to cure the resin in the SL machine would unintentionally cause resin to cure while taking
measurements with the displacement laser.
The original purpose of the displacement laser was to aid in registering the DP system
with the SL system. Other uses for the displacement laser have proven beneficial, mainly in
terms of data acquisition. Aiding in the registration process and data acquisition is feasible due
to the fact that the laser displacement system provides bidirectional communications interfaces.
The bidirectional interface used in the displacement system is an RS232, which is connected to
the MCC.
There are limited commands that can be sent to the laser displacement system. The
commands that can be sent allow for the displacement system to continuously sample the
distance of a surface within a specific range or to take a single sample once a command is sent.
The distance measured by the displacement laser is transmitted back to the MCC in the format
specified on the controller of the displacement laser.
There are two major limitations in the displacement laser that restrict the use with the
hybrid system. The first limitation involves the fact that the displacement laser can only detect
objects within a specific range. If a surface is not detected within the range of the displacement
laser, an error is returned via the RS 232 connection. The second limitation is that the laser must
be able to reflect off the surface of what is to be measured. The second limitation affects the
hybrid system in the sense that a 3D object cannot be scanned and successfully detected, due to
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the resin having a semi transparent property. The second limitation significantly impedes the
registration process. Ideally, the DP subsystem should register the DP pump to the 3D substrate.
The fact that the laser cannot detect the 3D substrate due to the semi transparent characteristic of
the cured resin does not allow this particular procedure of registration to be feasible.

Registration Blocks
In order to aid in registration within the hybrid system, hardware had to have been
installed. The previous section noted that the laser displacement system could not be used to
map out a 3D substrate due to the semitransparent property of the resin that the substrate is made
of. Unique hardware characteristics within the SL system could be used as registration points as
long as they were unable to move. Additionally the physical feature to be used as a registration
point within the SL system also had to have a direct relationship to the 3D substrate being
fabricated. This added complexity meant that the laser must use this physical structure as a
reference point as to where the laser would cure resin. Finally, the DP system must be able to
access this registration point without colliding with the SL system.
The most difficult restriction to overcome was the restriction involving a method to
establish a relationship between the registration point and the coordinate system of the laser used
to cure the resin. This particular challenge was overcome by using the black rim around the vat
within the SL system as a reference point. This area within the SL system is critical to the SL
system because of the fact that the laser used to cure a 3D object on the platform must first scan
and register itself to sensors located on this black rim [16]. Unfortunately, the DP system was
too large to access the laser sensors.
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An alternative to using the laser sensors mounted on the black rim was to install unique
features on the rim that could be detected by the laser displacement system. The hardware
installed was aluminum square pieces which were mounted on the black rim in areas accessible
Laser
Displacement
Sensor

SL Laser
Sensor

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

SL Laser
Sensor
Fig. 18: Registration Blocks in the SL System
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by the DP system. The aluminum square pieces, known as registration blocks, are ¼ of an inch
thick and are one inch in length by one inch in width. The registration blocks are easily visible
to the displacement laser system. A total of three registration blocks were installed inside of the
SL system, seen in Fig. 18. The registration blocks are labeled as block 1, block 2, and block 3,
also seen in Fig. 18. Block 1 and block 2 were mounted so that the edges on each of the blocks
matched. The matching edges on block 1 and block 2 are critical so that when any of the
matching corners on both blocks are located by the displacement laser any discrepancies can be
calculated.

Variable Counter Weight System
Variation in the dispensing height was a critical obstacle in advancing the quality of
printed circuits fabricated by the hybrid system. The mapping program (see section 4.2) lead to

Fig. 19: Surface Mapping of 67mm x 200mm Area Prior to Counter Weight System. Units are in
Microns.
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the conclusion that the variation in the dispensing height was due to the DP system, specifically
the Parker Stages. In order to arrive to this conclusion the Parker Stages were reassembled on an
optics table. The optics table provided a flat leveled surface with extremely little variation in the
surface. The next step taken was to execute the mapping program so that data could be gathered
on the readings read by the laser displacement system. The variation in the dispensing height
was still significant, indicating that the surface was not varying, but the Parker Stages.

Added Weight on Y
Axis

X-Y
Pivot
Point

Fig. 20: Weight and Pivot Point in DP System

The reason for the varying dispensing heights was due to the fact that the Parker Stages
are assembled in a manner that the Y axis pivots on the X axis. The added weight on the end of
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Fig. 22: Counter Weight System Frame
the Y axis (such as the nScrypt pump, laser displacement system, etc) causes the Y axis to move
downward the more the Y axis moves away from the pivot point. Fig. 19 represents data
collected from the mapping program. In Fig. 19 there are various colors that represent several
shifts in the dispensing height. Ideally, the mapping data would present a single color as there
should be little to no variation in the dispensing height.
The solution to the varying dispensing height was to design a variable counterweight
system that would aid the Y axis in offsetting the added weight. The weight must be a variable
counterweight due to the fact that more force is applied by the weight on the end of the Y axis
travels as the axis travels further from the pivot point, seen in Fig. 21. When the end of the Y
axis is close to the pivot point, less weight is necessary to offset the force applied by the weight
on the end of the Y axis.
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A frame was designed to support a steel cable that is connected to the end of the Y axis in
one end and various weights on the other end. The frame is big enough to surround the DP
system and was welded from aluminum pieces. The aluminum frame was then mounted to the
optics table that the DP system was installed on. In the middle of the frame three pulleys were
mounted in order to support a steel cable. The steel cable was clipped onto the end of the Parker
stages on one end, and was attached to several weights that rested on the floor on the other end.
Each of the weights on the steel cable opposite of the Y axis varied in size and placement so that

Fig. 23: Surface Mapping of 67mm x 200mm Area After Counter Weight System was Installed.
Units are in Microns.
more support could be provided to the Y axis at various intervals.

Fig. 22 shows the

counterweight frame mounted over the DP system.
The mapping program was run once more after the counterweight system was assembled
and installed. Fig. 23 represents the data collected after the counterweight was installed on the
hybrid system. The data conveys an overall positive effect the counterweight system had on the
hybrid system.
Fig. 24 analyzes the data in a numerical fashion. For both sets of the data mapping
acquired, there were a total of 13,736 points measured. Grouping the measured values in groups
of 500 microns, the breakdown of the height variation percentage wise is calculated in Fig. 24.
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The biggest impact that the counter weight system had was to reduce the amount of variation in
the dispensing height. Prior to the counter weight system there were three areas that had similar
height variation. After the counter weight system, the surface had two areas that took the
majority of the measurements.

Surface Mapping Data
Without Counter Weight System
Total Samples
(‐1000 ‐ ‐500 ) microns
(‐500 ‐ 0) microns
(0 ‐ 500 ) microns
(‐1000 ‐ ‐500 ) microns

Count
13736
0
804
10746
2010

Percentage
0%
5.85%
78.23%
14.63%

With Counter Weight System
Count
13736
3563
10037
196
0

Percentage
25.94%
73.07%
1.43%
0%

Fig. 24: Surface Mapping Distribution of Varying Heights
4.2 Software Advances
This section discusses the various software advancements that benefited the hybrid
system. Existing software was modified in order to accomplish automation goals of the hybrid
system. Other modifications to existing software remedied software bugs that existed in the
hybrid system. Existing software was also revised in order to become compatible with future
software that could aid in various functions of the hybrid system. A majority of the software that
was revised was the software interface to the hybrid system. Software advancements were also
in the form of developing novel software for the hybrid system. New software libraries were
developed in order to utilize hardware added to the hybrid system.

Other libraries were

developed in order to enable existing hybrid subsystems easily accessible to programmers.
With all of the software development for the hybrid system, the goal was to develop
software with modularization being a priority.
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Modularization in programming allows for

library files to be developed that can be reused in various applications.

Object oriented

programming is a style of programming which supports program development that is modular.
Object oriented programming is so beneficial that object oriented programming continues to
expand into other areas of software development due to the ability to be modular [22].
Modularity was an important factor in designing the programs for the hybrid system and
the hybrid system components. Modularity in software that controls hardware components in the
hybrid system allows the components to be reused for other purposes with ease. An example of
this is to use the DP system to print on flexible material within the SL system. Modularity
allows for various use of the hybrid system by not hard coding programs, which results in
programs that are not reusable.
Object oriented programming allow structures of data and variables (defined by classes)
that handle hardware to be encapsulated in a form of a single object. Developing libraries in this
fashion enables future programmers to combine hardware in order to assemble other machines to
serve other purposes. Programmatically, the hardware can be combined by developing child
classes that encompass the various properties of existing classes. Therefore, a library file for the
laser system and the DP system can be combined to enable a programmer to search for specific
characteristics on an inking platform and dispense material accordingly without needing to be
concerned with interaction with the SL machine.
Libraries were developed for each of the components added to the hybrid system.
Additionally, libraries were developed to modularize existing components of the hybrid system.
These libraries are called Application Programming Interfaces (API). Using an API enables
future developers to easily interface with hardware without having to be concerned with the
underlying details [21].
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When a programmer utilizes object orientated library files in order to connect to
hardware devices, there is a general set of procedures that are followed. The programmer must
first instantiate, or declare, an object of the type defined by the library file. Once the header files
are included an object of the type described by the class in the header file must be declared. The
programmer can then begin to interact with the object in a program. Interaction with the object
declared is limited to only public methods (function/routine calls) and variables.

Private

methods and variables can only be used internally by other methods specified within the class.
The following example declares an object called DPLaser that is derived from the laser
class using the Visual C++ programming language:
Laser DPLaser;
Once an object has been declared, the programmer begins interacting with the object via
function calls or variables that are defined in the class. When utilizing hardware API libraries,
developers must first call a method that initiates a connection with the hardware device. There
are objects that will automatically establish a connection via a constructor upon declaration.
Failing to initiate a connection with the hardware device will result in errors when attempting to
communicate with the device. In the following example, the connect method of the laser object
is called:
DPLaser.Connect();
After a connection has been successfully established, the developer utilizes various
methods in order to send or receive commands or information. The methods available for
interaction with the hardware device will usually differ between devices depending on what the
device is capable of. At the end of the program, the developer must close the connection in order
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to free the communications port for other applications. However, there are classes that will
automatically close the communications port properly upon destroying the object.
In the following sections, the methods and capabilities of APIs developed for the
hardware of the hybrid system available to the developer are described. Other significant
software for the hybrid system is also described in this chapter.

Laser API
An API was developed for the laser hardware mounted on the DP system. The laser API
provides a comprehensive library that enables programmers to fully utilize the functions
available on the MicroTrak 7000 laser displacement system. The library files that must be
included in the programming environment are ZAxisInfo.h and ZAxisInfo.cpp. The complete
program library for the Laser API is in appendix A.
The laser API will automatically establish a connection to the laser displacement system
upon declaration of an object.

The constructor described in the class of the laser API is

responsible for automatically connecting to the laser displacement system. The constructor is
defaulted to connecting to the laser displacement system via COM port two.
The laser API provides the following public method function calls:

Public Methods and Variables
void Refresh()
This method will update the variable labeled laserDistance to the distance detected by the
displacement laser. This method does not return a value.
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The Refresh method executes the appropriate conversion to convert data transmitted from the
laser displacement system to a variable of type double. Conversion by the Refresh method is
accomplished via parsing the ASCII data transmitted from the laser system. The Refresh method
will also check for any errors detected by the laser displacement system prior to attempting to
convert any data. There are two scenarios that can cause an error: if the surface is too far from
the laser sensor to detect a reading and if the surface is too near the laser sensor to detect a
reading.

void SendToLaser( char command )
This method transmits a single character to the laser controller. The character must be a valid
command. This method does not return a value.

double GetLaserDistance()
This method is a method that would be commonly used by a developer. The goal of this method
is to automatically send a command to the laser system that retrieves the distance read by the
laser displacement system. This method will also confirm that a valid reading was detected by
the laser displacement system. If the laser displacement system does not detect a surface within
the limited range, the GetLaserDistance method will return an error value 99.999.

double laserDistance
The variable laserDistance is of type double. The laserDistance variable represents the distance
the laser displacement system is from the surface of an object. The unit of this variable distance
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is in mm. Typical use of the laserDistance variable is to sample the variable after calling the
Refresh() method.

HANDLE hSerial
The variable hSerial is a handle to the serial port that is opened by the constructor of the class.

char laserStatus
The variable laserStatus is a char variable. The purpose of laserStatus variable is to provide
means that enable the developer to check whether or not the latest call to the Refresh() method
was successful. Good practice for any developer is to check the status of this variable after
calling the Refresh() method. The laserStatus variable can be in any of the following states:
f – Indicates that the latest reading from the laser displacement system failed due to the surface
being too far from the laser to detect a valid reading.
c – Indicates that the latest reading from the laser displacement system failed due to the surface
being too close to the laser to detect a valid reading.
g – Indicates that the latest reading from the laser displacement system succeeded. The value in
the variable laserDistance is a valid value.

Private Methods and Variables
The private methods and variables used in this class are private so that outside functions
or classes that are not related to this class cannot access these methods or variables. The private
methods and variables are mainly used for maintenance over the serial port that the laser
displacement system is connected to.
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void PurgeSerial()
This method will delete all data that is in the serial port buffer.

int ReadSerial()
This method will execute the appropriate system function calls to read data from the serial port
buffer.

int ConvertChar(char x)
This method will convert ASCII characters that represent data from the laser displacement
system to an integer variable. The ConvertChar method will return the integer representation of
the ACSCII type.

Parker API
An API was developed for the Parker stages attached to the DP system. The Parker API
provides a library of the most commonly used functions on the Parker stages. The library files
that must be included in the programming environment are MoParkerWrapper.h and
MoParkerWrapper.cpp. The complete listing for the Parker API is in appendix B.
The Parker API will automatically establish a connection to the Parker stages via the
Ethernet port. The constructor in the class of the Parker API is responsible for automatically
connecting to the Parker stages. The constructor will automatically connect to the Parker Stages
via the default Ethernet IP address 192.168.0.40.
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An important feature of the Parker API is the ability for the API to be able to recover
from possible errors that may occur when attempting to transmit commands to the Parker stages.
The libraries used to communicate to the Parker stages throw exceptions that allow for a
developer to recover from an error.

Public Methods and Variables
void MoveX(float xCoordinate)
This method will move the X axis on the parker stages to the coordinate specified by the
parameter xCoordinate.

void MoveY(float yCoordinate)
This method will move the Y axis on the parker stages to the coordinate specified by the
parameter yCoordinate.

std::string ipaddr
This variable contains the IP address of the Parker stages. The ipaddr variable is used when
connecting to the Parker stages. By default, the variable is set to 192.168.0.40 in the constructor
method.

Private Methods and Variables
void SendCommand(std::string command)
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This method is used to send string commands to the Parker stages. If there are errors when
attempting to send a message, this method will recover from the errors and send the message
until the message is successfully transmitted. The only type of error that is handled by this
method is an error that indicates that there is a failure in transmitting a message to the Parker
stages. The SendCommand method does not attempt to check whether or not a valid command
was issued to the Parker stages.

void Connect()
This method is used to establish a connection with the Parker stages. The default connection
medium is Ethernet via the IP address specified by ipaddr.

inline std::string Stringify(double x)
This method will convert a numerical variable of type double to a string type. This method is
useful when attempting to send commands to the Parker stages that involve numbers.

Mapping Program
A utility program was developed for the DP system in order to survey the printing
platform used by the DP system. The program developed requires no user interaction during
execution. The mapping program does require the user to set the DP system to the scanning start
point prior to executing the program. The mapping program uses the Parker API and the laser
API in order to scan a rectangular area on the surface to be printed on. The dimensions of the
rectangle as well as the increments between scan points are hard coded in the mapping program.
In order to adjust the area (or scan point increments and other variables) global variables in the
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program must be adjusted and the program must be recompiled. The complete listing of the
program can be found in appendix D.
Due to possible anomalies in the data acquired by the laser displacement system, an
algorithm is implemented in the mapping program that allows for outliers outside of one standard
variation to not be considered in calculating the average distance measured by the laser
displacement system. Each point in the rectangular area is sampled multiple times in order to
calculate the most accurate value. The number of samples collected for each point may also be
changed via a global variable in the mapping program. Once the samples are collected and
outliers are eliminated, the resulting distance is then exported into two separate data text files.
Both data text files are located in the directory that the mapping program is executed from. The
two data text files differ in the format the data is written. In one text file the data is recorded line
by line for each point. The format of the text file is as follows:
X,Y,DISTANCE
The first data file format is comma and return delimited. The comma separates each axis
in the coordinate as well as the distance read by the laser displacement system. In the format for
the first text file seen above, X represents the X coordinate of the point, and Y represents the Y
coordinate of the point.

DISTANCE represents the distance of the surface from the laser

displacement system in microns.
The second data file format is also comma and return delimited. This file format only
records the distance read by the laser displacement system and does not record any coordinates.
The distances from the laser displacement system are recorded to the second text file format in a
format that is easier to be imported into third party software that can visualize the data. The data
is laid out in the text file in a bird’s eye view fashion. For example, if a small 2mm by 2mm
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square was to be scanned by the mapping program at 1mm increments the text file would export
the distances measured in a 2x2 fashion:
255, 258,
258, 257,
The second data text file only represents the distances measured by the laser
displacement system and not the points.

The sample data above is interpreted as the

measurements in microns for the points as follows:
P1, P2,
P4, P5,
The communication ports for the Parker stages and the laser displacement system must be
available prior to executing the mapping program. Failure to assure the availability of any
communication port utilized by the mapping program could result in failure of execution.
Although there is no user interaction with the mapping program, the mapping program provides
the following global variables in order to adjust certain parameters of the program:

X_AXIS_MAX
This global variable represents the upper limit that the DP system will traverse to in the X axis
while sampling.

Y_AXIS_MAX
This global variable represents the upper limit that the DP system will traverse to in the Y axis
while sampling.
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VELOCITY
This global variable represents the velocity that the DP system will travel between points.

DELTA
This global variable represents the distance between each point within the rectangle. This
variable controls the resolution of the map produced by the mapping program.

SAMPLES
This global variable represents the number of samples collected for each point. Each sample
collected is used in the calculation to find the most accurate distance from the laser displacement
system to the surface.

The higher the number of samples the more accurate the distance

Fig. 25: Sample Mapping Data of 67mm x 100mm Area
measured for the mapping. Although accuracy increases with more samples, the amount of time
used to sample and calculate also increases.

The increased time reduces the programs

performance.
A sample map can be seen in Fig. 25. The data produced by the mapping program is
imported into another program such as Microsoft Excel. A 3D surface map is then generated
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with the result shown in Fig. 25. The map is in a rectangular form dictated by the X_AXIS_MAX
and Y_AXIS_MAX global variables. The colors on the map represent the height ranges for
portions of the map. When this program is executed in the hybrid system, the surface is always
flat. When a flat surface is scanned, ideally, the 3D surface plot should be a uniform color. If
the laser displacement system records varying distances, those various distances are grouped
together within a certain range then categorized by different colors.

Registration Program
A software library package was developed with the purpose of registering the DP system
to the SL system. The ability to register the DP to the SL system enables future software
development that can further automate the hybrid system.

The registration library can be

imported into any program that requires the DP system to print traces in known locations within
the SL system.
The

library

used

for

programs

needing

registration

ParkerXYRegistration.h library and ParkerXYRegistration.cpp.

capability

is

the

The library is limited to

registering the DP system in the X and Y axis. The Z axis of the DP system is not registered due
to challenges with varying Z heights at different X-Y coordinates. The ParkerXYRegistration.h
library only registers the DP system that is available on the hybrid. The complete listing for the
registration program can be found in appendix C.
The registration library utilizes the laser API and Parker API and therefore the
communication ports to the laser displacement system and the Parker Stages must be available
for use prior to executing the registration program.

The registration program utilizes the

registration blocks described in section 4.1. Prior to executing the registration program the laser
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displacement system must be reading a valid measurement on the registration starting block that
is furthest in the negative X axis on the negative side of the Y axis, block one.

The corner

furthest in the negative X axis and positive Y axis on block one will be the origin point that is
used to describe all movement after the registration program completes. Once the origin point is
set on the corner of the starting block other software may reset the origin as needed as long as the
location of the DP system is known internally to the software.
In addition to setting the origin point, the registration program provides other output for
developers that utilize the registration library. As part of the class that describes the registration
object in the library file, four other points are defined for the registration object. The four points
in the object are standard Cartesian X,Y points. The four points are split into two groups of
pairs. The first pair of coordinates represents a line along the Y axis of the DP system.

Due to

the position the registration blocks were installed, this line along the Y axis represents the offset
between the Parker Stages and the SL of the hybrid system. The slope of the line along the Y
axis could be utilized in the hybrid system interface to correct pre-manufactured scripts on the
fly while dispensing ink for a 3D circuit. Similarly, the second pair of points represents a line
along the X axis of the DP system whose slope can be used to correct preprogrammed scripts on
the fly. Ideally, the slope of both of the lines should be zero. Misalignment between the DP
system and the SL system will result in a nonzero slope.
The public libraries and methods available on the registration library is listed in the
remaining sections.

Public Methods and Variables
bool RegisterXY()
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This method will register the X and Y axis in the DP system to the SL system. The origin point
will the on the registration block located furthest in the negative X axis and negative Y axis. The
corner marked as origin on the block is the corner on the furthest negative X axis and positive Y
axis. Public variables will also be updated with valid Cartesian coordinates relative to the origin
position on the registration block.
This method will return a 1 if execution is successful or a 0 if execution fails to register the DP
system to the SL system.

float block1X
This variable contains the X coordinate for the registration block labeled as block 1. Once the
registration program has completed execution, this point will be the origin point and will be
defaulted to 0. While executing, this variable may vary.

float block1Y
This variable contains the Y coordinate for the registration block labeled as block 1. Once the
registration program has completed execution, this point will be the origin point and will be
defaulted to 0. While executing, this variable may vary.

float block2X
This variable contains the X coordinate for the registration block labeled as block 2. Once the
registration program has completed execution, the value in this variable represents the distance
from the origin. While executing, this variable may vary.
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float block2Y
This variable contains the Y coordinate for the registration block labeled as block 2. Once the
registration program has completed execution, the value in this variable represents the distance
from the origin. While executing, this variable may vary.

float xAxisP1X
This variable contains the X coordinate for the first point used in acquiring the slope data for the
X axis. The value of this variable is constant during program execution and is hard coded in the
registration program.

float xAxisP1Y
This variable contains the Y coordinate for the first point used in acquiring the slope data for the
X axis. The value of this variable varies during program execution and the final value is what
should be used for calculating the slope on the X axis between point one and point two.

float xAxisP2X
This variable contains the X coordinate for the second point used in acquiring the slope data for
the X axis. The value of this variable is constant during program execution and is hard coded in
the registration program.

float xAxisP2Y
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This variable contains the Y coordinate for the second point used in acquiring the slope data for
the X axis. The value of this variable varies during program execution and the final value is
what should be used for calculating the slope on the X axis between point one and point two.

The algorithm for the registration program works on the concept of finding edges with
the laser displacement system. The algorithm exploits the fact that the laser displacement system
will transmit an error if the laser system cannot detect a surface within a specific range. By
requiring the user to place the laser on block one with a valid reading, the registration program
can begin finding the necessary edges for the rest of the blocks and control the DP system to
move in other known areas.
The starting point that the user provides for the registration system can be inaccurate as
long as the laser system is reading a valid reading on block one. The algorithm proceeds by
moving the DP system in a single direction in large step increments until a surface is no longer
detected. When a surface is not detected by the laser displacement system, the laser has, a sense,
fallen off the edge. The algorithm proceeds by backtracking to the last known valid reading
from the laser system. Once the last known coordinate is reached, the DP system traverses
toward the edge once more. The pattern of finding the edge at smaller increments continues until
the DP system is taking steps as small as .1 mm. Therefore, the accuracy of the registration
program is within .1mm.
Registration blocks one and two are used to create a line along the Y axis. The slope of
the line represents the offset of the DP system when compared to the SL machine. The black rim
around the SL system vat where the laser sensors are located is used to create a line along the X
axis. The slope along the X axis can also be used to reference the offset of the DP system.
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The table represented in table Fig. 26 represents ten different trials in registering the DP
system with the SL system. The table below suggests accuracy of the registration hardware and
software is within 0.1mm.

The resolution of the registration algorithm matches with the

registration algorithm provided by the registration library that was developed. The X axis in the
table represents the line between the two registration points selected -15mm and 35mm away
from the origin point along the X axis. The registration algorithm proceeds to find the edge of
the rim along the Y axis at the specified X coordinates. Registration along the Y axis uses the
origin point as point one located on block one. Point two is located on block two. Both X and Y
axis of point two must be located by the laser displacement algorithm, therefore X and Y
coordinates of point two vary and are not constant.

Registration Points
X Axis

Y Axis

Point 1

Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 4
Trial 5
Trial 6
Trial 7
Trial 8
Trial 9
Trial 10

Point 2
Point 1
Point 2
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
‐15.00
6.80 35.00
6.60
0.00
0.00
‐4.30
‐317.60
‐15.00
6.90 35.00
6.50
0.00
0.00
‐4.29
‐317.50
‐15.00
6.90 35.00
6.50
0.00
0.00
‐4.29
‐317.50
‐15.00
6.90 35.00
6.50
0.00
0.00
‐4.29
‐317.50
‐15.00
6.90 35.00
6.50
0.00
0.00
‐4.29
‐317.50
‐15.00
6.80 35.00
6.60
0.00
0.00
‐4.30
‐317.60
‐15.00
6.90 35.00
6.50
0.00
0.00
‐4.29
‐317.50
‐15.00
6.90 35.00
6.50
0.00
0.00
‐4.29
‐317.50
‐15.00
6.80 35.00
6.60
0.00
0.00
‐4.29
‐317.60
‐15.00
6.90 35.00
6.50
0.00
0.00
‐4.29
‐317.50
Fig. 26: Registration Algorithm Repeatable Results. Units in mm.
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Parker Script Generator Program
A graphical user interface program was developed in order to allow users to
automatically develop DP scripts from a CAD drawing. The program developed to automate the
DP scripts is the Parker Script Generator (PSG) program. There is no hybrid system API used in
the PSG program, and therefore allows is a standalone program that is independent from the
MCC or any other component of the hybrid system. Any scripts generated from the PSG
program can be transferred to the MCC in order to be uploaded to the DP system. The PSG
program uses a modified algorithm developed by Hochan Kim in order to produce the DP
scripts.

The PSG program is a Microsoft foundation class based graphical user interface

program. The complete listing of the PSG program is in appendix E.
The PSG program requires user interaction. The PSG program requires the user to select
an SLC CAD file that is to be the source of the DP scripts. The SLC CAD file must be designed
via a third party CAD program in a fashion that the file represents all of the printed traces for
either a specific layer or all layers of a 3D circuit. Once a SLC file has been opened via the PSG
program, the user can verify the layers of the drawing, as seen in Fig. 27. Once the user has
opened the CAD file, the user can then generate the DP scripts via the Tools menu bar by
selecting Write Parker Script.
The routine called from the Write Parker Script command utilizes an algorithm that splits
the 2D representation of each layer into parallel lines that represent the dispensed ink. Each of
the parallel lines has spacing in areas where the CAD drawing indicates empty white space. In
other areas of the CAD drawing that indicate that a portion of the object exists, the lines are
continuous. Each parallel line represents a small portion of the CAD drawing as specified by the
SLC file. The spacing between each parallel line is hard coded in the algorithm and is restricted
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by the resolution of the DP system used. If the DP system cannot fabricate thin lines, then the
spacing must be larger. For a DP system with finer resolution, the spacing between each parallel
line must be decreased.

Fig. 27: PSG Program with Open SLC File
The PSG program provides output to the user in the form of the DP scripts generated.
The PSG program automatically creates a directory in the same directory the SLC CAD file is
located.

Each layer of the CAD drawing is represented via a single DP script text file.

Therefore, if a CAD drawing has 100 layers, then 100 DP scripts will be generated. Each DP
script generated is labeled and can be easily recognized from any other layer. The DP script
naming convention is as follows:

[SLC FILE NAME]_file_[ Layer Number]_of_[Total Layers]
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All of the text encapsulated in brackets is generated by the PSG program and will vary
between each DP script, with the exception of SLC FILE NAME. SLC FILE NAME represents
the CAD file that has been opened by the PSG program that is converted. Layer Number
represents the layer that this particular DP script represents. Total Layers represents the total
number of layers that the CAD file had. Fig. 28 shows an automatically generated DP script that
has been opened with the working directory created for the scripts in the background.
Each script generated by the PSG program follows the same structure. The structure of
the DP script contains three main components: header section, work section, and footer section.
The header section of the DP script will setup parameters on the Parker stages (velocity,
acceleration, etc.) and prepare the nScrypt Smart Pump™ for inking. The working section
describes all motion and pump actions necessary to dispense the material in the DP system
according to the SLC design. Each of the sections are commented in order to allow new users to
learn from the script commands and to enable tenure users to fine tune scripts as necessary for
any reason. Comments in the DP scripts are denoted by a single quote, which can be seen in Fig.
28. The footer section of the DP scripts contains commands that prepare the DP system for the
next use.
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Once the scripts are generated by the PSG program, the scripts are then transferred to the
MCC. A control script used to describe a 3D circuit for the hybrid interface program is then
developed so that the appropriate DP scripts are used in each layer of the 3D circuit.

Fig. 28: Automated DP Script
Manual Script Development VS Automated Script Development
The benefits of developing the PSG program are evident when comparing the time to
develop scripts for various shapes manually to the time that the PSG program takes to generate a
script. Three basic shapes were used as an example to compare the performance of the PSG
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program: square, triangle, and an octagon. The fourth script to be generated is something that is
much more comparable to what the hybrid system would be used to ink, a 555 timer circuit.
Fig. 29 shows that for any shape, the PSG program developed the script for any shape in
less than a minute. The times in figure Fig. 29 are presented only to give the reader an idea as to
how long a basic script can take to develop, versus how long any script would take to be
generated by the PSG program. The most basic script for a developer to program manually is a
square, as copying and pasting is used with very little variation. The 555 timer easily consumes
the most time for a developer to program due to the various shapes, turns, gaps, etc. The 555
timer script that was printed is seen in Fig. 16. The times represented in the figure are for scripts
developed once by a developer that has had experience in developing such scripts.
Manual VS PSG Script Development
Square

Triangle

Octagon

555 Circuit

Manual

PSG

Manual

PSG

Manual

PSG

Manual

PSG

2 mins

<1 min

24 mins

<1 min

39 mins

<1 min

308 mins

<1 min

Fig. 29: Time Comparisons between PSG and Manual Script Generation
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis various software and hardware was developed in order to aid in manufacturing
and improving the quality of a DP-SL hybrid system used for manufacturing 3D electronics. By
continuing the work of Medina the automation of critical functions and improvements to the
hybrid system were made in the various stages of 3D circuit manufacturing. Other challenges
were addressed such as registration within the hybrid system and automatically coordinating
several sub components of the hybrid system. Key software advances in this thesis via library
development have made future advancements in software development for the hybrid system
easier and plausible.
Several other areas of the 3D circuit design process can be automated or integrated with the
hybrid system. The fact that DP scripts can be programmed autonomously by referring to a
CAD drawing is a significant advancement. However control scripts for the hybrid interface
program must still be programmed manually and a program to develop these scripts should be
designed. The PSG program has the possibility to be used as a library for another program that
can generate the control scripts for the hybrid system.

Additionally, the PSG program is

programmed in a format so that the subroutines called to develop scripts for the DP system can
be modified easily to be compatible with other traversing stages – such as Aerotech stages.
Future work in terms of hardware development for the hybrid system exists as well.
Additional hardware can be mounted on the DP system in order to cure conductive traces within
the hybrid system. Other hardware that could be installed on the hybrid system can aid in
reducing the dispensing height variation in the DP system. The DP system itself could be
redesigned so that there are no pivot points, eliminating the dispensing height variation.
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There are two other possible solutions to aid in reducing the dispensing height variation in
the DP system. The first possible solution is to compensate for the dispensing variation (Z axis
of the DP system) in the script prior to printing the script. The second possible solution is to
dynamically adjust the dispensing height while printing conductive traces. Adjustment of the Z
height in the script prior to printing can be done autonomously via software developed from the
libraries described in this thesis.
The current implementation as to how scripts are presented to the DP system is what would
need to be changed in order to enable the DP system to adjust to the surface while dispensing
ink. Currently, the hybrid system software interface will upload the appropriate script to the DP
system for each layer to be inked. The scripts uploaded to the DP system do not adjust the Z axis
of the DP system at any point. Adjustment of the dispensing height can be done on the fly if
other hardware were installed that could detect the surface.
In order to accomplish the first possible solution, the PSG program may still be used to
generate general scripts that can be used by the hybrid system software interface. The general
script generated by the PSG program will describe all X and Y motion that is to be followed by
the DP system. Prior to inking any portion of a 3D electronic, the registration and mapping
program libraries may be used in conjunction in order to formulate an equation of a plane that
describes the surface to be inked. The formula acquired from the mapping and registration
libraries will be used to generate a Z axis compensation for any X and Y point on the plane. The
hybrid system software interface would then have a description of all X, Y and Z motion for a
script to be printed on the 3D part. The hybrid system must then generate a final script that will
compensate the Z height as described by the planar equation. At this point, the hybrid system
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software will combine the script generated from the PSG program and information gathered from
the planar equation. The script could then be uploaded to the DP system to be executed.
By changing the process in which motion commands are presented to the DP system, the
ability for the DP system to react to the surface of the 3D part while dispensing ink could be
implemented as long as hardware that can detect the surface being inked is installed. In order to
accomplish this, the hybrid system cannot upload the scripts and simply send a command to the
DP system to execute the script. The commands of the script must be read by the hybrid system
software, and the commands must be sent to the DP system line by line. Prior to transmitting the
commands, the hybrid system software must retrieve surface feedback from the hardware
monitoring the surface. As the dispensing height is changing, the commands that describe the
dispensing must be adjusted in order to compensate for the difference in dispensing height. This
method of dispensing ink would be the most ideal as it would truly enable conformal printing.
Other portions of the hybrid system may be replaced in order to enable other types of 3D
electronics. The SL portion of the hybrid system has the potential to be replaced with another
RP technology, such as Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM). FDM uses a process that lays
molten plastic layer by layer similarly to the method the SL system cures resin layer by layer.
The main difference between FDM and SL is that the plastic used in FDM is non-transparent.
This property in the plastic used in FDM allows for registration via the laser displacement
system in this thesis to be used directly on the manufactured 3D object. Registration directly on
the object allows for much more accurate ink dispensing.
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Appendix A: Laser API
Non Standard Library Files
ZAxisInfo.h
/****************************************************************************
**
* This class contains live information that describes the distance of the
*laser from an object(foater, registration blocks).
*
*We will need to provide the following information:
*
-COM port for laser positioning system
*
*
*
*****************************************************************************
*/
#ifndef ZAXISINFO_H
#define ZAXISINFO_H
#include<windows.h>
#include<iostream>
/**********************************************************
* Laser can return:
*
-VALUE: Which is the distance of the laser from a
*
surface
*
-ERROR: If the laser is too far from the surface
or too close
**********************************************************/
//enum LaserReturnValue {
//
//
//};

VALUE,
ERROR

class ZDistance{
public:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
//Distance of the laser from the surface of an object
double laserDistance;
//Handle to the serial port used by laser to communicate
HANDLE hSerial;
//Error: Either too far(f), or too close(c), or good to go(g)
char laserStatus;
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/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
ZDistance();//Constructor
~ZDistance();//Destructor
void Refresh();//Updates laserDistance to newest value
void SendToLaser(char command); //Send char command to laser
double GetLaserDistance();
private:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
void PurgeSerial();//clears serial buffer
int ReadSerial();//Read & Return an ASCII character
int ConvertChar(int x); //Converts an ASCII value (if 1 - 9) to int.
Returns 99 if error

};
#endif

Non Standard Program Files
ZAxisInfo.cpp
#include
#include
#include
#include

"stdafx.h"
"ZAxisInfo.h"
<windows.h>
<string>

/**********************************************************
* The following method is the constructor for the class
*This constructor does the following:
*
-Setup and open serial port
*
-Send commands to laser system to initiate
*
**********************************************************/
ZDistance::ZDistance()
{
int Mo_Test;
/*****
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*Initialize/Open Serial port
*****/
//Initialize the com port for the sensor
this->hSerial = CreateFile(_T("COM2"),
GENERIC_READ | GENERIC_WRITE,
0,
0,
OPEN_EXISTING,
FILE_ATTRIBUTE_NORMAL,
0);
if(this->hSerial == INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE)
{
Mo_Test++;//error opening serial port
}
DCB dcbSerialParams = {0};
dcbSerialParams.DCBlength = sizeof(dcbSerialParams);
if(!GetCommState(this->hSerial, &dcbSerialParams))
{
Mo_Test++;//error getting the state of the serial port
}
dcbSerialParams.BaudRate
dcbSerialParams.ByteSize
dcbSerialParams.StopBits
dcbSerialParams.Parity =

= CBR_9600;
= 8;
= ONESTOPBIT;
NOPARITY;

if(!SetCommState(this->hSerial, &dcbSerialParams))
{
Mo_Test++;//error saving the settings of the serial port
}
COMMTIMEOUTS timeouts = {0};
timeouts.ReadIntervalTimeout = 50;
timeouts.ReadTotalTimeoutConstant = 50;
timeouts.ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier = 10;
timeouts.WriteTotalTimeoutConstant = 50;
timeouts.WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier = 10;
if(!SetCommTimeouts(this->hSerial, &timeouts))
{
Mo_Test++;//error trying to set the timeouts
}
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to convert an ASCII representation
*of an integer value. If the ASCII value is 1-9 will
*return the int value, otherwise will return 99
*
**********************************************************/
int ZDistance::ConvertChar(int x)
{
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//Number to be returned
int num = 0;
//Find int of ASCII value passed
switch (x){
case 48:
num = 0;
break;
case 49:
num = 1;
break;
case 50:
num = 2;
break;
case 51:
num = 3;
break;
case 52:
num = 4;
break;
case 53:
num = 5;
break;
case 54:
num = 6;
break;
case 55:
num = 7;
break;
case 56:
num = 8;
break;
case 57:
num = 9;
break;
default: //Didn't find it, send error Int
num = 99;
break;
}
return num;
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is the destructor for the class
*This destructor does the following:
*
-Close the serial port
*
**********************************************************/
ZDistance::~ZDistance(){
//Close serial port
CloseHandle(this->hSerial);
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to send a character to
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*the laser system.
*
**********************************************************/
void ZDistance::SendToLaser(char command){
/*****
*Variables used for WriteFile
******/
INT rc;
DWORD cBytes;
BYTE ch = command;
//Send ch to serial port
rc = WriteFile(this->hSerial,&ch,1,&cBytes,NULL);
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to clear the buffer in the
*serial port. The laser system can be set to continuously
*send data, which can result in inaccurate readings when
*the buffer is read.
*
**********************************************************/
void ZDistance::PurgeSerial(){
//Clear data in serial's buffer
PurgeComm(this->hSerial, PURGE_RXCLEAR);
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to receive a char directly
*from the serial port.
*
**********************************************************/
int ZDistance::ReadSerial(){
/*****
*Variables
******/
int data = 0; //place holder for data
BYTE serialData;
DWORD cBytesSerial;
/*****
*Processing
******/
int returnedCall = ReadFile(this->hSerial, &serialData, 1,
&cBytesSerial, NULL);
data = serialData;
return(data); //Return the data as an int
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to request information from
*the laser system. When 'g' is sent to the laser system
*it responds with a series of values that correspond to
*the distance of the laser from the surface. The laser
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*system sends the value in ASCII
* ie: +1.1234
*
ASCII value for +,1,.,1,2,3,4/r are all sent.
*
NOTE: The machine should be set up in mm, and should
*
have 5 significant Fig.s, with 4 decimal
*
places.
*
LASER COMMANDS:
*
g = req laser distance
*
-If +99.9999, there's something wrong
*
l = (L) req error status
*
-If blank (ASCII to be found) there's a real
value
*
and it is safe to send 'g'
*
-If "Too Close To Target", means its too
*
close to the surface
*
-If "Below DARK CUT Limit", means its too
*
far from the surface
*
**********************************************************/
void ZDistance::Refresh(){
/*****
*Variables
******/
//Hold characters from serial port buffer
int inputBuffer[30];
int singleCharValue = 0;
//Trigger ASCII value to break for loop (/r)
int bufferEnd = 13;
//Trigger ASCII value to record decimal place
int decimal = 46;
//This holds the decimal spot in the reading
int decimalSpot = 0;
//While loop counter
int wloop = 0;
int wloopbreak = 0;
//following chars will prompt laser for various things
char promptLaserStatus = 'l';
char promptLaserDistance = 'g';
//Used to change sign of the distance value
int distSign = 1;
//Distance of the laser from the surface
float laserFromSurface = 0;
//Reset laser status
this->laserStatus = 'x';
// magnitude array used to multiply the ints once converted from char
to sum
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int arrayMag[30];
//Constant to create arrayMag that is changed
float constMult = 0;
/*****
*Processing
******/
//Clear data in serial's buffer
ZDistance::PurgeSerial();
//First check for errors in the system by sending 'l'
ZDistance::SendToLaser(promptLaserStatus);
//The buffer in the serial port is now full of data, lets read it
//until we find the carriage return which terminates transmission
while (wloopbreak != bufferEnd)
{
inputBuffer[wloop] = ZDistance::ReadSerial();
wloopbreak = inputBuffer[wloop];
wloop++;
if (inputBuffer[wloop] == bufferEnd)
{
break;
}
}
//reset loopbreak to use for later on
wloopbreak = 0;
wloop = 0;
if(inputBuffer[0] != 13)
{
this->laserDistance = 99.999;
/*********************************
//Check for errors. Possible errors are:
//
"Below DARK CUT Limit/r"
//
Surface too close to the laser
//
"Too Far From Target"
//
Surface too far from the laser
* laserStatus = Either too far(f), or too close(c), or good to
go(g)
***********************************/
//Is there an issue?
if(inputBuffer[4] == 70) //If first letter is a 'F' ("Too
Far...")
{
//Then laser is too far
this->laserStatus = 'f';
}
if(inputBuffer[4] == 67) //if first letter is a 'C' ("Too
Close...")
{
//Then laser is too close
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this->laserStatus = 'c';
}
if(inputBuffer[0] == 66) //if first letter is a 'C' ("Below...")
{
//Then laser is too close
this->laserStatus = 'b';
}
return;
}
ZDistance::PurgeSerial();
//Send command to laser to send us a status
ZDistance::SendToLaser(promptLaserDistance);
//The buffer in the serial port is now full of data, lets read it
//until we find the carriage return which terminates transmission
while (wloopbreak != bufferEnd)
{
inputBuffer[wloop] = ZDistance::ReadSerial();
wloopbreak = inputBuffer[wloop];
//Let's record where we found the decimal so that we can get our
units right
if(inputBuffer[wloop] == decimal)
{
decimalSpot = wloop;
}
wloop++;
/*if (inputBuffer[wloop] == bufferEnd)
{
break;
}*/
}
//reset vars
wloopbreak = 0;
wloop = 0;
//No error, the laser is good to go/ has a correct value waiting for us
this->laserStatus = 'g';
//Lets find the magnitude const to multiply to convert the int #s to a
number for left side of decimal
constMult = 1;
for(int i = (decimalSpot - 1); i > 0; i--)
{
//This digit has the following constant to mult
arrayMag[i] = constMult;
//We are moving to left, so it increases by factor of ten
constMult = constMult * 10;
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}
//Lets find the magnitude const to multiply to convert the int #s to a
number for right side of decimal
constMult = .1;
for(int i = (decimalSpot + 1); i < 30; i++)
{
//if we are at the end and is just carriage return we are done
if (inputBuffer[i] == bufferEnd)
{
break;
}
//This digit has the following constant to mult
arrayMag[i] = constMult;
//We are moving to left, so it increases by factor of ten
constMult = constMult / 10;
}

//We have ASCII numerical data, convert to int
//reset while loop index
wloop = 0;
while(inputBuffer[wloop] != bufferEnd)
{
//Is the distance + or -?
if(inputBuffer[wloop] == 43) //is it a '+'?
{
wloop++;
distSign = 1;
continue; //get next ASCII Value in buffer
}
if(inputBuffer[wloop] == 45) //is it a '-'?
{
wloop++;
distSign = -1; //change to negative
continue;//get next ASCII Value in buffer
}
if(inputBuffer[wloop] == decimal) //is it a '.'?
{
wloop++;
continue;//get next ASCII Value in buffer
}
//each case statement represents a significant Fig., with
//the decimal point counting as a value in the case statement
switch(wloop){
//V3 Changed: Now using variabel to be compatible rather
than hard coded
case 1:
laserFromSurface = laserFromSurface +
(arrayMag[1]) * ( ZDistance::ConvertChar(inputBuffer[wloop]) );
break;
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case 2:
laserFromSurface = laserFromSurface
(arrayMag[2]) * ( ZDistance::ConvertChar(inputBuffer[wloop]) );
break;
case 3:
laserFromSurface = laserFromSurface
(arrayMag[3]) * ( ZDistance::ConvertChar(inputBuffer[wloop]) );
break;
case 4:
laserFromSurface = laserFromSurface
(arrayMag[4]) * ( ZDistance::ConvertChar(inputBuffer[wloop]) );
break;
case 5:
laserFromSurface = laserFromSurface
(arrayMag[5]) * ( ZDistance::ConvertChar(inputBuffer[wloop]) );
break;
case 6:
laserFromSurface = laserFromSurface
(arrayMag[6]) * ( ZDistance::ConvertChar(inputBuffer[wloop]) );
break;
case 7:
laserFromSurface = laserFromSurface
(arrayMag[7]) * ( ZDistance::ConvertChar(inputBuffer[wloop]) );
break;
case 8:
laserFromSurface = laserFromSurface
(arrayMag[8]) * ( ZDistance::ConvertChar(inputBuffer[wloop]) );
break;
}//End case
wloop++;
}//End while
//Pass distance over to the object
this->laserDistance = laserFromSurface * distSign;
}

/**********************************************************
* The following method is used by the user to retrieve the
*distance of the laser from the surface. Goes through
*entire process:
*
-Calls serial port to get data
*
-Checks for valid data
*
-If valid returns value
*
-If not valid, returns error value
*Returns:
*
int value != 99.999: distance of laser from surface
*
int value = 99.999: error in getting data, check
*
object's variable named "laserStatus"
*Alternative:
*
Coder may manually get last returned value by
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*referring to object's "laserDistance" variable.
*
**********************************************************/
double ZDistance::GetLaserDistance(){
//Retrieve new value
Refresh();
//Check status for error code
if(this->laserStatus != 'g') //there is a problem
{
return 99.999;
}else{
return this->laserDistance;
}
}

Sample Program
// ZAxis.cpp : Defines the entry point for the console application.
/****************************************************************************
**
* This program will use a class that gets information from a laser connected
*serially to retrieve the distance from the laser to an object ( a floater in
*this case).
*
*****************************************************************************
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include "stdafx.h"
#include <windows.h>
#include "ZAxisInfo.h"
int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[])
{
ZDistance Zsensor;
float laserDistance = 0.0;
while(1)
{
laserDistance = Zsensor.GetLaserDistance();
if(Zsensor.laserStatus == 'g')
{
printf("the current distance is: %f \n", Zsensor.laserDistance);
}
else{
printf("issue due to: %c \n", Zsensor.laserStatus);
}
Sleep(1000);
}
return 0;
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Appendix B: Parker API
Non Standard Library Files
MoParkerWrapper.h
/****************************************************************************
**
* This class is a wrapper for the COM communication between a computer and
*the parker stages
*
*Only supports 1 way to communicate to the Parker Stages
*
-Ethernet via a specific IP address
*
*
*****************************************************************************
*/
#ifndef MOPARKERWRAPPER_H
#define MOPARKERWRAPPER_H
#include<windows.h>
#include<iostream>
#import "..\ComACRsrvr.tlb" no_namespace named_guids
/**********************************************************
* Laser can return:
*
-VALUE: Which is the distance of the laser from a
*
surface
*
-ERROR: If the laser is too far from the surface
or too close
**********************************************************/
class ParkerCOM{
public:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
//IP address of the parker stages to connect to
std::string ipaddr;// = "192.168.0.40";

/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
ParkerCOM();//Constructor
~ParkerCOM();//Destructor
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void MoveX(float xCoordinate);//Move X stages to specified coordinate
void MoveY(float yCoordinate); //Move Y stages to specified coordinate
private:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
//Pointers to use the terminal commands and utility commands
ITerminalPtr gTerm;
IUtilityPtr gUtil;
//Parameter for connecting to parker stages ( = 3 for ethernet)
long transport;
//Parameter for connecting to parker stages (= 0)
long ndxcard;

/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
//This method is used to send string commands to parkerstages
void SendCommand(std::string command);
//This method is used to establish the connection to the parker stages
void Connect();
//Convert float to a string
inline std::string Stringify(double x);

};
#endif

Non Standard Program Files
MoParkerWrapper.cpp
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"stdafx.h"
"MoParkerWrapper.h"
<windows.h>
<string>
<sstream>

/**********************************************************
* The following method is the constructor for the class
*This constructor does the following:
*
-Initialize ipaddress used to communicate to stages
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*
-default is = "192.168.0.40";
*
*
**********************************************************/
ParkerCOM::ParkerCOM()
{
this->Connect();
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is the destructor for the class
*This destructor does the following:
*
-Close communication link with parker stages
*
-Set pointers used for comm link to 0
*
*
**********************************************************/
ParkerCOM::~ParkerCOM()
{
this->gTerm->Disconnect();
this->gUtil->Disconnect();
this->gTerm = NULL;
this->gUtil = NULL;
CoUninitialize();
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method will send a string command to the
*parker stages.
*
*
**********************************************************/
void ParkerCOM::SendCommand(std::string command)
{
try{
//This is used to clear out the terminal
_bstr_t dummy = this->gTerm->Read();
Sleep(50);
this->gTerm->Write(command.c_str());
Sleep(50);
return;
}catch(_com_error err){
this->gTerm = NULL;
this->gUtil = NULL;
CoUninitialize();
this->Connect(); //reestablish the pointer and connection
this->SendCommand(command); //let's try this again...
return;
}catch(...){
this->gTerm = NULL;
this->gUtil = NULL;
CoUninitialize();
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this->Connect(); //reestablish the pointer and connection
this->SendCommand(command); //let's try this again...
return;
}
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method will est. a connection with the
*parker stages.
*
*
**********************************************************/
void ParkerCOM::Connect()
{
try{
//***No clue as to why we need this***
CoInitializeEx(NULL, COINIT_MULTITHREADED);
//Establish the communication server
this->gTerm.CreateInstance(CLSID_Terminal);
this->gUtil.CreateInstance(CLSID_Utility);
//Initialize values for connecting
this->ipaddr = "192.168.0.40";
this->transport = 3;
this->ndxcard = 0;
//Set the values to the objects & connect
this->gUtil->bstrIP = _bstr_t(ipaddr.c_str());
this->gUtil->Connect(transport,ndxcard);
this->gTerm->bstrIP = _bstr_t(ipaddr.c_str());
this->gTerm->Connect(transport,ndxcard);
this->gTerm->Write(_bstr_t("prog0\r"));
}catch(_com_error err)
{
this->gTerm = NULL;
this->gUtil = NULL;
CoUninitialize();
return;
}
catch(...)
{
this->gTerm = NULL;
this->gUtil = NULL;
CoUninitialize();
return;
}
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method will setup the string to move the
*x stage to the specified location. It will:
*
-Prepare command in string format
*
-Send command
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*
*
**********************************************************/
void ParkerCOM::MoveX(float xCoordinate)
{
//Parker stages terminal command
std::string commandToSend;
if(xCoordinate < 0)
{
commandToSend = "X-" + this->Stringify(xCoordinate) + "\r";
this->SendCommand(commandToSend);
}else
{
commandToSend = "X" + this->Stringify(xCoordinate) + "\r";
this->SendCommand(commandToSend);
}
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method will setup the string to move the
*y stage to the specified location. It will:
*
-Prepare command in string format
*
-Send command
*
*
**********************************************************/
void ParkerCOM::MoveY(float yCoordinate)
{
//Parker stages terminal command
std::string commandToSend;
if(yCoordinate < 0)
{
commandToSend = "Y-" + this->Stringify(yCoordinate) + "\r";
this->SendCommand(commandToSend);
}else
{
commandToSend = "Y" + this->Stringify(yCoordinate) + "\r";
this->SendCommand(commandToSend);
}
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method will convert a double/float value
*into a string format.
*
-Taken from the following website:
*http://www.parashift.com/c++-faq-lite/misc-technical-issues.html#faq-39.1
*
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*
**********************************************************/
inline std::string ParkerCOM::Stringify(double x)
{
std::ostringstream StringVersion;
StringVersion << x;
return StringVersion.str();
}
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Appendix C: Registration Program
Non Standard Library Files
ParkerXYRegistration.h
#ifndef PARKERXYREGISTRATION_H
#define PARKERXYREGISTRATION_H
#include<windows.h>
#include<iostream>
#include "ZAxisInfo.h"
#include "MoParkerWrapper.h"

class ParkerXYRegistration{
public:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
//Object for comm to Parker Stages
ParkerCOM * RegXYParkerCom;
//Object for comm to microtrak displacement laser
ZDistance * RegDispLaser;
//V2 Added, block 1s coordinates for corner, used for Y Axis
registration
float block1X;
float block1Y;
//V2 Added, block 2's coordinates for corner, used for Y Axis
registration
float block2X;
float block2Y;
//V2 Added, variables to aid in X axis registration
float xAxisP1X;
float xAxisP1Y;
float xAxisP2X;
float xAxisP2Y;

/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
ParkerXYRegistration(); //Constructor
bool RegisterXY(); //Register X and Y Axis
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private:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
//Following tempX and tempY values are used throughout the algorithm to
store x and y coordinates
float tempX;
float tempY;
//V2 Added, keep track of current position
float curX;
float curY;

/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
bool ValidLaserReading(); //Checks if laser is still hitting surface
bool FindBlkUpperBound(); //Finds the upper bound of registration block
.1mm accurate
bool FindBlkRightBound(); //Finds the right bound of registration block
.1mm accurate used in Y axis registration
bool FindBlkRightBound2(); //Finds the right bound of registration
block .1mm accurate used in X axis registration
bool FindBlkLeftBound(); //Finds the left bound of registration block
.1mm accurate
bool VerifyLeftSide();//Finds out if laser is on the left (+Y) side of
machine
bool VerifyRightSide();//Finds out if laser is on the left (+Y) side of
machine
int Block2Or3(); //Fig.s out if laser is on Block 2 or 3 and returns
the value (2 or 3 ONLY)
bool VerifyBlock1();//Finds out if laser is on Block 1 (left side of
vat, furthest from door - Return 1
bool VerifyBlock3();//Finds out if laser is on Block 3 (left side of
vat, closest to door - Return 3

};
#endif
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Non Standard Program Files
XYRegistration.cpp
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"stdafx.h"
"ZAxisInfo.h"
<windows.h>
<string>
"MoParkerWrapper.h"
"ParkerXYRegistration.h"

/**********************************************************
*
-V0 Created by Mo
*
-V1 By Mo
*
Some bugs resolved while testing.
*
-V2 By Mo
*
Restrictions in the parker stages and the locations
*
of the registration blocks have forced the program's
*
traversing distances to change significantly. Additionally
*
the laser must always start on block 1.
*
-V3 by Mo
*
Bugs resolved while testing
*
*
***********************************************************/
/**********************************************************
* The following method is the default constructor for the class
*This constructor does the following:
*
-Create a laser displacement object
*
-Create a Parker communication object
*
**********************************************************/
ParkerXYRegistration::ParkerXYRegistration()
{
//Object for comm to Parker Stages
this->RegXYParkerCom = new ParkerCOM();
//Object for comm to microtrak displacement laser
this->RegDispLaser = new ZDistance();
this->tempX = 0;
};
/**********************************************************
* The following method registers the X and Y Axis on the
*parker stages and registers them to the metal blocks
*instaled around the black frame of the SLA. We find the
*upper right corner of the left upper block in SL machine
*from here we can place the tip in the center of the vat:
*
-Before calling this method, the laser must be reading
*
SOME value off of one of the registration blocks
*
-User can put the laser only on Block 1 of registration
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*
blocks
*
-User must make sure that the tip has enough clearance
*
from the surface as to not break nScrypt Tip
*
-Will return 1 if success, 0 if epic fail
*
**********************************************************/
bool ParkerXYRegistration::RegisterXY()
{
/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/
//this flag indicates we are on the right side of the vat
int flgRightSide = 0;
//this flag indicates we are on the left side of the vat
int flgLeftSide = 0;
//this flag indicates we are on block 1
int flgBlock1 = 0;
//this flag indicates we are on block 2
int flgBlock3 = 0;
//distance between the right block and block 1
float distanceBlk1Blk2 = 321.0;
//distance between the 2 left blocks
float distanceBlk1Blk3 = 63.5;
//V2 added, distance between block1 and black rim on left side
float distanceBlk1BlackRim = 8.0;
//V1 scommand string to send to parker
std::string Command = "res X Y Z\r";

/*********************
*Processing
**********************/
//is laser even reading a valid value at the moment?
if( !this->ValidLaserReading() )
{
//NOT a valid laser reading, therefore exit, failing
return 0;
}
//Valid reading, keep going
//Added V1 to reset Parker
Command = "res X Y Z\r";
//Added V2, reseted X and Y therefore update current position
this->curX = 0;
this->curY = 0;
//Added V1 send command to parker to reset stages position
this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
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//First find the uppper bound of the current block (-X axis direction
is upperbound)
if ( !this->FindBlkUpperBound() )
{
//This is critical, if we didnt find it we can't continue
return 0;
}
//Added V2 we now have the origin for X axis, reset X axis only. also
update cur position
Command = "res x\r";
this->curX = 0;
//Added V2, send command to reset X axis
this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
//find righter, tempY will have final Y point that we need (upper right
corner)
if( !this->FindBlkRightBound2() )
{
//fail
return 0;
}
//save data
//Deleted in V2, only reset Y, and update cur position
//Command = "res x y\r";
Command = "res y\r";
this->curY = 0;
this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
//V2, next go to Block 2 on the other side of the vat
this->curY = this->curY + distanceBlk1Blk2;
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY);
//V2 find upper of block 2
if ( !this->FindBlkUpperBound() )
{
//This is critical, if we didnt find it we can't continue
return 0;
}
//V2 added, we just found the X point for block2, lets store that
this->block2X = this->curX;
//V2 Find left bound of block 2
if ( !this->FindBlkLeftBound() )
{
//This is critical, if we didnt find it we can't continue
return 0;
}
this->block2Y = this->curY;
//V2 move back to block1s corner/origin point
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this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(0.0);
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(0.0);
this->curX = 0.0;
this->curY = 0.0;
//V2 move to black rim to the left of block 1
this->curY += distanceBlk1BlackRim;
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY);
//V2 move up some
this->curX += 15.0;
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->curX);
//V2 at this point should be reading some value, start finding righter
boundary
if( !this->FindBlkRightBound2() )
{
//fail
return 0;
}
//V2 Y axis is currently at the edge, save it for point one. save x
axis as well.
this->xAxisP1X = this->curX;
this->xAxisP1Y = this->curY;
//V2 move left a little
this->curY += .5;
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY);
//V2 move down to the 2nd point
this->curX += 25.0;
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->curX);
//V2 at this point should be reading some value, start finding righter
boundary
if( !this->FindBlkRightBound2() )
{
//fail
return 0;
}
//V2 Y axis is currently at the edge, save it for point one. save x
axis as well.
this->xAxisP2X = this->curX;
this->xAxisP2Y = this->curY;
//V2 move back to block 1 corner
this->curX = 0.0;
this->curY = 0.0;
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->curX);
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY);
//done, return success
return 1;
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};

/**********************************************************
* The following method will check if the laser is still
*hitting the surface of the block or any flat surface (1)
*If the laser is no longer reflecting off a surface,
*it returns 0.
*
-Method is used to check if we have traversed too far
*
from the registration block
*
-Method can also be used to check if there is a hole
*
in the registraion block
*
**********************************************************/
bool ParkerXYRegistration::ValidLaserReading()
{
/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/

/*********************
*Processing
**********************/
//V1 Bug resolution: Chances are we just moved, so let stages catch up
before
//we refresh. by MA
Sleep(500);
//Make laser refresh reading
this->RegDispLaser->Refresh();
//Did it return a valid value?
if(this->RegDispLaser->laserDistance == 999999.9999)
{
return 0;
}
//returned a valid value in laser reading
return 1;
};
/**********************************************************
* The following method will traverse the parker stages
*in the "up" direction (-X axis direction) then check
*the laser to make sure that the laser is still hitting
*the block. This will place the laser in the upper boundry
*of the block with .01 microns.
*
-Method returns 1 if successful
*
-Method returns 0 if not successful
*
-Can fail if the laser has traveled in the up
*
direction for a distance that exceeds the
*
length of the block and is still reading a
*
valid value, suggesting it is not on a block
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*
-If the current position (the amount of which
*
the laser has traversed) exceeds 1" = 25.4mm
*
then we have failed to find the upper bound.
*
For leeway purposes, we will return 0 if we
*
traverse 27mm
*
**********************************************************/
bool ParkerXYRegistration::FindBlkUpperBound()
{
/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/
int regBlkSize = -28; //28mm is max registration block size to traverse
in -X axis
float validPosition = 0; //Last valid position
float nexPosition = 0; //Next positon
//V1 Bug Change No resetting. Must do this prior to calling if this is
applicable
//std::string Command = "res X Y Z\r";
bool validReading = 1; //Current status of laser reading

/*********************
*Processing
**********************/
//V1 Bug Change No resetting
//reset the parker stages to this point
//this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
//Course tuning
//Find the edge at 1mm increments
while(validReading)
{
//move up (-x) axis by 1 mm
nexPosition = validPosition - 1;
//V2 updated to allow for movement relative to current position
//send command
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(nexPosition);
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->curX + nexPosition);
//V1 Wait for stages
Sleep(500);
//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;
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//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}
}
//we just found dead space, go back and now start moving in .1
increments
validPosition += 1;
//Added V1 by MA: Bug, reset validReading to true
validReading = 1;
//Fine tuning
//Find the edge at .1mm increments
while(validReading)
{
//move up (-x) axis by .1 mm
nexPosition = validPosition - .1;
//V2 updated to allow for movement relative to current position
//send command
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(nexPosition);
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->curX + nexPosition);
//V1 Wait for stages
Sleep(200);
//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;
//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}
}
//we just found dead space, go back and now start moving in .1
increments
validPosition += .1;
////Added V1 by MA: Bug, reset validReading to true
//validReading = 1;
////Fine tuning
////Find the edge at .01mm increments
//while(validReading)
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//{
//
//

//move up (-x) axis by .01 mm
nexPosition = validPosition - .01;

//
//

//send command
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(nexPosition);

//
//

//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();

//
//

//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;

//
//
//
//
//
//
//}

//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}

this->tempX = validPosition;
//V1 Bug cleanup by MA: Noticed that there is some error in upper bound
//
read from laser, add .2 for safety and have stages go back to
last
//
successful place
this->tempX += .2;
//V2 updated to move to relative current position
this->curX += this->tempX;
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->curX);
return 1;
};
/**********************************************************
* The following method will traverse the parker stages
*in the "right" direction (-Y axis direction) then check
*the laser to make sure that the laser is still hitting
*the block. This will place the laser in the right boundry
*of the block within .01 microns.
*
-Method returns 1 if successful
*
-Method returns 0 if not successful
*
-Can fail if the laser has traveled in the right
*
direction for a distance that exceeds the
*
width of the block and is still reading a
*
valid value, suggesting it is not on a block
*
-If the current position (the amount of which
*
the laser has traversed) exceeds 1/4" = 7mm
*
then we have failed to find the right bound.
*
For leeway purposes, we will return 0 if we
*
traverse 7mm
*
**********************************************************/
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bool ParkerXYRegistration::FindBlkRightBound()
{
/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/
int regBlkSize = -7; //-7mm is max registration block distance to
traverse in -Y axis
float validPosition = 0; //Last valid position
float nexPosition = 0; //Next positon
//V1 Command shouldnt clear out coordinates... dont send
//std::string Command = "res X Y Z\r";
bool validReading = 1; //Current status of laser reading

/*********************
*Processing
**********************/
//V1 Command shouldnt clear out coordinates... dont send
//reset the parker stages to this point
//this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
//V1 bug, move in 1 mm just in case we are already on upper bound
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->tempX + 8);
//Wait for stages to catch up
Sleep(2000);
//Course tuning
//Find the edge at 1mm increments
while(validReading)
{
//move right (-y) axis by 1 mm
nexPosition = validPosition - 1;
//V2 updated to allow for movement relative to current position
//send command
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(nexPosition);
//send command
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY + nexPosition);

//V1 Wait for stages
Sleep(500);
//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;
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//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}
}
//we just found dead space, go back and now start moving in .1
increments
validPosition += 1;
//Added V1 by MA: Bug, reset validReading to true
validReading = 1;
//Fine tuning
//Find the edge at .1mm increments
while(validReading)
{
//move right (-y) axis by .1 mm
nexPosition = validPosition - .1;
//V2 updated to allow for movement relative to current position
//send command
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(nexPosition);
//send command
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY + nexPosition);
//V1 Wait for stages
Sleep(200);
//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;
//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}
}
//we just found dead space, go back and now start moving in .1
increments
validPosition += .1;
//Added V1 by MA: Bug, reset validReading to true
validReading = 1;
//V1 deleted this level of fine tuning by MA for accuracy
//Fine tuning
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//Find the edge at .01mm increments
//while(validReading)
//{
//
//

//move up (-x) axis by .01 mm
nexPosition = validPosition - .01;

//
//

//send command
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(nexPosition);

//
//

//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();

//
//

//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;

//
//
//
//
//
//
//}

//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}

this->tempY = validPosition;
//V1 Bug cleanup by MA: Noticed that there is some error in upper bound
//
read from laser, add .2 for safety and have stages go back to
last
//
successful place
this->tempY += .2;
//V2 updated to be relative position
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY( this->tempY);
this->curY += this->tempY;
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY);
//V1 Bug, move back to tempX
//V2 updated to be relative position
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX( this->tempX);
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->curX);

return 1;
};

/**********************************************************
* The following method will traverse the parker stages
*in the "right" direction (-Y axis direction) then check
*the laser to make sure that the laser is still hitting
*the block. This will place the laser in the right boundry
*of the block within .01 microns.
*
-Method returns 1 if successful
*
-Method returns 0 if not successful
*
-Can fail if the laser has traveled in the right
*
direction for a distance that exceeds the
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*
width of the block and is still reading a
*
valid value, suggesting it is not on a block
*
-If the current position (the amount of which
*
the laser has traversed) exceeds 1/4" = 7mm
*
then we have failed to find the right bound.
*
For leeway purposes, we will return 0 if we
*
traverse 7mm
*
**********************************************************/
bool ParkerXYRegistration::FindBlkRightBound2()
{
/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/
int regBlkSize = -7; //-7mm is max registration block distance to
traverse in -Y axis
float validPosition = 0; //Last valid position
float nexPosition = 0; //Next positon
//V1 Command shouldnt clear out coordinates... dont send
//std::string Command = "res X Y Z\r";
bool validReading = 1; //Current status of laser reading

/*********************
*Processing
**********************/
//Wait for stages to catch up
Sleep(2000);
//Course tuning
//Find the edge at 1mm increments
while(validReading)
{
//move right (-y) axis by 1 mm
nexPosition = validPosition - 1;
//V2 updated to allow for movement relative to current position
//send command
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(nexPosition);
//send command
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY + nexPosition);

//V1 Wait for stages
Sleep(500);
//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;
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//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}
}
//we just found dead space, go back and now start moving in .1
increments
validPosition += 1;
//Added V1 by MA: Bug, reset validReading to true
validReading = 1;
//Fine tuning
//Find the edge at .1mm increments
while(validReading)
{
//move right (-y) axis by .1 mm
nexPosition = validPosition - .1;
//V2 updated to allow for movement relative to current position
//send command
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(nexPosition);
//send command
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY + nexPosition);
//V1 Wait for stages
Sleep(200);
//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;
//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}
}
//we just found dead space, go back and now start moving in .1
increments
validPosition += .1;
//Added V1 by MA: Bug, reset validReading to true
validReading = 1;
this->tempY = validPosition;
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this->tempY += .2;
this->curY += this->tempY;
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY);
return 1;
};

/**********************************************************
* The following method will traverse the parker stages
*in the "left" direction (+Y axis direction) then check
*the laser to make sure that the laser is still hitting
*the block. This will place the laser in the left boundry
*of the block within .01 microns.
*
-Method returns 1 if successful
*
-Method returns 0 if not successful
*
-Can fail if the laser has traveled in the left
*
direction for a distance that exceeds the
*
width of the block and is still reading a
*
valid value, suggesting it is not on a block
*
-If the current position (the amount of which
*
the laser has traversed) exceeds 1/4" = 7mm
*
then we have failed to find the right bound.
*
For leeway purposes, we will return 0 if we
*
traverse 7mm
*
**********************************************************/
bool ParkerXYRegistration::FindBlkLeftBound()
{
/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/
int regBlkSize = -7; //-7mm is max registration block distance to
traverse in -Y axis
float validPosition = 0; //Last valid position
float nexPosition = 0; //Next positon
//V1 Command shouldnt clear out coordinates... dont send
//std::string Command = "res X Y Z\r";
bool validReading = 1; //Current status of laser reading

/*********************
*Processing
**********************/
//V1 Command shouldnt clear out coordinates... dont send
//reset the parker stages to this point
//this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
//V1 bug, move in 1 mm just in case we are already on upper bound
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->tempX + 8);
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//Wait for stages to catch up
Sleep(2000);
//Course tuning
//Find the edge at 1mm increments
while(validReading)
{
//move left (+y) axis by 1 mm
nexPosition = validPosition + 1;
//V2 updated to allow for movement relative to current position
//send command
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(nexPosition);
//send command
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY + nexPosition);

//V1 Wait for stages
Sleep(500);
//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;
//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}
}
//we just found dead space, go back and now start moving in .1
increments
validPosition -= 1;
//Added V1 by MA: Bug, reset validReading to true
validReading = 1;
//Fine tuning
//Find the edge at .1mm increments
while(validReading)
{
//move right (+y) axis by .1 mm
nexPosition = validPosition + .1;
//V2 updated to allow for movement relative to current position
//send command
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(nexPosition);
//send command
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this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY + nexPosition);
//V1 Wait for stages
Sleep(200);
//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;
//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}
}
//we just found dead space, go back and now start moving in .1
increments
validPosition -= .1;
//Added V1 by MA: Bug, reset validReading to true
validReading = 1;
//V1 deleted this level of fine tuning by MA for accuracy
//Fine tuning
//Find the edge at .01mm increments
//while(validReading)
//{
//
//

//move up (-x) axis by .01 mm
nexPosition = validPosition - .01;

//
//

//send command
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(nexPosition);

//
//

//are we still in a valid area?
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();

//
//

//Save this as a valid position
validPosition = nexPosition;

//
//
//
//
//
//
//}

//did we exceed the registration blocks length?
if(validPosition <= regBlkSize)
{
//we passed the edge and failed to find it
return 0;
}

this->tempY = validPosition;
//V1 Bug cleanup by MA: Noticed that there is some error in upper bound
//
read from laser, add .2 for safety and have stages go back to
last
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//
successful place
this->tempY += .2;
//V2 updated to be relative position
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY( this->tempY);
this->curY += this->tempY;
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(this->curY);
//V1 Bug, move back to tempX
//V2 updated to be relative position
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX( this->tempX);
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->curX);

return 1;
};
/**********************************************************
* The following method will traverse the parker stages
*in the "left" direction (+Y axis direction) then check
*the laser to make sure that the laser is still hitting
*the block. Returns the parker stages to the original
*spot.
*
-Method returns 1 if successful laser is originally placed
*
on the left side of the SLA machine. Algorithm
*
will know if on the left side if it traverses
*
the width (9mm) of block and still reads a valid
*
reading on the laser
*
-Method returns 0 if on the right side of the SL Machine
*
**********************************************************/
bool ParkerXYRegistration::VerifyLeftSide()
{
/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/
int regBlkWidth = 9; //9mm is max registration block size
bool validReading = 1; //Current status of laser reading

/*********************
*Processing
**********************/

//Move slightly back into the block from the edge (tempX should have
edge)
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->tempX + 1.0);
//Move to the left and surpass the width of the registration block
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(regBlkWidth);
//V1 Bug Control
//Have to wait for us to get back into place, add delay to wait
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Sleep(4000);
//Sample with laser
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//Go back to original Y position
//V1 Bug resolution by MA: want to move back to original Y position,
//
not regBlkWidth distance to the right!!
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(-regBlkWidth);
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(0);

//Go back to original X position
//V1 Bug Control by MA: we want to move back to tempX, not an
additionaly space
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->tempX - 1.0);
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->tempX);
if(validReading)
{
//We are on the left side
return 1;
}else{
//We are not on the left side
return 0;
}
};
/**********************************************************
* The following method will traverse the parker stages
*in the "right" direction (-Y axis direction) then check
*the laser to make sure that the laser is still hitting
*the block. Returns the parker stages to the original
*spot.
*
-Method returns 1 if successful laser is originally placed
*
on the right side of the SLA machine. Algorithm
*
will know if on the right side if it traverses
*
the width (9mm) of block and still reads a valid
*
reading on the laser
*
-Method returns 0 if on the left side of the SL Machine
*
**********************************************************/
bool ParkerXYRegistration::VerifyRightSide()
{
/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/
int regBlkWidth = 6; //6mm is max registration block size
bool validReading = 1; //Current status of laser reading

/*********************
*Processing
**********************/
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//Move slightly back into the block
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->tempX +1.0);
//Move to the RIGHT and surpass the width of the registration block
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(-regBlkWidth);
//V1 Bug Control
//Have to wait for us to get back into place, add delay to wait
Sleep(4000);
//Sample with laser
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();

//Go back to original Y position
//V1 Bug resolution by MA: want to move back to original Y position,
//
not regBlkWidth distance to the left!!
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY(0);
//Go back to original X position
//V1 Bug Control by MA: we want to move back to tempY, not an
additionaly space
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->tempX - 1.0);
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->tempX);
if(validReading)
{
//We are on the RIGHT side
return 1;
}else{
//We are not on the RIGHT side
return 0;
}
};
/**********************************************************
* The following method will check which block it is on
*(only valid for block 1 or 3) and will return the # of
*which block it is on.
*
**********************************************************/
int ParkerXYRegistration::Block2Or3()
{
/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/
int regBlkWidth = 9; //9mm is max registration block size width
int regBlkLength = 27; //27mm is max registration block size length
int blockNum = 0; //Set as invalid number
float nexPosition = 0; //variable to hold next position to move
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bool validReading = 0; //hold variable to see if we have valid reading

/*********************
*Processing
**********************/
//First find the uppper bound of the current block tempX will have
upper bound
if ( !this->FindBlkUpperBound() )
{
//This is critical, if we didnt find it we can't continue
return 0;
}
//find righter, tempY will have upper right corner
if( !this->FindBlkRightBound() )
{
//fail
return 0;
}
//tempX and tempY are now updated with this block
//Go to middle of reg block (left) so we can then inspect for
registration hole to find out which block
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY( this->tempY + regBlkWidth/ 2.0 );
//Lets start traversing down (+X axis) looking for a hole
//Give up if we go past the block length
while(nexPosition < regBlkLength)
{
//move
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY( this->tempY + nexPosition );
//increment
nexPosition += .5;
//check for valid reading
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//did we detect a hole?
if( !validReading )
{
//yes, return block 3
return 3;
}
}
//We didnt detect a hole, therefore we are on block 1
return 1;
};
/**********************************************************
* The following method will confirm that we are in block3
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*checks for a hole which is what block 3 has.
*
-Method returns 1 if we are on block 3
*
-Method returns 0 otherwise
*
**********************************************************/
bool ParkerXYRegistration::VerifyBlock3()
{/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/
int regBlkWidth = 6; //9mm is max registration block size width
int regBlkLength = 20; //20mm is max registration block size length
float nexPosition = 0; //variable to hold next position to move
bool validReading = 0; //hold variable to see if we have valid reading
//V1 scommand string to send to parker
std::string Command = "res X\r";

/*********************
*Processing
**********************/
//V1 Added to make sure we make this 0
this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
//First find the uppper bound of the current block tempX will have
upper bound
if ( !this->FindBlkUpperBound() )
{
//This is critical, if we didnt find it we can't continue
return 0;
}
//V1 comment, previous method put us in the X upper bound. we can reset
the stages
//V1 Added to make sure we make this 0
Command = "res y x\r";
this->tempX = 0;
this->tempY = 0;
this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
//find righter, tempY will have upper right corner
if( !this->FindBlkRightBound() )
{
//fail
return 0;
}
//tempX and tempY are now updated with this block on the upper and
righter bounds
Command = "res x y\r";
this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
this->tempX = 0;
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this->tempY = 0;
//Go to middle of reg block (left) so we can then inspect for
registration hole to find out which block
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY( this->tempY + regBlkWidth/ 2.0 );
//V1 wait for parker
Sleep(2000);
//Lets start traversing down (+X axis) looking for a hole
//Give up if we go past the block length
while(nexPosition < regBlkLength)
{
//move
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX( this->tempX + nexPosition );
//increment
nexPosition += .5;
//V1 Bug, wait for stages to catch up
Sleep(200);
//check for valid reading
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//did we detect a hole?
if( !validReading )
{
//yes, return block 3
return 1;
}
}
//We didnt detect a hole
return 0;
};
/**********************************************************
* The following method will confirm that we are in block1
*checks for a hole which is what block 3 has.
*
-Method returns 1 if we are on block 1 (hole not detected)
*
-Method returns 0 otherwise (hole detected)
*
**********************************************************/
bool ParkerXYRegistration::VerifyBlock1()
{/*********************
*Variables Section
**********************/
int regBlkWidth = 6; //9mm is max registration block size width
int regBlkLength = 22; //22mm is max registration block size length
float nexPosition = 0; //variable to hold next position to move
bool validReading = 0; //hold variable to see if we have valid reading
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//V1 scommand string to send to parker
std::string Command = "res X\r";
/*********************
*Processing
**********************/
//V1 Added to make sure we make this 0
this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
//First find the uppper bound of the current block tempX will have
upper bound
if ( !this->FindBlkUpperBound() )
{
//This is critical, if we didnt find it we can't continue
return 0;
}
//V1 Comment: Currently this->tempX has the upper bound of this block
//V1 Added to make sure we make this 0
Command = "res y\r";
this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
//find righter, tempY will have upper right corner
if( !this->FindBlkRightBound() )
{
//fail
return 0;
}
//tempX and tempY are now updated with this block
//The stages are also at the tempX and tempY position for this block
//Whenever calling a "Verify" method, it will destroy the home
psoition...
Command = "res X Y\r";
this->RegXYParkerCom->SendCommand(Command);
this->tempX = 0;
this->tempY = 0;
//Go to middle of reg block (left) so we can then inspect for
registration hole to find out which block
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY( this->tempY + regBlkWidth/ 2.0 );
//V1 bug We now have a line for x (tempx) and y (tempy). however
current position may not be valid
//
since the corner is slightly rounded in this scale... therefore
move X a little bit in
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX(this->tempX + 1);
nexPosition = 1;
//V1 Bug, wait for stages to catch up
Sleep(2000);
//Lets start traversing down (+X axis) looking for a hole
//Give up if we go past the block length
while(nexPosition < regBlkLength)
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{
//move
//V1 Bug, supposed to go via X, not Y
//this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveY( this->tempY + nexPosition );
this->RegXYParkerCom->MoveX( this->tempX + nexPosition );
//increment
nexPosition += .5;
//V1 Bug, wait for stages to catch up
Sleep(200);
//check for valid reading
validReading = this->ValidLaserReading();
//did we detect a hole?
if( !validReading )
{
//yes, we are not on block 1
return 0;
}
}
//We didnt detect a hole, on block 1
return 1;

};

Sample Program
// XYRegistration.cpp : Defines the entry point for the console application.
//
#include "stdafx.h"
#include "ParkerXYRegistration.h"

int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[])
{
ParkerXYRegistration registration;
registration.RegisterXY();
return 0;
}
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Appendix D: Parker Stages Mapping Program
Non Standard Library Files
MoParkerWrapper.h
File listed in appendix B.

ZAxisInfo.h
File listed in appendix A.

Non Standard Program Files
ParkerZMapping.cpp
/****************************************************************************
**
* This program will map out the Z differences in the parker stages due to
*deflection in the stages. It will go through an array of points that will
*be limited by X_AXIS_MAX and Y_AXIS_MAX. It will go through each point and
*collect the Z values for each in an array. Data will be written to a file
called
*"ZMappingResults.dat".
*
-Assume that we are starting from x = 0, and y = 0. (Reset)
*
*****************************************************************************
*/
#include
#include
#include
#include

"stdafx.h"
"ZAxisInfo.h"
"MoParkerWrapper.h"
"Math.h"

//X & Y axis maximum distance to travel. Assume starting at zero
const int X_AXIS_MAX = 9;
const int Y_AXIS_MAX = 60;
//Velocity of parker stages. Used for timing, please update!
const int VELOCITY = 10;
//# of samples that laser should take in order to find value of distance from
laser 1 sigma away
const int SAMPLES = 40;
//The amount to increment in order to traverse in X and Y axis from 0 to
X(orY)_AXIS_MAX.
//This unit is in mm.
const float DELTA = 1;
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float GetLaserDistance(ZDistance * myZLaser)
{
/*****
*Variables
******/
//This array holds all of the samples from the laser
double samples[SAMPLES];
//This variable will hold the average of the samples
double averageOfSamples = 0;
//This array holds the value of the (sample - average ) ^2
double sigmaSamples[SAMPLES];
//This will hold the sum of all elements in sigmaSampls
double sumSigmaSamples = 0;
//This will hold the 1 sigma difference
double oneSigma = 0;
//This will hold the upperlimit of the oneSigma difference
double upperLimitOneSigma = 0;
//This will hold the lowerlimit of the oneSigma difference
double lowerLimitOneSigma = 0;
//This array will hold the samples within 1 sigma... it will not have
the outliers
double nonLierSamples[SAMPLES];
//This value will hold the avg of the array that contains samples
within 1sigma
double avgNonLierSamples = 0;
//This is an index for the nonLierSamples array. Since outliers are
thrown away, the index limit
//can be less than the SAMPLES size. We don't want to exceed that
array, so we keep track of size
int nonLierSampleSize = 0;

/*****
*Processing
******/
//Let's sample the specified # of samples and store all these samples
for(int i = 0; i < SAMPLES; i++)
{
samples[i] = myZLaser->GetLaserDistance();
//Add this to total numerical value to compute avg later on
averageOfSamples = samples[i];
//Let's wait 100ms to sample again
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Sleep(100);
}
//Just took samples, now we need to take the average
averageOfSamples = averageOfSamples / SAMPLES;
//We need to calc sigma of each sample : (sample - AVG)^2
for(int i = 0; i <SAMPLES; i++)
{
// (sample - average) ^ 2
sigmaSamples[i] = pow( (samples[i] - averageOfSamples), 2);
}
//Let's sum up all the values that just had the AVG subtracted and
squared
for(int i = 0; i < SAMPLES; i++)
{
//lets add all the values up
sumSigmaSamples = sumSigmaSamples + sigmaSamples[i];
}
//let's find oneSigma... oneSigma = (sumSigmaSamples / # of samples 1)^.5 <--- sq root
oneSigma = pow( (sumSigmaSamples/ (SAMPLES - 1) ), .5);
//Let's compute the limits... Lower limit = AVG - 1Sigma..... Upper
Limit = AVG + 1Sigma
upperLimitOneSigma = averageOfSamples + oneSigma;
lowerLimitOneSigma = averageOfSamples - oneSigma;
//Now let's filter out all of the outliers
for(int i = 0; i < SAMPLES; i++)
{
if( (samples[i] < upperLimitOneSigma) && (samples[i] >
lowerLimitOneSigma) )
{
//Store in our new array that has no outliers
nonLierSamples[nonLierSampleSize] = samples[i];
//Add this to the sum to take an avg later.
avgNonLierSamples = avgNonLierSamples + samples[i];
//Just found a sample that is within 1 sigma, increase size
of array
nonLierSampleSize++;
}
}
//Now have sum of all the elements, divide by the size to get the avg
avgNonLierSamples = avgNonLierSamples / nonLierSampleSize;
//return this avg value that is avg of elements within 1sigma
return avgNonLierSamples;
}
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int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[])
{
//Create object to control ParkerStages
ParkerCOM ParkerStages;
//Create object to read from laser for Z height
ZDistance ZLaser;
//Pointer to file that we will use in program
FILE *presultsFile;
FILE *presultsFile2;
//This variable holds the distance of laser after deviation calc.
float officialLaserDistance = 0;

//Create a new blank file called "ZmappingResults", if it exists,
overwrite it- start fresh.
//This can be used for MatLab... Will have X, Y, Z format
presultsFile = fopen("ZMappingResults_XYZ.dat", "w");
//This can be used directly and can be looked at... Will have Z only
presultsFile2 = fopen("ZMappingResults_Z.dat", "w");
//Did fopen fail?
if(presultsFile == NULL || presultsFile2 == NULL)
{
printf("Unsuccessful in opening file");
Sleep(5000);
return 0;
}
//Start going through the stages
for( float x = 0; x <= X_AXIS_MAX; x = x + DELTA)
{
//Put in return to next line
fprintf(presultsFile2, "\n");
//Move stages
ParkerStages.MoveX(x);
//Wait for motion to complete
Sleep(50);
for( float y = 0; y <= Y_AXIS_MAX; y = y + DELTA)
{
//Move stages
ParkerStages.MoveY(y);
//We could be moving back a long distance if y = 0, lets
wait for stages to get there
if( y == 0)
{
float waitTime;
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waitTime =

(Y_AXIS_MAX / VELOCITY) * 1.5;

//Convert to ms
waitTime = waitTime * 1000;
Sleep(waitTime);
} else{ //Just a normal increment, lets wait for the
increment
//Calculate the wait, and double it for safety
float waitTime = (DELTA / VELOCITY ) * 2;
Sleep(waitTime);
}
//Wait for motion to complete, give additional time so that
laser can find avg value.
Sleep(1000);
////Following format is to write to the file in an easy to
read format
//fprintf(presultsFile, "%3d,%3d = %f \n", x, y,
ZLaser.GetLaserDistance());
officialLaserDistance = GetLaserDistance(&ZLaser);
//Following format is comma delimited format
fprintf(presultsFile, "%2f,%2f,%5.5f \n", x, y,
officialLaserDistance);
fprintf(presultsFile2, "%5.5f - ", officialLaserDistance);
}
}
fclose(presultsFile);
fclose(presultsFile2);
return 0;
}
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Appendix E: Parker Script Generator Program
Parker Script Generator Flow Chart
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Parker Script Generation Program
Non Standard Library Files
CrossSection.h
// CrossSection.h: interface for the CCrossSection class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#if
!defined(AFX_CROSSSECTION_H__1BA7D331_6740_11D3_905D_004F4D004B0A__INCLUDED_)
#define AFX_CROSSSECTION_H__1BA7D331_6740_11D3_905D_004F4D004B0A__INCLUDED_
#if _MSC_VER > 1000
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER > 1000
class CCrossSection
{
public:
CCrossSection *m_pNextNode,*m_pPrevNode;
void GetMinSegment();
void ReductLoop();
//Added 7-3-10 Mo Alawneh (MA)
//Keeps track of min X and min Y of this cross section, and layer
number
float layerMinX, layerMinY, layerMaxX, layerMaxY;
int layerNumber;

void CreateLoop();

class CMyLoopSeg
{
public:
//Added M.A. 09/2010 to keep track of num of segments to pass
into ScanPath algorithm
int numSegs;
bool m_bInuse;
float m_fSectionPlot[2]; // x,yÁÂÇ¥
int m_nSideFacetID[2]; // ÀÌ Á¤Á¡À» °øÀ¯ÇÏ´Â FACETÀÇ ¾ÆÀÌµð.
CMyLoopSeg * m_pPrevNode, * m_pNextNode;
CMyLoopSeg * m_pLoopNextNode, * m_pLoopPrevNode;
int nCheckOrder;
CMyLoopSeg();
virtual ~CMyLoopSeg();
};
class CMyLoop
{
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public:
//Added M.A. 09/2010 to keep track of num of loops to pass into
ScanPath algorithm
int numLoops;
int m_nVertexNum; // added by ha to count num. of vertex
int nLoopType; // 1 ¿ÜºÎ·çÇÁccw, 3 ¿ÜºÎ·çÇÁ cw
CMyLoopSeg * m_pMinSegment; // x°ªÀÌ °¡Àå ÀÛÀº ¼±ºÐ Áß¿¡¼- y°ªµµ
°¡Àå ÀÛÀº ¼±ºÐ
CMyLoopSeg * m_pStartSeg; //¸ÇÃ³À½ Æ÷ÀÎÆ®.
CMyLoop * m_pPrevNode, * m_pNextNode;
CMyLoop();
virtual ~CMyLoop();
int m_nLoopGroup;
void * m_pTopSTL;
void * m_pBottomSTL;
void * m_pWallSTL;
};
int m_nLoopNum;
CMyLoop * m_pHeadLoop, *m_pTailLoop;
CMyLoopSeg * m_pHeadSegment, * m_pTailSegment;
void AddSegment(float x, float y,int side1,int side2);
float m_fZ; //½½¶óÀÌ½ÌµÈ ´Ü¸é³ôÀÌ.
float m_fPPZ; // Process planning showing height
BOOL m_bHavePP;
CCrossSection();
virtual ~CCrossSection();
void CorrectBadPoint(CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg *pStartSeg);
BOOL CheckSelf(void);
bool IsNearlySamePoint(float * pOne, float * pOther);
};

#endif //
!defined(AFX_CROSSSECTION_H__1BA7D331_6740_11D3_905D_004F4D004B0A__INCLUDED_)

PSG.h
// PSG.h : main header file for the PSG application
//
#pragma once
#ifndef __AFXWIN_H__
#error "include 'stdafx.h' before including this file for PCH"
#endif
#include "resource.h"

// main symbols

// CPSGApp:
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// See PSG.cpp for the implementation of this class
//
class CPSGApp : public CWinApp
{
public:
CPSGApp();

// Overrides
public:
virtual BOOL InitInstance();
// Implementation
afx_msg void OnAppAbout();
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()
};
extern CPSGApp theApp;

PSG3DObjectData.h
/****************************************************************************
**
* This class will hold some top level data about the 3D Object to be draw
*
*
*****************************************************************************
*/
#ifndef PSG3DOBJECTDATA_H
#define PSG3DOBJECTDATA_H
#include<windows.h>
#include<iostream>
#include<string.h>
class PSG_3DObjectData{
public:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
int *numLoops;
int * numSegs;
/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
SliceInfo();//Constructor
SliceInfo(CString FileLocation);//Constructor
~SliceInfo();//Destructor
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private:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
float RoundOff(float aValue);

};

#endif

PSGDoc.h
// PSGDoc.h : interface of the CPSGDoc class
//
//#include "PSGSliceInfo.h" removed by hochan
#pragma once

class CPSGDoc : public CDocument
{
protected: // create from serialization only
CPSGDoc();
DECLARE_DYNCREATE(CPSGDoc);
// Attributes
public:
SliceInfo * ptrSliceFile;
float zoom;
int vel, acc, dec;
// Operations
public:
// Overrides
public:
virtual BOOL OnNewDocument();
virtual void Serialize(CArchive& ar);
// Implementation
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public:
virtual ~CPSGDoc();
#ifdef _DEBUG
virtual void AssertValid() const;
virtual void Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const;
#endif
protected:
// Generated message map functions
protected:
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()
public:
afx_msg void OnFileOpen();
// hhhhh
int m_nBar;
char aaaa;
afx_msg void OnWriteParcker();
afx_msg void OnToolsDelayAerotech();
afx_msg void OnToolsZoom();
afx_msg void OnToolsZoomOut();
afx_msg void OnToolsNextlayer();
afx_msg void OnToolsPreviouslayer32780();
afx_msg void OnFileClose();
};

PSGParkerLanguageConverter.h
/****************************************************************************
**
* This class will open a file that will contain the scripting language for
the
*parker stages
*
*
*****************************************************************************
*/
#ifndef PSGPARKERLANGUAGECONVERTER_H
#define PSGPARKERLANGUAGECONVERTER_H
/*
deleted by hochan
#include<windows.h>
#include<iostream>
#include<string.h>
*/
#define DEF_VEL 10
#define DEF_ACC 50000
#define DEF_DEC 50000
class Point{
public:
/*****************
*Variables
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*****************/
float x;
float y;
float distance;

private:

};

class PSGParkerFile{
public:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
int velocity;//Velocity used in parker scripts
int acceleration; //Acceleration used in parker scripts
int decceleration;//Decceleration used in parker scripts
int numFiles; //Each layer has it's own file to ink from, this
represents total number of files for a part
int fileNum; //Current file number
/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
PSGParkerFile();//Constructor
PSGParkerFile(CString FileLocation, int numberFiles);//Constructor with
file location/name, default velocity set to 10mm/sec
PSGParkerFile(CString FileLocation, int vel, int acc, int dec, int
numberFiles);//Constructor with file location/name + velocity
~PSGParkerFile();//Destructor
void CreateAllFiles(); //Should only be called after ScanPath has made
calculations. This will create all ParkerFiles for the object

private:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
CStdioFile parkerScript;
CFileException FileExc;
UINT nOpenFlags;
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CString sWrBuf;
CString Directory;
CString ObjectNm;
int
int
int
int
int

nS;
nE;
nWidth;
nSDummy;
cntDirectories;

float VERSION;
float distanceBtwPts;
Point nextPt;
Point currentPt;

/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
void Header();//Fills out header information for parker stages
void LineHeader(int lineNumber); //Describes which line is about to be
inked in parker stages, used for readability
void Footer();//Fills out footer information for parker stages
void SetupStartInk(int routine); //Fills in startup ink text for script
void SetupStopInk(); //Fills in stop ink text for script
void MoveTo(float x, float y); //Traverses parker stages without inking
from current point to X & Y coordinates passed
void InkTo(float x, float y); //Inks from current point to X & Y
coordinates passed
float FindDistance(); //Finds the distance between nextPt and currentPt
and returns the values
void CreateNewFile(); //Adds new parker file in the directory
void WaitTime(float additionalTime); //Writes in a delay for parker
stages movement
void nScryptStartInking(); //This will make the pump start inking
void nScryptStopInking(); //This will make the pump stop inking
};
#endif
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PSGSliceInfo.h
/****************************************************************************
**
* This class will read a SLC file and extract data
*
*
*****************************************************************************
*/
#ifndef PSGSLICEINFO_H
#define PSGSLICEINFO_H
#include<windows.h>
#include<iostream>
#include<string.h>
#include "CrossSection.h"
class SliceInfo{
public:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
int isInMM;
float centerX, centerY, centerZ, globalMaxX, globalMaxY, globalMinX,
globalMinY;
long layers, reqLayer;
CString fileLocation;
float sizeX, sizeY, sizeZ;
CCrossSection *m_pHeadCrossSection;
/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
SliceInfo();//Constructor
SliceInfo(CString FileLocation);//Constructor
~SliceInfo();//Destructor

private:
/*****************
*Variables
*****************/
/*****************
*Methods
*****************/
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float RoundOff(float aValue);

};
#endif

PSGView.h
// PSGView.h : interface of the CPSGView class
//

#pragma once

//class CPSGView : public CView
class CPSGView : public CScrollView
{
protected: // create from serialization only
CPSGView();
DECLARE_DYNCREATE(CPSGView)
//Added by MA V12.4.2.2
int m_nCurHeight;
int m_nScrollPos;
int m_nScrolled;
CRect m_rect;
// Attributes
public:
CPSGDoc* GetDocument() const;
// Operations
public:
// Overrides
public:
virtual
virtual
protected:
virtual
virtual
virtual

void OnDraw(CDC* pDC); // overridden to draw this view
BOOL PreCreateWindow(CREATESTRUCT& cs);
BOOL OnPreparePrinting(CPrintInfo* pInfo);
void OnBeginPrinting(CDC* pDC, CPrintInfo* pInfo);
void OnEndPrinting(CDC* pDC, CPrintInfo* pInfo);

// Implementation
public:
virtual ~CPSGView();
#ifdef _DEBUG
virtual void AssertValid() const;
virtual void Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const;
#endif
protected:
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// Generated message map functions
protected:
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()
public:
float m_fRegLayer;
afx_msg void OnToolsPreviouslayer();
afx_msg void OnVScroll(UINT nSBCode, UINT nPos, CScrollBar*
pScrollBar);
virtual void OnInitialUpdate();
};
#ifndef _DEBUG // debug version in PSGView.cpp
inline CPSGDoc* CPSGView::GetDocument() const
{ return reinterpret_cast<CPSGDoc*>(m_pDocument); }
#endif

Resource.h
//{{NO_DEPENDENCIES}}
// Microsoft Visual C++ generated include file.
// Used by PSG.rc
//
#define IDD_ABOUTBOX
100
#define IDP_OLE_INIT_FAILED
100
#define IDR_MAINFRAME
128
#define IDR_PSGTYPE
129
#define ID_WRITE_PARCKER_SCRIPT
32771
#define ID_WRITE_PARCKER
32773
#define ID_TOOLS_ZOOM
32774
#define ID_TOOLS_ZOOM32775
32775
#define ID_TOOLS_NEXTLAYER
32779
#define ID_TOOLS_NEXTLAYER32780
32780
#define ID_Menu
32781
#define ID_ACCELERATOR32784
32784
#define ID_FILE_CLOSE32785
32785
#define ID_FILE_CLOSE32786
32786
#define ID_TOOLS_WRITEDELAYSFORAEROTECH 32787
// Next default values for new objects
//
#ifdef APSTUDIO_INVOKED
#ifndef APSTUDIO_READONLY_SYMBOLS
#define _APS_NEXT_RESOURCE_VALUE
#define _APS_NEXT_COMMAND_VALUE
#define _APS_NEXT_CONTROL_VALUE
#define _APS_NEXT_SYMED_VALUE
#endif
#endif
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32788
1000
101

ScanPath.h
/****************************************************************************
**
* This class will read a SLC file and extract data
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*
*
*****************************************************************************
*/
#ifndef SCANPATH_H
#define SCANPATH_H
#include "PSGSliceInfo.h"
#define PI 3.141592
#pragma warning(disable : 4996)
using namespace std;
class SLICES
{
private :
long NumOfLoops;
long *NumOfSegments; //setting dynamic allocation
float **Segments_X, **Segments_Y; //inputted segment points
//Removed V14 by MA. Need public access to Scan_Points_X and Y
float *Scan_Points_X, *Scan_Points_Y;
//calculated scan
points
float *Scan_Points_X_L, *Scan_Points_Y_L;
//calculated scan points
using dual laser
float *Scan_Points_X_R, *Scan_Points_Y_R;
//
"
float *Max_X, *Min_X, *Max_Y, *Min_Y; //bounding box in each loop
//Removed V14 by MA. Need public access to NumOfScanPoints
//long NumOfScanPoints; //the number of scan points
long cnt_L, cnt_R; // the number of scan points in each section
public :
//Added V14 by MA. Moved to public
long NumOfScanPoints; //the number of scan points
//Added V14 by MA. Moved to public
//float *Scan_Points_X, *Scan_Points_Y;
//calculated scan
points
SLICES();
~SLICES();
void SetNumOfLoops(long); //setting dynamic allocation using number of
loops and segments
void SetNumOfSegments(long, long); //setting danamic allocation
void SetLoopArray();
//Replaced by MA v13.1 SaveSegmentsXY has changed what it returns and
parameter it takes
//char* SaveSegmentXY(char *);
void SaveSegmentXY(SliceInfo * myThreeDObject );
void CalOfScanPoints(float, float);
void CalOfScanPoints_XY(long, float, float);
void CalOfScanPoints_XY_DUAL(long, float, float);
float Max(float, float);
float Min(float, float);
void FileOutput_PTH(long, float, int);
void FileOutput_IGS(long, long *, long *, float);
//Added by MA V14.1 need access to private members
float GetScanPoint_X(int scanPoint);
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float GetScanPoint_Y(int scanPoint);
//Added MA 13.1, keep track as to what layer number this slice is
long myLayerNum; //myLayerNum is not an index value, but a number
(starts @ 1, not 0)
};
extern SLICES *Slice;
class point
{
public:
float x, y; char c;
public :
void SetPoint(float, float);
};
class line
{
public:
point p1, p2;
public:
void SetLine(point, point);
};
int ccw(point p0, point p1, point p2);
int intersect(line l1, line l2);
float angle(point p0, point p1);
int ScanPath(SliceInfo * ThreeDObject);
float strtof(const char *nptr, char **endptr ); // function prototype for the
function
long Error_Report(long layer_no, long loop_no, int dual, float theta, long
scan_no, float cur_x, long count);

#endif

Non Standard Program Files
CrossSection.cpp
// CrossSection.cpp: implementation of the CCrossSection class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "stdafx.h"
#include "CrossSection.h"
//#include "Scene.h"
#ifdef _DEBUG
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[]=__FILE__;
#define new DEBUG_NEW
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#endif
#define CLEARANCE_BETWEEN_POINTS 0.0001f
int nCheckOrderNumber = 0;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
CCrossSection::CCrossSection()
{
m_pHeadLoop=m_pTailLoop=NULL;
m_pHeadSegment=m_pTailSegment=NULL;
m_nLoopNum=0;
m_pNextNode=NULL;
m_pPrevNode=NULL;
m_bHavePP=FALSE;
}
CCrossSection::~CCrossSection()
{
CMyLoopSeg * pTmpSegment;//, *pNextSegment;
CMyLoop * pTmpLoop;//, *pNextLoop;
/*
pTmpLoop = m_pHeadLoop;
while(pTmpLoop)
{
pTmpLoop=m_pHeadLoop->m_pNextNode;
pTmpSegment = m_pHeadLoop->m_pStartSeg;
while(pTmpSegment)
{
pNextSegment = pTmpSegment->m_pLoopNextNode;
delete pTmpSegment;
pTmpSegment = pNextSegment;
}
pNextLoop = pTmpLoop->m_pNextNode;
delete pTmpLoop;
pTmpLoop=pNextLoop;
} */

while (m_pHeadSegment!=NULL)
{
pTmpSegment=m_pHeadSegment->m_pNextNode;
delete m_pHeadSegment;
m_pHeadSegment=pTmpSegment;
}
while (m_pHeadLoop!=NULL)
{
pTmpLoop=m_pHeadLoop->m_pNextNode;
delete m_pHeadLoop;
m_pHeadLoop=pTmpLoop;
}
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}
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CMyLoop Class
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Construction/Destruction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
CCrossSection::CMyLoop::CMyLoop()
: m_nLoopGroup(-1)
{
m_pNextNode=m_pPrevNode=NULL;
m_pStartSeg=NULL;
m_pMinSegment=NULL;
nLoopType=0;
m_nVertexNum = 0;
m_pTopSTL = NULL;
m_pBottomSTL = NULL;
m_pWallSTL = NULL;
}
CCrossSection::CMyLoop::~CMyLoop()
{
//CScene::CIndexedFaceSet *pSTL = NULL;
//if(m_pTopSTL)
//{
//
pSTL = (CScene::CIndexedFaceSet *)m_pTopSTL;
//
delete pSTL;
//}
//if(m_pBottomSTL)
//{
//
pSTL = (CScene::CIndexedFaceSet *)m_pBottomSTL;
//
delete pSTL;
//}
//if(m_pWallSTL)
//{
//
pSTL = (CScene::CIndexedFaceSet *)m_pWallSTL;
//
delete pSTL;
//}
}

CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg::CMyLoopSeg()
{
nCheckOrder = nCheckOrderNumber++;
m_bInuse=false;
m_nSideFacetID[0]=m_nSideFacetID[1]=0;
m_pNextNode=m_pPrevNode=NULL;
m_pLoopNextNode=m_pLoopPrevNode=NULL;
}
CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg::~CMyLoopSeg()
{
}
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void CCrossSection::AddSegment(float x, float y, int side1, int side2)
{
//MyLoopSeg¿¡´Ù°¡ °è¼Ó ¸®½ºÆ®¸¦ ºÙ¿©¹ö¸°´Ù.
CMyLoopSeg * pTmpSegment = new CMyLoopSeg;
pTmpSegment->m_fSectionPlot[0]=x;
pTmpSegment->m_fSectionPlot[1]=y;
pTmpSegment->m_nSideFacetID[0]=side1;
pTmpSegment->m_nSideFacetID[1]=side2;
if(side1 == NULL || side1 >10000000) AfxMessageBox(_T("Bad STL input to
be sliced"));
if(side2 == NULL || side2 >10000000) AfxMessageBox(_T("Bad STL input to
be sliced"));
if (m_pHeadSegment==NULL)
{
m_pHeadSegment=pTmpSegment;
m_pTailSegment=pTmpSegment;
}
else
{
m_pTailSegment->m_pNextNode=pTmpSegment;
pTmpSegment->m_pPrevNode=m_pTailSegment;
m_pTailSegment=pTmpSegment;
}
}
void CCrossSection::CreateLoop()
{
int tempint;
CMyLoop * tLoop;
CMyLoopSeg * curSegment, * testSegment, * curHead;
curHead=m_pHeadSegment;
m_nLoopNum = 0; // added by ha

// °¢ ¼¼±×¸ÕÆ® º°·Î ÀÚ±â ¹Ù·Î µÚÀÇ ¼¼±×¸ÕÆ®¸¦ Ã£¾Æ ¼-·Î
m_pLoopNextNode, m_pLoopPrevNode¸¦ ¿¬°áÇÑ´Ù.
do
{
if (curHead->m_bInuse == false)
{
curHead->m_bInuse=true;
curSegment=curHead;
tLoop=new CMyLoop;
tLoop->m_pStartSeg=curHead;
if (m_pTailLoop == NULL)
{
m_pHeadLoop=m_pTailLoop=tLoop;
}
else
{
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m_pTailLoop->m_pNextNode=tLoop;
m_pTailLoop=tLoop;
}
//startSeg°¡ ÁÖ¾îÁø °æ¿ì ·çÇÁ¸¦ ¿Ï¼ºÇÑ´Ù.
do
{
testSegment=m_pHeadSegment;
do
{
if (testSegment->m_bInuse == false)
{

if (testSegment->m_nSideFacetID[1] ==
curSegment->m_nSideFacetID[1])
{
tempint=testSegment>m_nSideFacetID[0];
testSegment>m_nSideFacetID[0]=testSegment->m_nSideFacetID[1];
testSegment>m_nSideFacetID[1]=tempint;
}
if (testSegment->m_nSideFacetID[0] ==
curSegment->m_nSideFacetID[1])
{
curSegment>m_pLoopNextNode=testSegment;
testSegment->m_pLoopPrevNode =
curSegment;
testSegment->m_bInuse=true;
//testSegment = NULL;
//continue;
break;
}
}
testSegment=testSegment->m_pNextNode;
}while(testSegment !=NULL);
if(!testSegment)
{// curSegmentÀÇ ´ÙÀ½ ¼¼±×¸ÕÆ®¸¦ ¸øÃ£Àº °æ¿ì
if(( curSegment == curHead) || (curHead>m_pLoopNextNode && curHead->m_pLoopNextNode == curSegment))
{// ÇÏ³ªÀÇ ¼¼±×¸ÕÆ®¸¸ µû·Î ¶³¾îÁ® ÀÖ°í ´ÙÀ½
°ÍÀ» ¸øÃ£´Â °æ¿ì³ª µÎ ¼¼±×¸ÕÆ®¸¸ µû·Î ¶³¾îÁ® ÀÖ°í ´ÙÀ½ °ÍÀ» ¸øÃ£´Â °æ¿ì
curSegment->m_bInuse = false;
if(curHead->m_pLoopNextNode) curHead>m_pLoopNextNode->m_bInuse = false;
AfxMessageBox(_T("Gap between triangles
found!"));
}
else
{// 3 ¼¼±×¸ÕÆ® ÀÌ»óÀÌ Á¸ÀçÇÏ°í ´ÙÀ½ °ÍÀ» ¸øÃ£´Â
°æ¿ì·Î ·çÇÁÀÇ ¸¶Áö¸· ÀýÁ¡ÀÎ °æ¿ì ´ç¿¬È÷ ÀÌ·¸°Ô µÈ´Ù.
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// µû¶ó¼-, ÇÑ ·çÇÁÀÇ Ã¹ ÀýÁ¡Àº ÀÌÀü
ÀýÁ¡ÀÇ Á¤º¸°¡ NULLÀÌ¸ç ¸¶Áö¸· ÀýÁ¡µµ ÀÌÀü ÀýÁ¡ÀÇ Á¤º¸°¡ NULLÀÌ´Ù.
}
}
curSegment=curSegment->m_pLoopNextNode;
if(curSegment) curSegment->m_pLoopNextNode = NULL;
}while (curSegment);
}
else curHead=curHead->m_pNextNode;
}while(curHead);

// ¼¼±×¸ÕÆ®°£ÀÇ m_pLoopNextNode, m_pLoopPrevNode ¸¸ ¼³Á¤ µÇ¾úÀ½
// debugging
curHead=m_pHeadSegment;
int nNumNull = 0;
while(curHead)
{
if(!curHead->m_bInuse)
{
AfxMessageBox(_T("There is a missing triangle(s) when
forming a loop!"));
break;
}
curHead = curHead->m_pNextNode;
}
ReductLoop();
GetMinSegment();
return;
}
void CCrossSection::ReductLoop()
{
CMyLoop * tLoop, *tPrevLoop;
CMyLoopSeg *tCurSeg, *tNextSeg, *tPrevSeg;
BOOL bEnd = FALSE;
tPrevLoop = NULL;
tLoop=m_pHeadLoop;
int nNodes;
do
{
tCurSeg=tLoop->m_pStartSeg;
bEnd = FALSE;
nNodes = 0;
tPrevSeg = NULL;
do
{
tNextSeg = tCurSeg->m_pLoopNextNode;
tCurSeg->m_pLoopPrevNode = tPrevSeg;
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if (tNextSeg == NULL)
{
bEnd = TRUE;
tNextSeg = tLoop->m_pStartSeg;
}
// hochan eleminating when two points are so close.
if(!IsNearlySamePoint(tCurSeg->m_fSectionPlot, tNextSeg>m_fSectionPlot))
{
tPrevSeg = tCurSeg;
tCurSeg = tNextSeg;
nNodes++;
continue;
}
// ÀÌÈÄ´Â µÎ ÀýÁ¡ÀÇ ÁÂÇ¥°¡ °°Àº °æ¿ì // tNextSeg°¡ ·çÇÁ¿¡¼ºüÁü
if(tNextSeg == tLoop->m_pStartSeg)
{// Á¦°Å ´ë»óÀÌ ·çÇÁÀÇ Ã¹ ¼¼±×¸ÕÆ® ÀÎ°æ¿ì(¸¶Áö¸·Á¡À» °Ë»çÇÑ
°æ¿ì)
tLoop->m_pStartSeg = tLoop->m_pStartSeg>m_pLoopNextNode;
tLoop->m_pStartSeg->m_pLoopPrevNode = NULL;
}
else if(tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode == NULL)
{// Á¦°Å ´ë»óÀÌ ¸¶Áö¸·Á¡ÀÎ °æ¿ì
tCurSeg->m_pLoopNextNode = NULL;
}
else
{// Á¦°Å ´ë»óÀÌ Áß°£ Á¡ÀÎ °æ¿ì
tCurSeg->m_pLoopNextNode = tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode;
}
/*
if(tCurSeg->m_nSideFacetID[0] == tNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[0])
{
tCurSeg->m_nSideFacetID[0] = tNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[1];
}
else if(tCurSeg->m_nSideFacetID[0] == tNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[1])
{
tCurSeg->m_nSideFacetID[0] = tNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[0];
}
else if(tCurSeg->m_nSideFacetID[1] == tNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[0])
{
tCurSeg->m_nSideFacetID[1] = tNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[1];
}
else if(tCurSeg->m_nSideFacetID[1] == tNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[1])
{
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tCurSeg->m_nSideFacetID[1] = tNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[0];
}
else
{
AfxMessageBox("Error un-constructive geometry
found!!", MB_OK, NULL);
}*/

} while(!bEnd);
//CorrectBadPoint(tLoop->m_pStartSeg); // °°Àº Á¤Á¡ÀÌ ·çÇÁ³»¿¡
2°³ ÀÌ»ó ÀÖ´Â °æ¿ì¿Í ÇÑ Á¤Á¡ÀÌ ·çÇÁÀÇ ´Ù¸¥ ¼¼±×¸ÕÆ® À§¿¡ ÀÖ´Â °æ¿ì Á¦°ÅÇÏ±â.
// ÇöÀç´Â Á¦°ÅÄ¡ ¾Ê°í
µ¨·¹´©ÀÌ »ï°¢ ºÐÇÒ¿¡¼- ¿À·ù¸¦ ³»Áö ¾Êµµ·Ï ÇØµÎ¾úÀ½.

if(nNodes<3)
{ // ·çÇÁ¸¦ ±¸¼ºÇÒ ¼ö ¾ø´Â °Í.
AfxMessageBox(_T("Cannot form a loop"));
if(tLoop == m_pHeadLoop)
{// ÇØµå·çÇÁ Áö¿ï °æ¿ì.
tLoop = m_pHeadLoop->m_pNextNode;
tNextSeg = m_pHeadLoop->m_pStartSeg;
while(tNextSeg)
{
if(tNextSeg->m_pPrevNode) (tNextSeg>m_pPrevNode)->m_pNextNode = tNextSeg->m_pNextNode;
if(tNextSeg->m_pNextNode) (tNextSeg>m_pNextNode)->m_pPrevNode = tNextSeg->m_pPrevNode;
tCurSeg = tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode;
if(tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode != NULL)
tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode>m_pLoopPrevNode = NULL;
if(tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode != NULL)
tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode>m_pLoopNextNode = NULL;
//delete tNextSeg;
tNextSeg = tCurSeg;
}
delete m_pHeadLoop;
m_pHeadLoop = tLoop;
if(!tLoop) break;
continue;
}
else
{// Áß°£ÀÇ ·çÇÁ Áö¿ï °æ¿ì.
tPrevLoop->m_pNextNode = tLoop->m_pNextNode;
tNextSeg = tLoop->m_pStartSeg;
AfxMessageBox(_T("Deleting loop segments"));
while(tNextSeg)
{
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if(tNextSeg->m_pPrevNode) (tNextSeg>m_pPrevNode)->m_pNextNode = tNextSeg->m_pNextNode;
if(tNextSeg->m_pNextNode) (tNextSeg>m_pNextNode)->m_pPrevNode = tNextSeg->m_pPrevNode;
tCurSeg = tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode;
if(tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode != NULL)
tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode>m_pLoopPrevNode = NULL;
if(tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode != NULL)
tNextSeg->m_pLoopNextNode>m_pLoopNextNode = NULL;
//delete tNextSeg;
tNextSeg = tCurSeg;
}
delete tLoop;
tLoop = tPrevLoop->m_pNextNode;
if(!tLoop) break;
continue;
}
}
tPrevLoop = tLoop;
tLoop=tLoop->m_pNextNode;
} while(tLoop!=NULL);
}
void CCrossSection::CorrectBadPoint(CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg *pStartSeg)
{
CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg *pCurSeg, *pCompSeg, *pNextSeg;
pCurSeg = pStartSeg;
while(pCurSeg)
{
pCompSeg = pCurSeg->m_pLoopNextNode;
while(pCompSeg || pCompSeg != pStartSeg)
{
if(IsNearlySamePoint(pCurSeg->m_fSectionPlot, pCompSeg>m_fSectionPlot))
{
// omit latter
pNextSeg = pCompSeg->m_pLoopNextNode;
if(pCompSeg->m_nSideFacetID[0] == pNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[0])
{
pCompSeg->m_nSideFacetID[0] = pNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[1];
}
else if(pCompSeg->m_nSideFacetID[0]

== pNextSeg-

>m_nSideFacetID[1])
{
pCompSeg->m_nSideFacetID[0] = pNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[0];
}
else if(pCompSeg->m_nSideFacetID[1]
>m_nSideFacetID[0])
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== pNextSeg-

{
pCompSeg->m_nSideFacetID[1] = pNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[1];
}
else if(pCompSeg->m_nSideFacetID[1]

== pNextSeg-

>m_nSideFacetID[1])
{
pCompSeg->m_nSideFacetID[1] = pNextSeg>m_nSideFacetID[0];
}
else
{
AfxMessageBox(_T("Error un-constructive
geometry found!!"), MB_OK, NULL);
}
(pCompSeg->m_pLoopPrevNode)->m_pLoopNextNode =
pNextSeg;
if(pNextSeg) pNextSeg->m_pLoopPrevNode = pCompSeg>m_pLoopPrevNode;
}
pCompSeg = pCompSeg->m_pLoopNextNode;
}
pCurSeg = pCurSeg->m_pLoopNextNode;
}
}

void CCrossSection::GetMinSegment()
{
CMyLoop * tLoop;
CMyLoopSeg *tSegment,*tMinSegment;//, * tNextSegment;
float fMin[2];
//tNextSegment=NULL;
tLoop=m_pHeadLoop;
if(!m_pHeadLoop) return;
do
{
m_nLoopNum ++;
// added by ha for counting number of loop
tSegment=tLoop->m_pStartSeg;
fMin[0]=tSegment->m_fSectionPlot[0];
fMin[1]=tSegment->m_fSectionPlot[1];
tMinSegment=tSegment;
do
{
if (tSegment->m_fSectionPlot[0] < fMin[0])
{
fMin[0]=tSegment->m_fSectionPlot[0];
fMin[1]=tSegment->m_fSectionPlot[1];
tMinSegment=tSegment;
}
else if (tSegment->m_fSectionPlot[0] == fMin[0])
{
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if (tSegment->m_fSectionPlot[1] < fMin[1] )
{
fMin[0]=tSegment->m_fSectionPlot[0];
fMin[1]=tSegment->m_fSectionPlot[1];
tMinSegment=tSegment;
}

//
//
//

}
tLoop->m_nVertexNum++;
tSegment=tSegment->m_pLoopNextNode;
if(tSegment == tLoop->m_pStartSeg)
tLoop->m_nVertexNum--;
}while(tSegment!=NULL); // original
}while((tSegment !=NULL) && (tSegment != tLoop->m_pStartSeg));
// modified by ha
tLoop->m_pMinSegment=tMinSegment;
/* ÀÌÀ¯¸¦ ¾Ë¼ö ¾ø´Â ·çÆ¾
if (tLoop->m_pStartSeg == tMinSegment)
{
tSegment=tLoop->m_pStartSeg;
while (tSegment->m_pLoopNextNode)
{
if(tSegment->m_pLoopNextNode == tLoop->m_pStartSeg)

break;
tSegment=tSegment->m_pLoopNextNode;
}
tLoop->m_pStartSeg->m_pLoopPrevNode=tSegment;
}
*/
tLoop=tLoop->m_pNextNode;
}while(tLoop!=NULL);
}

BOOL CCrossSection::CheckSelf(void)
{
CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg *aSeg;
CCrossSection::CMyLoop *aLoop = m_pHeadLoop;
int nSeg =0, nSeg2 = 0, nSeg3;
while(aLoop)
{
aSeg = aLoop->m_pStartSeg;
nSeg3 = 0;
//ASSERT(aSeg->m_pLoopPrevNode == NULL);
while(aSeg)
{
if((unsigned int)aSeg->m_pLoopNextNode == 0xfeeefeee)
AfxMessageBox(_T("Check Error"));
nSeg++;
if(++nSeg3 == aLoop->m_nVertexNum)
aSeg->m_pLoopNextNode = NULL;
else
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aSeg = aSeg->m_pLoopNextNode;
}
aLoop = aLoop->m_pNextNode;
}
aSeg = m_pHeadSegment;
while(aSeg)
{
nSeg2++;
aSeg = aSeg->m_pNextNode;
}
//ASSERT(nSeg == nSeg2);
return TRUE;
}
bool CCrossSection::IsNearlySamePoint(float * pOne, float * pOther)
{
if(pOne[0] < pOther[0] - CLEARANCE_BETWEEN_POINTS )
return false;
if(pOne[0] > pOther[0] + CLEARANCE_BETWEEN_POINTS ) return false;
if(pOne[1] < pOther[1] - CLEARANCE_BETWEEN_POINTS )
return false;
if(pOne[1] > pOther[1] + CLEARANCE_BETWEEN_POINTS ) return false;
return true;
}

PSG.cpp
// PSG.cpp : Defines the class behaviors for the application.
//
#include "stdafx.h"
#include "PSG.h"
#include "MainFrm.h"
#include "PSGDoc.h"
#include "PSGView.h"
#ifdef _DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#endif
// CPSGApp
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CPSGApp, CWinApp)
ON_COMMAND(ID_APP_ABOUT, &CPSGApp::OnAppAbout)
// Standard file based document commands
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_NEW, &CWinApp::OnFileNew)
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_OPEN, &CWinApp::OnFileOpen)
// Standard print setup command
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT_SETUP, &CWinApp::OnFilePrintSetup)
END_MESSAGE_MAP()

// CPSGApp construction
CPSGApp::CPSGApp()
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{
// TODO: add construction code here,
// Place all significant initialization in InitInstance
}

// The one and only CPSGApp object
CPSGApp theApp;

// CPSGApp initialization
BOOL CPSGApp::InitInstance()
{
// InitCommonControlsEx() is required on Windows XP if an application
// manifest specifies use of ComCtl32.dll version 6 or later to enable
// visual styles. Otherwise, any window creation will fail.
INITCOMMONCONTROLSEX InitCtrls;
InitCtrls.dwSize = sizeof(InitCtrls);
// Set this to include all the common control classes you want to use
// in your application.
InitCtrls.dwICC = ICC_WIN95_CLASSES;
InitCommonControlsEx(&InitCtrls);
CWinApp::InitInstance();
// Initialize OLE libraries
if (!AfxOleInit())
{
AfxMessageBox(IDP_OLE_INIT_FAILED);
return FALSE;
}
AfxEnableControlContainer();
// Standard initialization
// If you are not using these features and wish to reduce the size
// of your final executable, you should remove from the following
// the specific initialization routines you do not need
// Change the registry key under which our settings are stored
// TODO: You should modify this string to be something appropriate
// such as the name of your company or organization
SetRegistryKey(_T("Local AppWizard-Generated Applications"));
LoadStdProfileSettings(4); // Load standard INI file options
(including MRU)
// Register the application's document templates. Document templates
// serve as the connection between documents, frame windows and views
CSingleDocTemplate* pDocTemplate;
pDocTemplate = new CSingleDocTemplate(
IDR_MAINFRAME,
RUNTIME_CLASS(CPSGDoc),
RUNTIME_CLASS(CMainFrame),
// main SDI frame window
RUNTIME_CLASS(CPSGView));
if (!pDocTemplate)
return FALSE;
AddDocTemplate(pDocTemplate);
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// Parse command line for standard shell commands, DDE, file open
CCommandLineInfo cmdInfo;
ParseCommandLine(cmdInfo);

// Dispatch commands specified on the command line.

Will return FALSE

if
// app was launched with /RegServer, /Register, /Unregserver or
/Unregister.
if (!ProcessShellCommand(cmdInfo))
return FALSE;
// The one and only window has been initialized, so show and update it
m_pMainWnd->ShowWindow(SW_SHOW);
m_pMainWnd->UpdateWindow();
// call DragAcceptFiles only if there's a suffix
// In an SDI app, this should occur after ProcessShellCommand
return TRUE;
}

// CAboutDlg dialog used for App About
class CAboutDlg : public CDialog
{
public:
CAboutDlg();
// Dialog Data
enum { IDD = IDD_ABOUTBOX };
protected:
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX);
// Implementation
protected:
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()
};
CAboutDlg::CAboutDlg() : CDialog(CAboutDlg::IDD)
{
}
void CAboutDlg::DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX)
{
CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX);
}
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CAboutDlg, CDialog)
END_MESSAGE_MAP()
// App command to run the dialog
void CPSGApp::OnAppAbout()
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// DDX/DDV support

{
CAboutDlg aboutDlg;
aboutDlg.DoModal();
}

// CPSGApp message handlers

PSGDoc.cpp
// PSGDoc.cpp : implementation of the CPSGDoc class
//
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"stdafx.h"
"PSG.h"
<windows.h>
<iostream>
<string.h>
"CrossSection.h"
"stdafx.h"
"math.h"
"CrossSection.h"
"PSGParkerLanguageConverter.h"
"PSGDoc.h"
"ScanPath.h"
"AerotechAddDModule.h"

#ifdef _DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#endif

// CPSGDoc
IMPLEMENT_DYNCREATE(CPSGDoc, CDocument)
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CPSGDoc, CDocument)
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_OPEN, &CPSGDoc::OnFileOpen)
ON_COMMAND(ID_WRITE_PARCKER, &CPSGDoc::OnWriteParcker)
ON_COMMAND(ID_TOOLS_WRITEDELAYSFORAEROTECH,
&CPSGDoc::OnToolsDelayAerotech)
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_CLOSE32786, &CPSGDoc::OnFileClose)
ON_COMMAND(ID_TOOLS_ZOOM, &CPSGDoc::OnToolsZoom)
ON_COMMAND(ID_TOOLS_ZOOM32775, &CPSGDoc::OnToolsZoomOut)
ON_COMMAND(ID_TOOLS_NEXTLAYER, &CPSGDoc::OnToolsNextlayer)
ON_COMMAND(ID_TOOLS_NEXTLAYER32780,
&CPSGDoc::OnToolsPreviouslayer32780)
END_MESSAGE_MAP()

// CPSGDoc construction/destruction
CPSGDoc::CPSGDoc()
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: m_nBar(1111)
, aaaa(0)
,zoom(1)
,vel(10)
,acc(50000)
,dec(50000)
, ptrSliceFile(NULL) // 10/26 Hochan Add to initialize
{
// TODO: add one-time construction code here
}
CPSGDoc::~CPSGDoc()
{
}
BOOL CPSGDoc::OnNewDocument()
{
if (!CDocument::OnNewDocument())
return FALSE;
// TODO: add reinitialization code here
// (SDI documents will reuse this document)
return TRUE;
}

// CPSGDoc serialization
void CPSGDoc::Serialize(CArchive& ar)
{
if (ar.IsStoring())
{
// TODO: add storing code here
}
else
{
// TODO: add loading code here
}
}

// CPSGDoc diagnostics
#ifdef _DEBUG
void CPSGDoc::AssertValid() const
{
CDocument::AssertValid();
}
void CPSGDoc::Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const
{
CDocument::Dump(dc);
}
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#endif //_DEBUG

// CPSGDoc commands
void CPSGDoc::OnFileClose()
{
}
void CPSGDoc::OnFileOpen()
{
/****************
* Select File
*****************/
const char szFilter[] =
"3D Systems slice data(*.slc)\0*.slc\0All files(*.*)\0*.*\0";
const char szTitle[] = "Inserting SLC slice data";
CFileDialog openDlg(TRUE);
//openDlg.m_ofn.lpstrTitle = szTitle; //M.A. Set title of windiw
openDlg.m_ofn.lpstrTitle = _T("Select Slice File to Convert"); //M.A.
Set title of window
openDlg.m_ofn.lpstrFilter = _T("3D Systems slice
data(*.slc)\0*.slc\0All files(*.*)\0*.*\0"); //MA Set the file type to look
for and the options for the dropdown
openDlg.m_ofn.nFilterIndex = 1L;
openDlg.m_ofn.lpstrCustomFilter = NULL;
openDlg.m_ofn.lpstrDefExt = _T("slc");
openDlg.m_ofn.nMaxCustFilter = 0;
openDlg.m_ofn.Flags |= ( OFN_FILEMUSTEXIST) ;
if (openDlg.DoModal() != IDOK)
return; //open canceled
CString strPathName = openDlg.GetPathName();//M.A. Get the path name
and store it in string
/****************
* Open File
*****************/
ptrSliceFile = new SliceInfo(strPathName);
UpdateAllViews(NULL);
}

void CPSGDoc::OnWriteParcker()
{
/***************
*Variables
***************/
SliceInfo * ThreeDObject;
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PSGParkerFile * ParkerFileObj;
ThreeDObject = this->ptrSliceFile;
/***************
*Processing
***************/
ParkerFileObj = new PSGParkerFile(ThreeDObject->fileLocation, this>vel, this->acc, this->dec, ThreeDObject->layers);
//Send information to ScanPath, Scan path will then start calculating
points and lines
ScanPath(ThreeDObject);
ParkerFileObj->CreateAllFiles();
AfxMessageBox(_T("Parker Script Generation Complete"),
MB_ICONINFORMATION, NULL);
}

void CPSGDoc::OnToolsDelayAerotech()
{
/****************
* Select File
*****************/
AeroAddDelay * ptrAeroScriptAdjust;
const char szFilter[] =
"All files(*.*)\0*.*\0";
const char szTitle[] = "Aerotech Script Delay Adder";
CFileDialog openDlg(TRUE);
//openDlg.m_ofn.lpstrTitle = szTitle; //M.A. Set title of windiw
openDlg.m_ofn.lpstrTitle = _T("Choose Aerotech Script to Add Delays
to"); //M.A. Set title of window
openDlg.m_ofn.lpstrFilter = _T("All files(*.*)\0*.*\0"); //MA Set the
file type to look for and the options for the dropdown
openDlg.m_ofn.nFilterIndex = 1L;
openDlg.m_ofn.lpstrCustomFilter = NULL;
openDlg.m_ofn.lpstrDefExt = _T("txt");
openDlg.m_ofn.nMaxCustFilter = 0;
openDlg.m_ofn.Flags |= ( OFN_FILEMUSTEXIST) ;
if (openDlg.DoModal() != IDOK)
return; //open canceled
CString strPathName = openDlg.GetPathName();//M.A. Get the path name
and store it in string
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/****************
* Open File
*****************/
ptrAeroScriptAdjust = new AeroAddDelay(strPathName);
delete ptrAeroScriptAdjust;
AfxMessageBox(_T("Finished Adding Delays to Selected Aerotech Script"),
MB_ICONINFORMATION, NULL);
UpdateAllViews(NULL);
}
void CPSGDoc::OnToolsZoom()
{
// TODO: Add your command handler code here
//this->zoom++;
this->zoom += .1f;
UpdateAllViews(NULL);
}
void CPSGDoc::OnToolsZoomOut()
{
// TODO: Add your command handler code here

if (this->zoom > .1)
{
this->zoom -= .1f;
UpdateAllViews(NULL);
}
//V12.4.1 MA deleted: Better code above
//this->zoom--;
/*this->zoom -= .1;
if (this->zoom < 0)
{
this->zoom = .1;
}
UpdateAllViews(NULL);*/
}
void CPSGDoc::OnToolsNextlayer()
{
// TODO: Add your command handler code here
if(this->ptrSliceFile->reqLayer < this->ptrSliceFile->layers)
{
this->ptrSliceFile->reqLayer++;
UpdateAllViews(NULL);
}
//V12.4.1 MA deleted: Better code above
/*if(this->ptrSliceFile->reqLayer > this->ptrSliceFile->layers)
{
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this->ptrSliceFile->reqLayer = this->ptrSliceFile->layers - 1;
}
UpdateAllViews(NULL);*/
}
void CPSGDoc::OnToolsPreviouslayer32780()
{
// TODO: Add your command handler code here
if(this->ptrSliceFile->reqLayer > 1)
{
this->ptrSliceFile->reqLayer--;
UpdateAllViews(NULL);
}
//V12.4.1 MA deleted: Better code above
/*if(this->ptrSliceFile->reqLayer < 1)
{
this->ptrSliceFile->reqLayer = 1;
}
UpdateAllViews(NULL);*/
}

PSGParkerLanguageConverter.cpp
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
location
#include

"stdafx.h"
<windows.h>
<iostream>
<string.h>
<math.h>
"CrossSection.h"
"PSGParkerLanguageConverter.h"
by hochan
"ScanPath.h"

// moved from head file and changed

SLICES *Slice; // add by hochan kim to make slice as global variable
/**********************************************************
* The following method is the constructor for the class
*This constructor does the following:
*
-Setup and open text file to be used to write
*
parker script
*
-Create the header section of the script file
*
-Set default velocity, acceleration and decceleration
*
**********************************************************/
PSGParkerFile::PSGParkerFile(CString FileLocation, int numberFiles)
{
/*********
* Variables
**********/
CString fileInfo;
numFiles = numberFiles;
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/********
*Processing
*********/
fileInfo.Format(_T("_%i of %i"), fileNum, numFiles); //Append file
information at end of file name
FileLocation += fileInfo;
this->parkerScript.Open(FileLocation, CFile::modeCreate |
CFile::modeWrite);
this->velocity = DEF_VEL;
this->acceleration = DEF_ACC;
this->decceleration = DEF_DEC;
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is the constructor for the class
*This constructor does the following:
*
-Setup and open text file to be used to write
*
parker script
*
-Create the header section of the script file
*
-Set default velocity, acceleration and decceleration
*
**********************************************************/
PSGParkerFile::~PSGParkerFile()
{
this->Footer();
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is the constructor for the class
*This constructor does the following:
*
-Setup and open text file to be used to write
*
parker script
*
-Create the header section of the script file
*
-Set user defined variables: velocity, acceleration,
*
decceleration.
*
**********************************************************/
PSGParkerFile::PSGParkerFile(CString FileLocation, int vel, int acc, int dec,
int numberFiles)
{
/********
*Variables
*********/
this->numFiles = numberFiles;
this->cntDirectories = 0;
this->fileNum = 0;
CString nmObject, nmNewDir;
CString SLASHES, SLC, PSFILES, TXT, fileNm, fileDesc;
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/********
*Processing
*********/
this->VERSION = 15.0;
SLC.Format(_T(".SLC"));
PSFILES.Format(_T("_PSFiles"));
SLASHES.Format(_T("\\"));
FileLocation.MakeUpper();
//Find the last directory
this->nS = 0;
this->nSDummy = 0;
while( this->nSDummy != -1 )
{
this->nS = this->nSDummy;
this->nSDummy = FileLocation.Find( SLASHES, this->nS+1 );
}
this->nS++;
this->nE = FileLocation.Find(SLC) - 1;
this->nWidth = this->nE - this->nS + 1;
nmObject = FileLocation.Mid(this->nS,this->nWidth);
this->ObjectNm = nmObject;
nmNewDir = nmObject + PSFILES ;
FileLocation.Replace(nmObject + SLC, nmNewDir);
CreateDirectory(FileLocation,NULL);
this->Directory = FileLocation;
this->velocity = vel;
this->acceleration = acc;
this->decceleration = dec;
//Deleted by MA V 15.1, this is already done when calling
CreateAllFiles()
//this->CreateNewFile();
//this->Header();
this->nextPt.x = 0;
this->nextPt.y = 0;
this->nextPt.distance = 0;
this->currentPt.x = 0;
this->currentPt.y = 0;
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}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to create the header portion
*of the parker scripts. This is the same for all parker
*scripts.
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::Header()
{
/*********
* Variables
**********/
/********
*Processing
*********/
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("' Automated Script Generation ver #%2.2f \n"),
this->VERSION);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("' File %i of %i \n \n \n"), this->fileNum,
this->numFiles);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
// PROGRAM
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("PROGRAM \n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
// 'Turn on stages
// DRIVE ON X Y Z
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Turn on Stages \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("DRIVE ON X Y Z \n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
// 'Turn on pump
// SET 37
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Turn on pump \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("Set 37 \n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
// 'Set other parameters
// VEL XX
// ACC XXXX
// DEC XXXX
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Set other parameters \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("VEL %i \n"), this->velocity);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("ACC %i \n"), this->acceleration);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("DEC %i \n \n"), this->decceleration);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
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//'****************************************************************
//'****************************************************************
//'Begin
**
//'****************************************************************
//'****************************************************************
this>sWrBuf.Format(_T("'*********************************************************
******* \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this>sWrBuf.Format(_T("'*********************************************************
******* \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Begin
** \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this>sWrBuf.Format(_T("'*********************************************************
******* \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this>sWrBuf.Format(_T("'*********************************************************
******* \n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to create the header portion
*of the parker scripts. This is the same for all parker
*scripts.
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::Footer()
{
/*********
* Variables
**********/
/********
*Processing
*********/
//'****************************************************************
//'****************************************************************
//'Closeup / Finish
**
//'****************************************************************
//'****************************************************************
this>sWrBuf.Format(_T("'*********************************************************
******* \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this>sWrBuf.Format(_T("'*********************************************************
******* \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
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this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Closeup / Finish
** \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this>sWrBuf.Format(_T("'*********************************************************
******* \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this>sWrBuf.Format(_T("'*********************************************************
******* \n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
//'Raise tip
//Z-10
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T( "'Raise tip \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("Z-10 \n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);

//'Move to origin Point
//X0Y0
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Move to origin Point \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("X0Y0 \n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
//'Turn off Pump
//CLR 36
//CLR 38
//CLR 39
//DWL 1
//Set 36
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Turn off Pump \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 36 \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 38 \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 39 \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("DWL 1 \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("SET 36 \n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
//'Make all the bits low again to allow other progs to communicate
//CLR 36
//CLR 37
//CLR 38
//CLR 39
//ENDP
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Make all the bits low again to allow other
progs to communicate \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
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this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 36 \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 37 \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 38 \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 39 \n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("ENDP"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->parkerScript.Close();
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to create the text to setup
*the bits to start the ink flow. It takes 1 parameter which
*specifies what routine to use (1-3). The default routine
*is 3 for any value not 1-3.
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::SetupStartInk(int routine)
{
if(routine > 3 || routine < 0)
{
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Setup Start Routine %d <-- Not valid
routine #, defaulting to Routine 3\n"), routine);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
} else{
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Setup Start Routine %d\n"),
routine);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
}
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 36\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
switch(routine)
{
case 1:

case 2:

default:
case 3:

this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 38\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("SET 39\n\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
break;
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("SET 38\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 39\n\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
break;
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("SET 38\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("SET 39\n\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
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break;
}
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to create the text to setup
*the bits to start the ink flow. It takes 1 parameter which
*specifies what routine to use (1-3). The default routine
*is 3 for any value not 1-3.
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::SetupStopInk()
{
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Setup Stop Routine\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 36\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 38\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("CLR 39\n\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to tell the PSG to move
*from the current position to a specified X and Y
*coordinate without inking.
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::MoveTo(float x, float y)
{
this->currentPt.x = this->nextPt.x;
this->currentPt.y = this->nextPt.y;
this->nextPt.x = x;
this->nextPt.y = y;
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Moving to Point X%.4f Y%.4f from Point X%.4f
Y%.4f\n"), this->nextPt.x, this->nextPt.y, this->currentPt.x, this>currentPt.y);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("X%.4f Y%.4f\n \n"), x, y);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
//Deleted V15.1, cleaning script for better analysis by MA
/*this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("X%.3f\n"), x);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("Y%.3f\n"), y);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);*/
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}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to find the distance between
*currentPt and nextPt.
*
**********************************************************/
float PSGParkerFile::FindDistance()
{
/*********
* Variables
**********/
float a = this->nextPt.x - this->currentPt.x;
float b = this->nextPt.y - this->currentPt.y;
float aSq = pow(a,2);
float bSq = pow(b,2);
float aSqPLUSbSq = aSq + bSq;
float half = .5;
float hypoten = pow(aSqPLUSbSq, half);

/********
*Processing
*********/
if(this->nextPt.x == this->currentPt.x) //it's a straight line along X
axis
{
if (b < 0)
{
return b*-1;
}
return b;
}
if(this->nextPt.y == this->currentPt.y) //it's a straight line along Y
axis
{
if (a < 0)
{
return a*-1;
}
return a;
}
//It's a triangle
return( hypoten );

//Return ( a^2 + b^2 ) ^.5

}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to create a new parker file
*It will create the new file in the default directory
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::CreateNewFile()
{
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/********
*Variables
*********/
CString SLASHES, SLC, PSFILES, TXT, fileNm, fileDesc,
FileLocation,currentFile, numFiles;
/********
*Processing
*********/
this->fileNum++;
SLASHES.Format(_T("\\"));
SLC.Format(_T(".SLC"));
PSFILES.Format(_T("_PSFiles"));
TXT.Format(_T(".TXT"));
currentFile.Format(_T("_file_%d"),this->fileNum);
numFiles.Format(_T("%d"), this->numFiles);
fileDesc.Format(_T("_of_"));
FileLocation += this->Directory + SLASHES + this->ObjectNm +
currentFile + fileDesc + numFiles + TXT;
this->nOpenFlags = CFile::modeWrite | CFile::modeCreate ;
if (!parkerScript.Open(FileLocation, nOpenFlags, &FileExc))
{
FileExc.ReportError();
return;
}
this->Header();

}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to create all of the parker
*files for the 3D object. This should only be called after
*the scanpath function has been called (since it generates
*all of he data). This method will then take the data
*from the global variable that is of type "SLICE" and
*automatically create all of the ParkerScripts and fill
*the data.
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::CreateAllFiles()
{
/********
*Variables
*********/
/********
*Processing
*********/
//Scroll through each layer that needs to be printed
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for(int i = 0; i < this->numFiles; i++)
{
//Added by MA V 15.1
//create new file to prepare for next layer
this->CreateNewFile();
//Go through all of the scan points in this layer
for(int j = 0; j < Slice[i].NumOfScanPoints; j+=2)
{
//put in line header
this->LineHeader(j);
//setup start inking routine #3
this->SetupStartInk(3);
//go to start point (no inking)
this->MoveTo(Slice[i].GetScanPoint_X(j),
Slice[i].GetScanPoint_Y(j));
//this->MoveTo(Slice[i].Scan_Points_X[j],
Slice[i].Scan_Points_Y[j]);
//insert delay to allow stages to traverse distance before
doing anything
//
there is no harm in waiting .5 more second
this->WaitTime(.5);
//start inking
this->nScryptStartInking();
//prepare to stop inking
this->SetupStopInk();
//ink to the next point
this->MoveTo(Slice[i].GetScanPoint_X(j+1),
Slice[i].GetScanPoint_Y(j+1));
//this->MoveTo(Slice[i].Scan_Points_X[j+1],
Slice[i].Scan_Points_Y[j+1]);
//insert delay again so stages can traverse distance
this->WaitTime(0);
//stop Inking
this->nScryptStopInking();
}
//we just finished this layer, now we have to send the parker
stages home
//insert footer for this parker script file
this->Footer();
//Deleted by MA V 15.1, this is already done when calling
CreateAllFiles()
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//we just finished 1 layer's inking; create new file to prepare
for next layer
//this->CreateNewFile();

}

}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to create the header portion
*for each new line that is drawn in the parker script. This
*aids only in the readability of the parker scripts.
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::LineHeader(int lineNumber)
{
/*********
* Variables
**********/
/********
*Processing
*********/
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'**********************\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'*****Printed Line %i \n"), lineNumber);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'**********************\n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
}
/**********************************************************
* This method will write in the Parker Script the command
*to make the parker stages wait for the distance to be
*traversed. The variable passed in is any additional time
*that may need to be added to the traveresed area
*(units in seconds)
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::WaitTime(float additionalTime)
{
/*********
* Variables
**********/
float distanceTravelled, waitTime;
/********
*Processing
*********/
if( additionalTime == 0.)
{
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additionalTime += .1;
}

distanceTravelled = this->FindDistance();
waitTime = (distanceTravelled / this->velocity) + additionalTime;
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Have moved a distance of %.4f, waiting
%.4f\n"),distanceTravelled, waitTime);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("DWL %.4f\n \n"), waitTime);
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
//Deted by MA for better reading in script
//this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("DWL %.3f\n"), waitTime);
//this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to make the nScrypt pump
*take action
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::nScryptStopInking()
{
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Stop inking \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("SET 36\n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
}
/**********************************************************
* The following method is used to make the nScrypt pump
*take action
*
**********************************************************/
void PSGParkerFile::nScryptStartInking()
{
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("'Start inking \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
this->sWrBuf.Format(_T("SET 36\n \n"));
this->parkerScript.WriteString(sWrBuf);
}

PSGSliceInfo.cpp
#include "stdafx.h"
#include <windows.h>
#include <string>
//#include "Scene.h"
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float SliceInfo::RoundOff(float aValue)
{
return (float)((int)(aValue*100000.f))/100000.f;
}
SliceInfo::SliceInfo(CString FileLocation)
{
this->layers = 0;
this->reqLayer = 1;
//MA Added 14.4.1
this->globalMinX = 999999999999.f;
this->globalMinY = 999999999999.f;
this->fileLocation = FileLocation;
int nFileSize;
CString strBuffer;
CFile aFile;
int nHeaderLength, nS, nE;
int nNumBoundaries, i, nNumVertice, j, nNumGaps;
float fX, fY, fZ, minx, miny, minz, maxx, maxy, maxz, fBottom;
char cHeader[4], cNumTable;
cHeader[0] = 0x0d; cHeader[1] = 0x0a; cHeader[2] = 0x1a; cHeader[3] =
0x00; //M.A. This marks the end of the header section
if ( !aFile.Open( FileLocation, CFile::modeRead))
{
//AfxMessageBox("File could not be opened!, MB_OK, NULL);
AfxMessageBox(_T("File could not be opened!"), MB_OK, NULL);
return;
}
CFileStatus rStatus;//MA Struct which has more information about the
file
aFile.GetStatus(rStatus);//MA give rStatus the info
nFileSize = (int)rStatus.m_size;//MA Check the size
// reading Header section
char cBuf[2048];
aFile.Read((void*)cBuf, 2048); //MA read into buffer called cBuf, 2048
= max # of bytes to be read from file
i=0; //MA Reset Index variable
while(cBuf[i] != cHeader[0]) i++; //MA find the 1st escape sequence of
the header file
cBuf[i+3] = '\0'; //MA There are 4 sequences, go after the last 1 and
put in a \0
strBuffer = cBuf; //MA Copy the entire buffer to a local variable.
strBuffer.MakeUpper();

//MA make all letters uppercase

if(strBuffer.Find( _T("INCH") ) == -1) //MA are the units in mm?
{
this->isInMM = 1;
}else{
this->isInMM = 0;
}
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nS = strBuffer.Find( _T("EXTENTS ") ) + 8; //MA will give the position
of the 1st character in the string. +8 will bring it to end of extents with
space
//nS is the start. so we have the pointer to the starting position of
the #
nE = strBuffer.Find(',',nS)-1;//MA now we look for the nE, ending
position. look for comma, then set pointer 1 char before it.
minx = (float)_wtof(strBuffer.Mid(nS, nE));
nS = nE+2;
nE = strBuffer.Find(' ',nS)-1;
maxx = (float)_wtof(strBuffer.Mid(nS, nE));
//MA
nS =
nE =
miny
nS =
nE =
maxy

Fill out information from extents: maxes, mins, and centers
nE+2;
strBuffer.Find(',',nS)-1;
= (float)_wtof(strBuffer.Mid(nS, nE));
nE+2;
strBuffer.Find(' ',nS)-1;
= (float)_wtof(strBuffer.Mid(nS, nE));

nS =
nE =
minz
nS =
nE =
maxz

nE+2;
strBuffer.Find(',',nS)-1;
= (float)_wtof(strBuffer.Mid(nS, nE));
nE+2;
strBuffer.Find(' ',nS)-1;
= (float)_wtof(strBuffer.Mid(nS, nE));

this->centerX
this->centerX
this->centerZ
this->sizeX =
this->sizeY =
this->sizeZ =

= (maxx+minx)/2.f;
= (maxy+miny)/2.f;
= (maxz+minz)/2.f;
(maxx-minx)/2.f;
(maxy-miny)/2.f;
(maxz-minz)/2.f;

//MA Finding MIN/MAX & SIZE Ending
//MA SLC file structure is divided into:
//1. Header Section
//2. 3D Reserved Section
//3. Sample table section
//4. Contour Data section
//*!*!*!*!*!**!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!* ERROR COMMENTED OUT ON NEXT
LINE!!*!*!*!*!*!**!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*
//nHeaderLength = strBuffer.Find(cHeader)+259; // MA Find the
termination values then add an offset to skip the 3D reserved Section
CString Header = CString(cHeader);
nHeaderLength = strBuffer.Find(Header)+259; // MA Find the termination
values then add an offset to skip the 3D reserved Section

// MA Go to beginning of the Sampling table section
aFile.Seek(nHeaderLength, CFile::begin);
//MA Find out how many tables we have
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aFile.Read(&cNumTable, 1);
//MA Go through each of the tables and fill up data
//MA ????? WHY ARE WE DOING THIS?????
for(i = 0; i<cNumTable; i++) // MA We now know the # of tables, lets go
through each of them
{
//MA Read the "Minimum Z level", which is 1 float, which is 4
bytes
aFile.Read(&fBottom, 4);
//if(fBottom<m_fBottomMostHeight) m_fBottomMostHeight = fBottom;
//MA Read the layer thickness (the next item after Min Z Level)
which is 1 float, 4 bytes
//*!*!*!*!*!**!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!* ERROR COMMENTED OUT ON NEXT
LINE!!*!*!*!*!*!**!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*
//aFile.Read(&m_fLayerThick, 4);
//MA The next 2 are "Line Width Compensation" and "Reserved",each
are 1 float, total of 8 bytes... just skip them
aFile.Seek(12, CFile::current);
}
//MA We haave 3 different things to worry about:
// 1. A sliced Layer
// 2. A loop (within the layer?)
// 3. A loop segment (within the loop?)
CCrossSection *pSlicedLayer, *pPrevLayer = NULL;
CCrossSection::CMyLoop *pOneLoop, *pPrevLoop;
CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg *pLoopSeg, *pPrevSeg;
//Deleted V13.2 During testing phase pSlicedLayer is not valid because
we have not created a new object yet
//
This has been moved to the while Loop
////ADDED 09/2010 by MA. Initialize variables
//pSlicedLayer->m_pHeadLoop->numLoops = 0;
//pOneLoop->m_pStartSeg->numSegs = 0;

int motest=0;
while(1)
{
//MA Create a new object of pSlicedLayer (add 1)
pSlicedLayer = new CCrossSection;
this->layers++;
pSlicedLayer->layerNumber = this->layers;
motest = pSlicedLayer->layerNumber;
//MA if we have a previous layer, then the previous layer's next
will now point to the
///NEW object we just created
if(pPrevLayer) pPrevLayer->m_pNextNode = pSlicedLayer;
else {
m_pHeadCrossSection = pSlicedLayer;
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}
//MA Now that the previous layer is pointing to the new one we
created, lets set the new one
//as previous layer
pPrevLayer = pSlicedLayer;
//MA From here pSlicedLayer = pPrevLayer
//Moved V13.2 due to error. Dont need it anyway due to following
line that's executed
//later on down the line:
//pSlicedLayer->m_pHeadLoop->numLoops = nNumBoundaries;
////Added V13.2 Initialize number of loops
////ERROR IN THE FOLLOWING LINE! ACCESS VIOLATION!
//pSlicedLayer->m_pHeadLoop->numLoops = 0;
//MA read the Z layer, round it, then set it = to the new
SlicedLayer we created
aFile.Read(&fZ, 4);
fZ = RoundOff(fZ);
pSlicedLayer->m_fZ = fZ;
//MA: We just finished reading the Z Layer. Now, the next thing
should be the #of Boundaries...
//But it is also possible that we may have reached the end of the
file, so lets check for
//that while we think we are reading for the #of Boundaries
aFile.Read(&nNumBoundaries, 4);
if (nNumBoundaries == 0xffffffff) break;
//MA this is the 1st mention of a loop, we just created this, so
the prevLoop = NULL
pPrevLoop = NULL;
//MA now lets start filling up the data for the boundaries
information
for(i=0; i<nNumBoundaries; i++)
{
//MA in the Contour Data Section we know that we have
nNumBoundaries (number of boundaries),
//which are essentially loops. So now, lets start filling
up the data for each of those loops.
//MA Lets create a new loop
pOneLoop = new CCrossSection::CMyLoop;
//Moved V13.3 due to error
////Added by MA V13.2 Initialize number of segments
//pOneLoop->m_pStartSeg->numSegs = 0;
//MA if we have a previous loop, then make it's next point
to the one we just created
if(pPrevLoop) pPrevLoop->m_pNextNode = pOneLoop;
else pSlicedLayer->m_pHeadLoop = pOneLoop; //MA if there is
no previous loop, then the 1
//
we just created is the headloop
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//MA make the newly created loop the prevLoop in either
case (replace prev loop)
pPrevLoop = pOneLoop;
//Added 09/2010 by MA. This keeps track of the # of loops
in this layer
pSlicedLayer->m_pHeadLoop->numLoops = nNumBoundaries;
//MA now lets sstart gathering information about the loop
//MA get the # of vertices (points)
aFile.Read(&nNumVertice, 4);
pOneLoop->m_nVertexNum = nNumVertice;
//MA get the # of gaps
aFile.Read(&nNumGaps, 4);
//MA reset the PrevSeg to NULL
pPrevSeg = NULL;
//MA now lets start reading the vertex list, we know the
number of vertices
for(j=0; j<nNumVertice; j++)
{
//MA lets create a new loop segment
pLoopSeg = new CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg;
//MA if we have a previous loop segment, lets set
that to point to the one we just created
if(pPrevSeg) pPrevSeg->m_pLoopNextNode = pLoopSeg;
else pOneLoop->m_pStartSeg = pLoopSeg; //MA if we
dont have a previous loop segment, then it will be the HEAD
//Deleted by MA V13.4 just make numSegs = numVertice
//Added by MA V13.3 Initialize number of segments
//pOneLoop->m_pStartSeg->numSegs = 0;
//MA lets make the previous segment equal to the
segment we just created
pPrevSeg = pLoopSeg;
//Deleted by MA V13.4 just make numSegs = numVertice
//ADDED 09/2010 by MA. Added so that we can find num
of segments, used to pass to scanpath algorithm
//pOneLoop->m_pStartSeg->numSegs++;
pOneLoop->m_pStartSeg->numSegs = nNumVertice;
//MA get the X vertice, which is an unsigned Int
which is 4 bytes
aFile.Read(&fX, 4);
fX = SliceInfo::RoundOff(fX);
//MA get the Y vertice, which is an unsigned int
which is 4 bytes
aFile.Read(&fY, 4);
fY = RoundOff(fY);
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//MA put the X and Y data into the loopssegment
linked list
pLoopSeg->m_fSectionPlot[0] = fX;
pLoopSeg->m_fSectionPlot[1] = fY;
//Added 7-1-2010, Mo Alawneh (MA)
//Find the smallest X and Y coordinates for zooming
purposes
if(j==0)
{//Initialize the variables to something in the file
pSlicedLayer->layerMinX = fX;
pSlicedLayer->layerMaxX = fX;
pSlicedLayer->layerMinY = fY;
pSlicedLayer->layerMaxY = fY;
}
//Set The layer's Min and Max
if(fX < pSlicedLayer->layerMinX)
{//We just found a new minX
pSlicedLayer->layerMinX = fX;
}
if(fX > pSlicedLayer->layerMaxX)
{//We just found a new maxX
pSlicedLayer->layerMaxX = fX;
}
if(fY < pSlicedLayer->layerMinY)
{//We just found a new minY
pSlicedLayer->layerMinY = fY;
}
if(fY > pSlicedLayer->layerMaxY)
{//We just found a new maxY
pSlicedLayer->layerMaxY = fY;
}
//Set the object's (all Layers) min and max for X and
Y
if(fY > this->globalMaxY)
{
this->globalMaxY = fY;
}
if(fX > this->globalMaxX)
{
this->globalMaxX = fX;
}
//Set the object's (all Layers) min and max for X and
Y
if(fY < this->globalMinY)
{
this->globalMinY = fY;
}
if(fX < this->globalMinX)
{
this->globalMinX = fX;
}
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}
}
}
//V12.4.1 Added by MA to get center of X and Y axis
this->centerX = (this->globalMaxX + this->globalMinX) / 2;
this->centerY = (this->globalMaxY + this->globalMinY) / 2;

aFile.Close();
}

PSGView.cpp
// PSGView.cpp : implementation of the CPSGView class
//
#include
#include
#include
#include

"stdafx.h"
"PSG.h"
"PSGDoc.h"
"PSGView.h"

#ifdef _DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#endif

// CPSGView
IMPLEMENT_DYNCREATE(CPSGView, CView)
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CPSGView, CView)
// Standard printing commands
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT, &CView::OnFilePrint)
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT_DIRECT, &CView::OnFilePrint)
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT_PREVIEW, &CView::OnFilePrintPreview)
ON_WM_VSCROLL()
END_MESSAGE_MAP()
// CPSGView construction/destruction
CPSGView::CPSGView()
: m_fRegLayer(0)
{
// TODO: add construction code here
//SetScrollSizes(MM_TEXT,CSize(0,0));
}
CPSGView::~CPSGView()
{
}
BOOL CPSGView::PreCreateWindow(CREATESTRUCT& cs)
{
// TODO: Modify the Window class or styles here by modifying
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//

the CREATESTRUCT cs

/*cs.style |= WS_HSCROLL;
cs.style |= WS_VSCROLL;*/
//V12.4.2.2 MA Deleted
//SetScrollSizes(MM_TEXT,CSize(0,0));

//Set up size of Window
/*cs.cx = 1280;
cs.cy = 1024;
cs.style &= ~FWS_ADDTOTITLE;*/

//TESTING #1!*!*!*!*!*!
/*
SCROLLINFO info;
info.cbSize = sizeof(SCROLLINFO);
info.nMin = 0;
info.nMax = 10;
info.nPage = 2;
info.nPos = 5;
info.nTrackPos = 2;
//ERROR: Creates "debug assertion fail"
//SetScrollInfo(1,&info,1);
*/
//TESTING #1!*!*!*!*!*!

//TESTING #2!*!*!*!*!*!
//CSize sizeTotal;
//sizeTotal.cx = 385;
//sizeTotal.cy = 215;
//SetScrollSizes(MM_TEXT, sizeTotal);
//TESTING #2!*!*!*!*!*!
//TESTING #3!*!*!*!*!*!
//ERROR: Creates "debug assertion fail"
//this->SetScrollRange(1,0,100,1);
//TESTING #3!*!*!*!*!*!

//m_ScrollBar.SetScrollInfo(&info);

return CView::PreCreateWindow(cs);
}
// CPSGView drawing
void CPSGView::OnDraw(CDC* /*pDC*/)
{
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/*********
*Variables
**********/
SliceInfo * ThreeDObject;
CCrossSection * pSliceLayer;
CCrossSection::CMyLoop *tLoop;
CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg * tLoopSeg;
////Holds the view's Y & X max Distance
//int distY, distX;
//Holds scaling factor for X and Y
float scaleY, scaleX, shiftFactorX, shiftFactorY, xValue, yValue,
maxXPixel = 0, maxYPixel = 0;
////V12.4.2 MA Added for scroll sizing
//CSize szeScroll;
/*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*
*DEBUGGING PURPOSES
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/

/*********
*Processing: get the DC to begin drawing
**********/
CPSGDoc* pDoc = GetDocument();
ASSERT_VALID(pDoc);
if (!pDoc)
return;
if(!pDoc->ptrSliceFile) return;
without data file

// 10/26 Hochan

to prevent rendering

ThreeDObject = pDoc->ptrSliceFile;
pSliceLayer = ThreeDObject->m_pHeadCrossSection;
CDC* pDC;
pDC = GetDC();
this->OnPrepareDC(pDC);

/*********
*Processing: draw the coordinates on screen
**********/
while( pSliceLayer)
{//We have a valid head object/layer
if( pSliceLayer->layerNumber == pDoc->ptrSliceFile->reqLayer)
//if( pSliceLayer->m_fZ == m_fRegLayer)
{//This is the layer that we are looking for
tLoop = pSliceLayer->m_pHeadLoop;
while (tLoop)
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{//We have a valid head that is a closed loop/ink surface
in the layer
tLoop->m_nVertexNum;
//Find the scaling factor between the layer and the
drawable area
CRect aRct;
GetClientRect(aRct);
//Gather scaling factors for X and Y
//scaleY = aRct.bottom / pSliceLayer->layerMaxY;
//scaleY = aRct.bottom / (pSliceLayer->layerMaxY pSliceLayer->layerMinY);
//V12.4.1 Added by MA
scaleY = aRct.bottom / (ThreeDObject->globalMaxX ThreeDObject->globalMinX);
//scaleX = aRct.right / pSliceLayer->layerMaxX;
//scaleX = aRct.right / (pSliceLayer->layerMaxX pSliceLayer->layerMinX);
//scaleY = aRct.bottom

/ (pSliceLayer->layerMaxY -

pSliceLayer->layerMinY);
//V12.4.1 Added by MA
scaleX = aRct.bottom / (ThreeDObject->globalMaxY ThreeDObject->globalMinY);
//Make sure that we have a proportional drawing
if( scaleX < scaleY)
{
scaleY = scaleX;
}else {
scaleX = scaleY;
}
//V11 MA added shift factors to center object to
window
shiftFactorX = aRct.right / 2.f;
shiftFactorY = aRct.bottom / 2.f;
for( int i = 0 ; i < tLoop->m_nVertexNum; i++)
{//Go through each loop in the layer
tLoopSeg = tLoop->m_pStartSeg;
while(tLoopSeg)
{//the head segment node is valid
//pDC->MoveTo(
//
(tLoopSeg->m_fSectionPlot[0]pSliceLayer->layerMinX)* scaleX * pDoc->zoom,
//
(tLoopSeg->m_fSectionPlot[1]pSliceLayer->layerMinY )* scaleY * pDoc->zoom
//
); //Move to beginning of X Y
//V12.4.1 Added by MA
pDC->MoveTo(
(int)(( (tLoopSeg>m_fSectionPlot[0] - ThreeDObject->centerX)* scaleX * pDoc->zoom) +
shiftFactorX),
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(int)(( (tLoopSeg>m_fSectionPlot[1] - ThreeDObject->centerY )* scaleY * pDoc->zoom) +
shiftFactorY)
); //Move to beginning of X Y
while(tLoopSeg)
{//The next segment is valid
/*pDC->LineTo(
(tLoopSeg->m_fSectionPlot[0]pSliceLayer->layerMinX)* scaleX * pDoc->zoom,
(tLoopSeg->m_fSectionPlot[1]
- pSliceLayer->layerMinY) * scaleY * pDoc->zoom
);*/
//V12.4.1 Added by MA
/*pDC->LineTo(
( (tLoopSeg>m_fSectionPlot[0] - ThreeDObject->centerX)* scaleX * pDoc->zoom) +
shiftFactorX,
( (tLoopSeg>m_fSectionPlot[1] - ThreeDObject->centerY) * scaleY * pDoc->zoom) +
shiftFactorY
);*/
//V12.4.2 Added by MA
xValue = ((tLoopSeg>m_fSectionPlot[0] - ThreeDObject->centerX)* scaleX * pDoc->zoom) +
shiftFactorX;
yValue = ((tLoopSeg>m_fSectionPlot[1] - ThreeDObject->centerY)* scaleY * pDoc->zoom) +
shiftFactorY;
pDC->LineTo(
(int)xValue,
(int)yValue
);
if(xValue > maxXPixel)
{
maxXPixel = xValue;
}
if(yValue > maxYPixel)
{
maxYPixel = yValue;
}
tLoopSeg = tLoopSeg>m_pLoopNextNode;
}
}
}
tLoop = tLoop->m_pNextNode;
}
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}
//This is NOT the layer that we are looking for
pSliceLayer = pSliceLayer->m_pNextNode;
}
//szeScroll.cx = maxXPixel;
//szeScroll.cy = maxYPixel;
//CScrollView::SetScrollSizes(MM_TEXT, szeScroll);
////SetScrollSizes(MM_TEXT, szeScroll);
/*pDC->MoveTo(0,0);
pDC->LineTo(100,100);*/
//CRect aRct;
//GetClientRect(aRct);
//aRct.bottom;
// TODO: add draw code for native data here
}

// CPSGView printing
BOOL CPSGView::OnPreparePrinting(CPrintInfo* pInfo)
{
// default preparation
return DoPreparePrinting(pInfo);
}
void CPSGView::OnBeginPrinting(CDC* /*pDC*/, CPrintInfo* /*pInfo*/)
{
// TODO: add extra initialization before printing
}
void CPSGView::OnEndPrinting(CDC* /*pDC*/, CPrintInfo* /*pInfo*/)
{
// TODO: add cleanup after printing
}

// CPSGView diagnostics
#ifdef _DEBUG
void CPSGView::AssertValid() const
{
CView::AssertValid();
}
void CPSGView::Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const
{
CView::Dump(dc);
}
CPSGDoc* CPSGView::GetDocument() const // non-debug version is inline
{
ASSERT(m_pDocument->IsKindOf(RUNTIME_CLASS(CPSGDoc)));
return (CPSGDoc*)m_pDocument;
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}
#endif //_DEBUG

// CPSGView message handlers
void CPSGView::OnToolsPreviouslayer()
{
// TODO: Add your command handler code here
}
void CPSGView::OnVScroll(UINT nSBCode, UINT nPos, CScrollBar* pScrollBar)
{
// TODO: Add your message handler code here and/or call default

//V12.4.2.2 MA Deleted all code below. Fixed behavior issues of scroll
box in relation to area
//int nDelta = 0;
//int nMaxPos = this->m_rect.Height() - this->m_nCurHeight;
////AfxMessageBox(_T("Hit the Scroll!!"), MB_OK, NULL);
//switch (nSBCode)
//{
//case SB_LINEDOWN:
//
if (this->m_nScrollPos >= nMaxPos)
//
return;
//
//nDelta = min(nMaxPos/100,nMaxPos-this->m_nScrollPos);
//
nDelta = 1;
//

break;

//case SB_LINEUP:
//
if (this->m_nScrollPos <= 0)
//
return;
//
//nDelta = -min(nMaxPos/100,this->m_nScrollPos);
//
nDelta = -1;
//
break;
//
//
//
//
//

case SB_PAGEDOWN:
if (this->m_nScrollPos >= nMaxPos)
return;
nDelta = min(nMaxPos/10,nMaxPos-this->m_nScrollPos);
break;

//case SB_THUMBPOSITION:
//
nDelta = (int)nPos -this->m_nScrollPos;
//
break;
//case SB_PAGEUP:
//
if (this->m_nScrollPos <= 0)
//
return;
//
nDelta = -min(nMaxPos/10,this->m_nScrollPos);
//
break;
//
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//

default:
//
return;
//}
//this->m_nScrollPos += nDelta;
//SetScrollPos(SB_VERT,this->m_nScrollPos,TRUE);
//ScrollWindow(0,-nDelta);

CView::OnVScroll(nSBCode, nPos, pScrollBar);
CScrollView::OnVScroll(nSBCode, nPos, pScrollBar);
}
//V 12.4.2.2 Added by MA: Used to set the scroll sizes with respect to the
VIEW
void CPSGView::OnInitialUpdate()
{
//SetScrollSizes (MM_TEXT, CSize (100, 100));
CScrollView::OnInitialUpdate();
SetScrollSizes (MM_TEXT, CSize (567, 1000));
// TODO: Add your specialized code here and/or call the base class
}

ScanPath.cpp
#include <stdafx.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "scanpath.h"

float strtof(const char *nptr, char **endptr )
{
char *cp;
char buff[100];
int i=0;
cp=(char *) nptr;
while(!((*cp >= '0' && *cp <= '9') || *cp == '.' || *cp == '-')) cp ++;
while(((*cp >= '0' && *cp <= '9') || *cp == '.'|| *cp == '-'))
buff[i++]=*cp++;
*endptr = cp;
buff[i] ='\0';
return (float) atof(buff);
}
void point::SetPoint(float ptx, float pty)
{
x = ptx; y = pty;
}

long Error_Report(long layer_no, long loop_no, int dual, float theta, long
scan_no, float cur_x, long count)
{
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if ((scan_no%2) != 0)
{
//cout << layer_no << ", " << loop_no << ", " << dual << ", " <<
theta << ", " << scan_no << endl;
FILE *out = fopen("report.txt", "a");
fprintf(out, "%d th layer, %d th loop, %2.0f deg, dual = %d, The
Num of cal. pts = %d, current value = %5.4f\n"
, layer_no, loop_no, theta, dual, scan_no, cur_x);
fprintf(out, "The num of recalculated points : %d - %d = %d\n",
count, scan_no, count-scan_no);
count = count - scan_no;
fclose(out);
}
return count;
}
void line::SetLine(point pt1, point pt2)
{
p1 = pt1;
p2 = pt2;
}
int ccw(point p0, point p1, point p2)
{
float dx1, dx2, dy1, dy2;
dx1 = p1.x - p0.x; dy1 = p1.y - p0.y;
dx2 = p2.x - p0.x; dy2 = p2.y - p0.y;
if(dx1 * dy2 > dy1 * dx2) return +1;
if(dx1 * dy2 < dy1 * dx2) return -1;
if((dx1 * dx2 < 0) || (dy1 * dy2 < 0)) return -1;
if((dx1 * dx1 + dy1 * dy1) < (dx2 * dx2 + dy2 * dy2)) return +1;
return 0;
}
int intersect(line l1, line l2)
{
return((ccw(l1.p1, l1.p2, l2.p1)
* ccw(l1.p1, l1.p2, l2.p2)) <= 0)
&& ((ccw(l2.p1, l2.p2, l1.p1)
* ccw(l2.p1, l2.p2, l1.p2)) <= 0);
}
float angle(point p0, point p1)
{
float dx, dy, theta, degree;
dx = p1.x - p0.x; dy = p1.y - p0.y;
theta = (float)acos(dx/(sqrt(pow(dx,2)+pow(dy,2))));
degree = (float)(theta * 360 / (2 * PI));
if (dy < 0)
degree = 360 - degree;
//compensation of float precision at each axis
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if((179.9999 < degree) && (degree < 180.0001))
degree = 180;
if((-0.0001 < degree) && (degree < 0.0001))
degree = 0;
if((269.9999 < degree) && (degree < 270.0001))
degree = 270;
if((89.9999 < degree) && (degree < 90.0001))
degree = 90;
return degree;
}
SLICES::~SLICES()
{
delete [] NumOfSegments;
delete [] Max_X;
delete [] Min_X;
delete [] Max_Y;
delete [] Min_Y;
if(Scan_Points_X)
delete [] Scan_Points_X;
if(Scan_Points_Y)
delete [] Scan_Points_Y;
for(int i=0;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
{
delete [] Segments_X[i];
delete [] Segments_Y[i];
}
delete [] Segments_X;
delete [] Segments_Y;
if(Scan_Points_X_L) delete [] Scan_Points_X_L;
if(Scan_Points_X_R) delete [] Scan_Points_X_R;
if(Scan_Points_Y_L) delete [] Scan_Points_Y_L;
if(Scan_Points_Y_R) delete [] Scan_Points_Y_R;
}
SLICES::SLICES()
{
Scan_Points_X = NULL;
Scan_Points_Y = NULL;
//calculated scan points
Scan_Points_X_L = NULL;
Scan_Points_Y_L = NULL;
//calculated scan points using dual laser
Scan_Points_X_R = NULL;
Scan_Points_Y_R = NULL;
//
}
void SLICES::SetNumOfLoops(long Num)
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
this->NumOfLoops = Num;
//NumOfLoops = Num;
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
this->NumOfSegments = new long [this->NumOfLoops];
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//NumOfSegments = new long [NumOfLoops];
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
this->Max_X = new float[this->NumOfLoops];
this->Max_Y = new float[this->NumOfLoops];
this->Min_X = new float[this->NumOfLoops];
this->Min_Y = new float[this->NumOfLoops];
/*Max_X = new float[NumOfLoops];
Max_Y = new float[NumOfLoops];
Min_X = new float[NumOfLoops];
Min_Y = new float[NumOfLoops];*/
}
float SLICES::GetScanPoint_X(int scanPoint)
{
return this->Scan_Points_X[scanPoint];
}
float SLICES::GetScanPoint_Y(int scanPoint)
{
return this->Scan_Points_Y[scanPoint];
}
void SLICES::SetNumOfSegments(long index, long Num)
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, adding this->
this->NumOfSegments[index] = Num;
//NumOfSegments[index] = Num;
// 10/27 Hochan
same with above.
}

No use, it's the

void SLICES::SetLoopArray()
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, adding this->
this->Segments_X = new float *[this->NumOfLoops];
this->Segments_Y = new float *[this->NumOfLoops];
//Segments_X = new float *[NumOfLoops];
//Segments_Y = new float *[NumOfLoops];
//Replaced by MA V13.5, adding this->
for(int i=0;i<this->NumOfLoops;i++)
/*for(int i=0;i<NumOfLoops;i++)*/
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, adding this->
this->Segments_X[i] = new float [this->NumOfSegments[i]];
this->Segments_Y[i] = new float [this->NumOfSegments[i]];
//Segments_X[i] = new float [NumOfSegments[i]];
//Segments_Y[i] = new float [NumOfSegments[i]];
}
}
//Replaced by MA V13.1 changing parameters that method requires. Also, does
not return a value
void SLICES::SaveSegmentXY(SliceInfo * myThreeDObject)
//char *SLICES::SaveSegmentXY(char *tp_buff)
{
int count = 0;
//Deleted by MA V13.1 No longer used
//
char *tp_buff;
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//

char *stopped;
float *temp_x, *temp_y;
float max_x, max_y, min_x, min_y;
long bound_pos;
point p0, p1, p2;
int i;
long j, k;
//Added by MA V13.1 Following variables used to gather information
CCrossSection * pSliceLayer;
CCrossSection::CMyLoop *tLoop;
CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg * tLoopSeg;
//Added by MA V13.1 initialize variables that we just created above
pSliceLayer = myThreeDObject->m_pHeadCrossSection;
//Added by MA V13.1 find the layer number that corresponds to requested

data
while(pSliceLayer->layerNumber != this->myLayerNum)
{
//Added MA V13.1 go to next layer
pSliceLayer = pSliceLayer->m_pNextNode;
}
//

tp_buff = buff;
//Comment: MA, 13.1 NumOfLoops is still a valid variable with valid

data
//

//
cout << "NumofLoops = " << NumOfLoops << endl;

//Added: MA, 13.1 We are now in the correct layer. variable
"NumOfLoops" has correct
//
Number of loops for this layer. Now set the head loop of
this layer
tLoop = pSliceLayer->m_pHeadLoop; //Set head loop segment
for(i=0;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
{
//Added: MA 13.1 Set the head segment for this particular loop
tLoopSeg = tLoop->m_pStartSeg;
//Replaced V13.6, adding this->
//Comment: By MA v 13.1 NumberOfSegments[#SegForThisLoop]
//for(j=0;j<NumOfSegments[i];j++)
for(j=0;j<this->NumOfSegments[i];j++)
{
//Deleted by MA v13.1
//while(!(*tp_buff++ == 'P')) {}

/*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes
*This is where we start saving the points (segments).
* i - the loop number
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*

NumOfSegments is an array that stores the #Segs

for each loop
* j - the segment number
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//Deleted by MA v13.1 Following 4 lines are replaced by the
segment of code
//
that comes after.
/*Segments_X[i][j] = strtof(tp_buff, &stopped);
tp_buff = stopped;
Segments_Y[i][j] = strtof(tp_buff, &stopped);
tp_buff = stopped;*/
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
this->Segments_X[i][j] = tLoopSeg->m_fSectionPlot[0];
this->Segments_Y[i][j] = tLoopSeg->m_fSectionPlot[1];
//Added by MA v13.1 Storing data that is needed
/*Segments_X[i][j] = tLoopSeg->m_fSectionPlot[0];
Segments_Y[i][j] = tLoopSeg->m_fSectionPlot[1];*/

//
cout << "Segments_X = " << Segments_X[i][j] << ",
Segments_Y = " << Segments_Y[i][j] << endl;
//setting bounding box
if(j == 0)
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
max_x= this->Segments_X[i][j];
min_x=max_x;
max_y= this->Segments_Y[i][j];
min_y=max_y;
bound_pos=j;
/*max_x=Segments_X[i][j];
min_x=max_x;
max_y=Segments_Y[i][j];
min_y=max_y;
bound_pos=j;*/
}
else
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
max_x = this->Max(max_x, this->Segments_X[i][j]);
//max_x = Max(max_x, Segments_X[i][j]);
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
if(max_x == this->Segments_X[i][j]) // to check CW or CCW
//if(max_x == Segments_X[i][j]) // to check CW or CCW
{
bound_pos=j;
}
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
min_x = this->Min(min_x, this->Segments_X[i][j]);
max_y = this->Max(max_y, this->Segments_Y[i][j]);
min_y = this->Min(min_y, this->Segments_Y[i][j]);
/*min_x = Min(min_x, Segments_X[i][j]);
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max_y = Max(max_y, Segments_Y[i][j]);
min_y = Min(min_y, Segments_Y[i][j]);*/
}
//Deleted by MA v13.4 Bug. This line doesnt actually
increment, replaced with correct line
//Added by MA V13.1 go to the next segment
tLoopSeg = tLoopSeg->m_pLoopNextNode; //Replacement
//tLoopSeg->m_pLoopNextNode; //Deleted
}//Comment Added by MA 13.1: End of Segment's For loop
//check CCW or CW using boundary point
if(j==0)
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
p0.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][NumOfSegments[i]-1], this>Segments_Y[i][NumOfSegments[i]-1]);
p1.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][0], this>Segments_Y[i][0]);
p2.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][1], this>Segments_Y[i][1]);
/*p0.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][NumOfSegments[i]-1],
Segments_Y[i][NumOfSegments[i]-1]);
p1.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][0], Segments_Y[i][0]);
p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][1], Segments_Y[i][1]);*/
}
else if(j==(NumOfSegments[i]-1))
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
p0.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][j-1], this>Segments_Y[i][j-1]);
p1.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][j], this>Segments_Y[i][j]);
p2.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][0], this>Segments_Y[i][0]);
/*p0.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j-1], Segments_Y[i][j-1]);
p1.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][0], Segments_Y[i][0]);*/
}
else
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
p0.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][bound_pos-1], this>Segments_Y[i][bound_pos-1]);
p1.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][bound_pos], this>Segments_Y[i][bound_pos]);
p2.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][bound_pos+1], this>Segments_Y[i][bound_pos+1]);
/*p0.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][bound_pos-1],
Segments_Y[i][bound_pos-1]);
p1.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][bound_pos],
Segments_Y[i][bound_pos]);
p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][bound_pos+1],
Segments_Y[i][bound_pos+1]);*/
}
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//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
temp_x = new float[this->NumOfSegments[i]];
temp_y = new float[this->NumOfSegments[i]];
/*temp_x = new float[NumOfSegments[i]];
temp_y = new float[NumOfSegments[i]];*/
long cnt=0;
//cout << "CCW = " << ccw(p0, p1, p2) << endl;
if(ccw(p0, p1, p2)==-1)
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
for( k= this->NumOfSegments[i]-1;k>=0;k--)
/*for( k=NumOfSegments[i]-1;k>=0;k--)*/
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
temp_x[cnt]=this->Segments_X[i][k];
temp_y[cnt]=this->Segments_Y[i][k];
/*temp_x[cnt]=Segments_X[i][k];
temp_y[cnt]=Segments_Y[i][k];*/
cnt++;
}
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
for(k=0;k<this->NumOfSegments[i];k++)
/*for(k=0;k<NumOfSegments[i];k++)*/
{
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
this->Segments_X[i][k]=temp_x[k];
this->Segments_Y[i][k]=temp_y[k];
/*Segments_X[i][k]=temp_x[k];
Segments_Y[i][k]=temp_y[k];*/
}
}
//
for(int k=0;k<NumOfSegments[i];k++)
//
cout << "P" << k << " " << Segments_X[i][k] << "
Segments_Y[i][k] <<endl;

" <<

// saving bounding box
//Replaced by MA V13.5, using this->
this->Max_X[i] = max_x;
this->Max_Y[i] = max_y;
this->Min_X[i] = min_x;
this->Min_Y[i] = min_y;
/*Max_X[i] = max_x;
Max_Y[i] = max_y;
Min_X[i] = min_x;
Min_Y[i] = min_y;*/
//
<< ", min_x = "
//

cout << "max_x = " << max_x << ", max_y = " << max_y
<< min_x << ", min_y = " << min_y << endl;

delete [] temp_x;
delete [] temp_y;
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//Added: V13.1 by MA ,go to next loop
tLoop = tLoop->m_pNextNode;
}//Comment MA: End of loop's for Loop

//Deleted by MA V13.1. Method no longer returns value
//return tp_buff;
}
void SLICES::CalOfScanPoints_XY(long layer_no, float theta, float spacing)
{
float *ScanPoints_X;
float *ScanPoints_Y;
float Ma_X, Mi_X, Ma_Y, Mi_Y; // minimum and maximum of x and y in each
layer
//Added V15.2 by MA. Following variables are used to make sure there
are no logical errors
//between spacing and the file dimensions (risks of skipping entire
inked areas if areas
//are too small to be intersected due to spacing is too big in
relation)
float delX, delY;
int errorFlag = 0;
float dt_x, dt_y; // x2-x1, y2-y1(delta x, y)
float alpha_0, alpha_n, beta_0, beta_n; // x and y starting point
float alpha, beta;
float tp_x, tp_y; // temporary point
float st_x, ed_x, cur_x; // x of start, end and current point
long cnt; // the number of scan points
long b4_cnt; // before count
long cur_cnt = 0; // current count
int k; // index in equation 0 <= k <= n
float o; // offset to avoid intersection points
float theta1, theta2; // to calculate angle between each segment and x
axis
//
float lyBR[4][2]; //intersection points between scanning ray and lyBR
to find scanning segment
//
float pt1_x, pt1_y, pt2_x, pt2_y; //finded scanning segment
float d;
int lpBR, i,j, l;
int flag = 0;
ScanPoints_X = new float[1000000];
ScanPoints_Y = new float[1000000];
int direction = 0; // 0 : incremental, 1 : decremental
if (direction == 0)
d = spacing;
else
d = -1 * spacing;
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if(theta == 180.)
theta = 0.;
point p0, p1, p2, p3, p_pre;
line l0, l1;
cnt = -1;
o = 0.;//
o = (float)0.01;
b4_cnt = cnt;
//
cout << "tangent = " << t << endl;
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//finding maximum and minimum of x and y to make a bounding box
/*Ma_X = Max_X[0];
Mi_X = Min_X[0];
Ma_Y = Max_Y[0];
Mi_Y = Min_Y[0];*/
Ma_X = this->Max_X[0];
Mi_X = this->Min_X[0];
Ma_Y = this->Max_Y[0];
Mi_Y = this->Min_Y[0];
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//for(i=1;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
for(i=1;i<this->NumOfLoops;i++)
{
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
/*if(Ma_X < Max_X[i])
Ma_X = Max_X[i];
if(Mi_X > Min_X[i])
Mi_X = Min_X[i];
if(Ma_Y < Max_Y[i])
Ma_Y = Max_Y[i];
if(Mi_Y > Min_Y[i])
Mi_Y = Min_Y[i];*/
if(Ma_X < this->Max_X[i])
Ma_X = this->Max_X[i];
if(Mi_X > this->Min_X[i])
Mi_X = this->Min_X[i];
if(Ma_Y < this->Max_Y[i])
Ma_Y = this->Max_Y[i];
if(Mi_Y > this->Min_Y[i])
Mi_Y = this->Min_Y[i];
}
delX = Ma_X - Mi_X;
delY = Ma_Y - Mi_Y;
if( (spacing >= delX || spacing >= delY) && (errorFlag == 0) )
{
AfxMessageBox(_T("Some layers have features too small to be inked
and may not be inked at all."));
errorFlag++;
}
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// to enlarge
Ma_X = Ma_X +
Mi_X = Mi_X Ma_Y = Ma_Y +
Mi_Y = Mi_Y -

bounding rectnagle
1;
1;
1;
1;

if (direction == 0)
{
//calculate starting and ending y intersection point
alpha_0 = Mi_X;
alpha_n = Ma_X;
beta_0 = Mi_Y;
beta_n = Ma_Y;
if (theta ==
{
st_x =
ed_x =
}
else
{
st_x =
ed_x =
}

90.)
Mi_X;
Ma_X;

Mi_Y;
Ma_Y;

cur_x = st_x + o;
k = 0;
}
else
{
alpha_0 = Ma_X;
alpha_n = Mi_X;
beta_0 = Ma_Y;
beta_n = Mi_Y;
if (theta ==
{
st_x =
ed_x =
}
else
{
st_x =
ed_x =
}

90.)
Ma_X;
Mi_X;

Ma_Y;
Mi_Y;

cur_x = st_x - o;
k = 0;
}
if (direction == 0)
{
while(cur_x < ed_x)
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{
if(theta == 0.)
{
beta = beta_0 + k * d + o;
p0.SetPoint(alpha_0, beta); //scanning segment point1 (x1,
y1)
p1.SetPoint(alpha_n, beta); //scanning segment point2 (x2,
y2)
}
else
{
alpha = alpha_0 + k * d + o;
p0.SetPoint(alpha, beta_0); //scanning segment point1 (x1,
y1)
p1.SetPoint(alpha, beta_n); //scanning segment point2 (x2,
y2)
}
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//for(i=0;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
for(i=0;i<this->NumOfLoops;i++)
{
cnt = Error_Report(layer_no, i-1, 0, theta, cur_cnt, cur_x,
cnt);
cur_cnt = 0;
//see if scan line intersects each bounding box made by
loop
//if not existing, escape for loop, otherwise, keep going
lpBR = 0;
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//p2.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Max_Y[i]); //lpBR segment point1
//p3.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Min_Y[i]); //lpBR segment point2
p2.SetPoint(this->Min_X[i], this->Max_Y[i]); //lpBR segment
point1
p3.SetPoint(this->Min_X[i], this->Min_Y[i]); //lpBR segment
point2
//
endl;

cout << "boundary = " << Min_X[i] << ", " << Min_Y[i] <<

l0.SetLine(p0, p1);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR = intersect(l0, l1);

//

p2 = p3;
p3.SetPoint(Max_X[i], Min_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
cout << "^^lpBR = " << intersect(l0, l1) << endl;
p2 = p3;
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//p3.SetPoint(Max_X[i], Max_Y[i]);
p3.SetPoint(this->Max_X[i], this->Max_Y[i]);
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//

l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
cout << "^^lpBR = " << intersect(l0, l1) << endl;
p2 = p3;
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//p3.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Max_Y[i]);
p3.SetPoint(this->Min_X[i], this->Max_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
if(lpBR == 0)
continue;

//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//p_pre.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][NumOfSegments[i]-1],
Segments_Y[i][NumOfSegments[i]-1]);
p_pre.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i] [this->NumOfSegments[i]1], this->Segments_Y[i][this->NumOfSegments[i]-1]);
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//for( j=0;j<NumOfSegments[i]-1;j++)
for( j=0;j<this->NumOfSegments[i]-1;j++)
{
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
/*p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j+1],
Segments_Y[i][j+1]);*/
p2.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][j], this>Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][j+1], this>Segments_Y[i][j+1]);
//
cout << "set point : x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<
p2.y << endl;
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
if(!intersect(l0, l1))
{
p_pre = p2;
continue;
}
dt_x = p3.x - p2.x;
dt_y = p3.y - p2.y;
//
p2.y << endl;

cout << "before if : x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<

if(theta == 90.)
{
if(dt_x == 0)
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
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//
cout << "(1)x1 = " << p_pre.x << ", y1 =
" << p_pre.y << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << ", t1 = " << theta1
<< ", t2 = " << theta2 << endl;
if(((( 90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270))
&& (theta2 == 90))
|| ((((270 < theta1) && (theta1 <
360)) || ((0 <= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (theta2 == 270)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "1. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(parellel) : x = " <<
p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}

//
endl;

tp_y = dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
if((p3.x == alpha) && (p3.y == tp_y))
{
cout << "p3 is the same as scanpoint" <<
p_pre = p2;
continue;
}

if((p2.x == alpha) && (p2.y == tp_y))
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", x1 = " <<
p_pre.x << ", y1 = " << p_pre.y << ", x2 = " << p2.x
//
<< ", y2 = " << p2.y << ", x3 = "
<< p3.x << ", y3 = " << p3.y
//
<< ", t1 = " << theta1 << ", t2 = "
<< theta2 << endl;
if(((90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270)) &&
((90 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 270)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
p_pre = p2;
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//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "2. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else if( (((270 < theta1) && (theta1 <
360)) || ((0 <= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (((270 <= theta2) && (theta2 <
360)) || ((0 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 90))))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "3. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "3. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(same point) : x = "
<< p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y; //dt_y * (alpha p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
p_pre = p2;
continue;
}
else
{
//
<< p2.y << endl;

cout << "theta = 0 : x = " << p2.x << ", y = "

//parallel between scanline and segment
if(dt_y == 0)
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "(1)x1 = " << p_pre.x << ", y1 =
" << p_pre.y << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << ", t1 = " << theta1
<< ", t2 = " << theta2 << endl;
if( (( ((theta1 < 360) && (theta1 > 180))
|| (theta1 == 0)) && (theta2 == 180))
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|| ( ((theta1 > 0) && (theta1 <=
180)) && (theta2 == 0)) )
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
p_pre = p2;
cout << "1. x = " << p2.x << ", y =

//
" << p2.y << endl;

continue;
}
else
{
p_pre = p2;
cout << "skip(parellel) : x = " <<

//
p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;

continue;
}
}

//
endl;

tp_x = (beta - p2.y) * dt_x / dt_y + p2.x;
if((p3.x == tp_x) && (p3.y == beta))
{
cout << "p3 is the same as scanpoint" <<
p_pre = p2;
continue;
}

if((p2.x == tp_x) && (p2.y == beta))
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", x1 = " <<
p_pre.x << ", y1 = " << p_pre.y << ", x2 = " << p2.x
//
<< ", y2 = " << p2.y << ", x3 = "
<< p3.x << ", y3 = " << p3.y
//
<< ", t1 = " << theta1 << ", t2 = "
<< theta2 << endl;
if(((theta1 > 0) && (theta1 <= 180)) &&
((theta2 >= 0) && (theta2 < 180)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "2. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
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else if( (((theta1 < 360) && (theta1 >
180)) || (theta1 == 0))
&& ((theta2 >= 180) && (theta2 <
360)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "3. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "3. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(same point) : x = "
<< p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x; //(beta - p2.y) *
dt_x / dt_y + p2.x;
p_pre = p2;
cout << "4. x = " << tp_x << ", y = " << beta

//
<< endl;

continue;
}
}
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//the segment from last point to first point
/*p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][0], Segments_Y[i][0]);*/
p2.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][j], this>Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][0], this>Segments_Y[i][0]);
//
p_next.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][1], Segments_Y[i][1]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
if(!intersect(l0, l1))
continue;
dt_x = p3.x - p2.x;
dt_y = p3.y - p2.y;
if(theta == 90)
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{
if(dt_x == 0)
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "(1)x1 = " << p_pre.x << ", y1 = " <<
p_pre.y << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << ", t1 = " << theta1 << ",
t2 = " << theta2 << endl;
if(((( 90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270))

&&

(theta2 == 90))
|| ((((270 < theta1) && (theta1 < 360))
|| ((0 <= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (theta2 == 270)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
//
cout << "1. x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<
p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
//
cout << "skip(parellel) : x = " << p2.x
<< ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}

//

tp_y = dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
if((p3.x == alpha) && (p3.y == tp_y))
{
cout << "p3 is the same as scanpoint" << endl;
continue;
}

if((p2.x == alpha) && (p2.y == tp_y))
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", x1 = " << p_pre.x
<< ", y1 = " << p_pre.y << ", x2 = " << p2.x
//
<< ", y2 = " << p2.y << ", x3 = " << p3.x
<< ", y3 = " << p3.y
//
<< ", t1 = " << theta1 << ", t2 = " <<
theta2 << endl;
if(((90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270)) && ((90
<= theta2) && (theta2 < 270)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
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ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", theta1 = "
<< theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "2. x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<
p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else if( (((270 < theta1) && (theta1 < 360)) ||
((0 <= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (((270 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 360))
|| ((0 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 90))))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
//
cout << "3. j = " << j << ", theta1 = "
<< theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "3. x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<
p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
//
cout << "skip(same point) : x = " << p2.x
<< ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y; //dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) /
dt_x + p2.y;
continue;
}
else
{
if(dt_y == 0)
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "(1)x1 = " << p_pre.x << ", y1 =
" << p_pre.y << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << ", t1 = " << theta1
<< ", t2 = " << theta2 << endl;
if( (( ((theta1 < 360) && (theta1 > 180)) ||
(theta1 == 0)) && (theta2 == 180))
|| ( ((theta1 > 0) && (theta1 <= 180)) &&
(theta2 == 0)) )
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
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ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
p_pre = p2;
cout << "1. x = " << p2.x << ", y =

//
//
" << p2.y << endl;

continue;
}
else
{
//
//
p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;

p_pre = p2;
cout << "skip(parellel) : x = " <<
continue;

}
}

//

tp_x = (beta - p2.y) * dt_x / dt_y + p2.x;
if((p3.x == tp_x) && (p3.y == beta))
{
cout << "p3 is the same as scanpoint" <<

endl;
//

p_pre = p2;
continue;
}

if((p2.x == tp_x) && (p2.y == beta))
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", x1 = " <<
p_pre.x << ", y1 = " << p_pre.y << ", x2 = " << p2.x
//
<< ", y2 = " << p2.y << ", x3 = "
<< p3.x << ", y3 = " << p3.y
//
<< ", t1 = " << theta1 << ", t2 = "
<< theta2 << endl;
if(((theta1 > 0) && (theta1 <= 180)) &&
((theta2 >= 0) && (theta2 < 180)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
//
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "2. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else if( (((theta1 < 360) && (theta1 > 180)) ||
(theta1 == 0)) && ((theta2 >= 180) && (theta2 < 360)) )
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
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ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
//
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "3. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "3. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
//
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(same point) : x = "
<< p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x; //(beta - p2.y) * dt_x /
dt_y + p2.x;
//
//
<< endl;

p_pre = p2;
cout << "4. x = " << tp_x << ", y = " << beta
continue;
}

}
cnt = Error_Report(layer_no, i-1, 0, theta, cur_cnt, cur_x, cnt);
//sorting the scan point
if(theta == 0.)
{
if(flag == 0)
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
//
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]
<< endl;

//
tp_val << endl;

for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_X[j] < ScanPoints_X[l])
{
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;
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}
}
}
flag = -1;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
else
{

//

for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]

<< endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_X[j] > ScanPoints_X[l])
{
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;

tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;
}
}
}

flag = 0;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
}
else
{

//

if(flag == 0)
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]

<< endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_Y[j] > ScanPoints_Y[l])
{
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
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//
tp_val << endl;

cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;
}
}

}
flag = -1;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
else
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
//
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]
<< endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_Y[j] < ScanPoints_Y[l])
{
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_val << endl;
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_val << endl;
}
}
}
flag = 0;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
}
b4_cnt = cnt;
cur_x += d;
k++;
}
}
else
{
//

cout << "cur_x = " << cur_x << ", ed_x = " << ed_x << endl;
while(cur_x > ed_x)
{
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cur_cnt = 0;
if(theta == 0.)
{
beta = beta_0 + k * d - o;
p0.SetPoint(alpha_0, beta); //scanning segment point1 (x1,
y1)
p1.SetPoint(alpha_n, beta); //scanning segment point2 (x2,
y2)
//

cout << "beta = " << beta << endl;
}
else
{
alpha = alpha_0 + k * d - o;
p0.SetPoint(alpha, beta_0); //scanning segment point1 (x1,

y1)
p1.SetPoint(alpha, beta_n); //scanning segment point2 (x2,
y2)
}
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//for(i=0;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
for(i=0;i<this->NumOfLoops;i++)
{
//

Error_Report(layer_no, i-1, 0, theta, cur_cnt, cur_x-d);
cur_cnt = 0;
//see if scan line intersects each bounding box made by

loop
//if not existing, escape for loop, otherwise, keep going
lpBR = 0;
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//p2.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Max_Y[i]); //lpBR segment point1
//p3.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Min_Y[i]); //lpBR segment point2
p2.SetPoint(this->Min_X[i], this->Max_Y[i]); //lpBR segment
point1
p3.SetPoint(this->Min_X[i], this->Min_Y[i]); //lpBR segment
point2
//
endl;

cout << "boundary = " << Min_X[i] << ", " << Min_Y[i] <<
l0.SetLine(p0, p1);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR = intersect(l0, l1);

//

p2 = p3;
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
/*p3.SetPoint(Max_X[i], Min_Y[i]);*/
p3.SetPoint(this->Max_X[i], this->Min_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
cout << "^^lpBR = " << intersect(l0, l1) << endl;
p2 = p3;
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
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//p3.SetPoint(Max_X[i], Max_Y[i]);
p3.SetPoint(this->Max_X[i], this->Max_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
cout << "^^lpBR = " << intersect(l0, l1) << endl;

//

p2 = p3;
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//p3.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Max_Y[i]);
p3.SetPoint(this->Min_X[i], this->Max_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);

//

if(lpBR == 0)
{
cout << "lpBR = 0" << endl;
continue;
}
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
//for(j=0;j<NumOfSegments[i]-1;j++)
for(j=0;j<this->NumOfSegments[i]-1;j++)
{
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
/*p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j+1],

Segments_Y[i][j+1]);*/
p2.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][j], this>Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][j+1], this>Segments_Y[i][j+1]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
if(!intersect(l0, l1))
{
continue;
}
dt_x = p3.x - p2.x;
dt_y = p3.y - p2.y;
//
cout << "x1 = " << x1 << ", y1 = " << y1 << ", x2 = "
<< x2 << ", y2 = " << y2 << endl;

//

//

// when scanline and segments are the same
if((theta == 90.) && (dt_x == 0.))
{
cout << "dtx = 0" << endl;
continue;
}
if((theta == 0.) && (dt_y == 0.))
{
cout << "dty = 0" << endl;
continue;
}
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if(theta == 90.)
{
tp_y = dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
if(((tp_y == p3.y) && (p3.x == alpha)) ||
((p2.y == tp_y) && (p2.x == alpha)))
continue;
cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y; //dt_y * (alpha p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
continue;
}
else
{
tp_x = (beta - p2.y) * dt_x / dt_y + p2.x;
if(((tp_x == p3.x) && (p3.y == beta)) || ((p2.x
== tp_x) && (p2.y == beta)))
{
//
cout << "p3.x = " << p3.x << ", tp_x = "
<< tp_x << ", p3.y = " << p3.y << ", beta = " << beta << endl;
continue;
}
cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x; //(beta - p2.y) *
dt_x / dt_y + p2.x;
//

cout << "scanpoint saving" << endl;
continue;
}

}
//the segment from last point to first point
//V13.6 Replaced by MA, using this->
/*p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][0], Segments_Y[i][0]);*/
p2.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][j], this>Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(this->Segments_X[i][0], this>Segments_Y[i][0]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
if(!intersect(l0, l1))
continue;
dt_x = p3.x - p2.x;
dt_y = p3.y - p2.y;
//
cout << "x1 = " << x1 << ", y1 = " << y1 << ", x2 = " << x2
<< ", y2 = " << y2 << endl;
//
routine
//

for(j=0;j<1;j++) //if there is special case, to exit the
{
// when scanline and segments are the same
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if((theta == 90.) && (dt_x == 0.))
continue;
if((theta == 0.) && (dt_y == 0.))
continue;
if(theta == 90.)
{
tp_y = dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
if(((tp_y == p3.y) && (p3.x == alpha)) || ((p2.y ==
tp_y) && (p2.x == alpha)))
continue;
cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y; //dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) /
dt_x + p2.y;
continue;
}
else
{
tp_x = (beta - p2.y) * dt_x / dt_y + p2.x;
if(((tp_x == p3.x) && (p3.y == beta)) || ((p2.x ==
tp_x) && (p2.y == beta)))
{
//
cout << "p3.x = " << p3.x << ", tp_x = " <<
tp_x << ", p3.y = " << p3.y << ", beta = " << beta << endl;
continue;
}
cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x; //(beta - p2.y) * dt_x /
dt_y + p2.x;
continue;
}
}

//
}

//sorting the scan point
if(theta == 0.)
{
if(flag == 0)
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
//
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]
<< endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_X[j] > ScanPoints_X[l])
{
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
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//
tp_val << endl;

cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;
}
}

}
flag = 1;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
else
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
//
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]
<< endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_X[j] < ScanPoints_X[l])
{
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_val << endl;
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_val << endl;
}
}
}
flag = 0;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
}
else
{

//

if(flag == 0)
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]

<< endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_Y[j] > ScanPoints_Y[l])
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{
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;

tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;
}
}

}
flag = 1;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
else
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
//
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]
<< endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_Y[j] < ScanPoints_Y[l])
{
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_val << endl;
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_val << endl;
}
}
}
flag = 0;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
}
b4_cnt = cnt;
cur_x += d;
k++;
}}
//

cout << "k = " << k << endl;
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//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
this->NumOfScanPoints = cnt + 1;
// saving the sorted points
//NumOfScanPoints = cnt + 1;
//cout << "count = " << cnt << endl;
if(cnt>0)
{
//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
//Scan_Points_X = new float [NumOfScanPoints];
//Scan_Points_Y = new float [NumOfScanPoints];
this->Scan_Points_X = new float [this->NumOfScanPoints];
this->Scan_Points_Y = new float [this->NumOfScanPoints];

//

cout << "cnt = " << cnt << endl;

//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
//for( i=0;i<NumOfScanPoints;i++)
for( i=0;i<this->NumOfScanPoints;i++)
{
//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
//Scan_Points_X[i] = ScanPoints_X[i];
//Scan_Points_Y[i] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
this->Scan_Points_X[i] = ScanPoints_X[i];
this->Scan_Points_Y[i] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
//
cout << "x = " << Scan_Points_X[i] << ", y = " <<
Scan_Points_Y[i] << endl;
}
}
delete [] ScanPoints_X;
delete [] ScanPoints_Y;
}
void SLICES::CalOfScanPoints_XY_DUAL(long layer_no, float theta, float
spacing)
{
float *ScanPoints_X;
float *ScanPoints_Y;
float Ma_X, Mi_X, Ma_Y, Mi_Y; // minimum and maximum of x and y in each
layer
float dt_x, dt_y; // x2-x1, y2-y1(delta x, y)
float alpha_0, alpha_n, beta_0, beta_n; // x and y starting point
float alpha, beta;
float tp_x, tp_y; // temporary point
float st_x, ed_x, cur_x; // x of start, end and current point
long cnt; // the number of scan points
long b4_cnt; // before count
long cur_cnt; // current count
int k; // index in equation 0 <= k <= n
//
float o; // offset to avoid intersection points
//
float o_y; // offset in the starting position for y direction scanning
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float o_axis; // offset to transfer world axis to local axis of each
side
//
float lyBR[4][2]; //intersection points between scanning ray and lyBR
to find scanning segment
//
float pt1_x, pt1_y, pt2_x, pt2_y; //finded scanning segment
float d;
int lpBR, i, j, l;
int flag = 0;
float t;
float theta1, theta2;
ScanPoints_X = new float[1000000];
ScanPoints_Y = new float[1000000];
float *Scan_X_L, *Scan_X_R, *Scan_Y_L, *Scan_Y_R;
int oneway = 1 ; //0 : oneway, 1 : zigzag
o_axis = 250.;
int direction = 0; // if using dual laser, you have to use (0 :
incremental and 1 : decremental) for y axis scanning
if (direction == 0)
d = spacing;
else
d = -1 * spacing;
if(theta == 180.)
theta = 0.;
if(theta == 0.)
t = 0;
else
t = -1;
point p0, p1, p2, p3, p_pre;
line l0, l1;
//
//
//

//
//

cout << "sin(theta) = " << sin(theta * 3.14159 / 180.) << endl;
cout << "t = " << t << endl;
cout << "d = " << d << endl;
cnt = -1;
o = (float)0;
o_y = (float)0;
b4_cnt = cnt;
//
cout << "tangent = " << t << endl;
//finding maximum and minimum of x and y to make a bounding box
Ma_X = Max_X[0];
Mi_X = Min_X[0];
Ma_Y = Max_Y[0];
Mi_Y = Min_Y[0];
if (direction == 0)
{
for( i=1;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
{
if(Ma_X < Max_X[i])
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Ma_X = Max_X[i];
if(Mi_X > Min_X[i])
Mi_X = Min_X[i];
if(Ma_Y < Max_Y[i])
Ma_Y = Max_Y[i];
if(Mi_Y > Min_Y[i])
Mi_Y = Min_Y[i];
}
// to enlarge bounding rectnagle
Ma_X = Ma_X;
Mi_X = Mi_X;
Ma_Y = Ma_Y;
Mi_Y = Mi_Y;
//calculate starting and ending y intersection point
alpha_0 = Mi_X;
alpha_n = Ma_X;
beta_0 = Mi_Y;
beta_n = Ma_Y;
if (theta == 90.)
{
st_x = Mi_X;
ed_x = Ma_X;
cur_x = 0;// + o_y; // ascending and descending, start
position is 0, direction is plus
}
else
{
st_x = Mi_Y;
ed_x = Ma_Y;
cur_x = st_x;// + o;
}
k = 0;
}
else
{
for( i=1;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
{
if(Ma_X > Max_X[i])
Ma_X = Max_X[i];
if(Mi_X < Min_X[i])
Mi_X = Min_X[i];
if(Ma_Y > Max_Y[i])
Ma_Y = Max_Y[i];
if(Mi_Y < Min_Y[i])
Mi_Y = Min_Y[i];
}
// to enlarge bounding rectnagle
Ma_X = Ma_X;
Mi_X = Mi_X;
Ma_Y = Ma_Y;
Mi_Y = Mi_Y;
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alpha_0 = Ma_X;
alpha_n = Mi_X;
beta_0 = Ma_Y;
beta_n = Mi_Y;
if (theta == 90.)
{
st_x = Ma_X;
ed_x = Mi_X;
cur_x = 0;// - o_y;
}
else
{
st_x = Ma_Y;
ed_x = Mi_Y;
cur_x = st_x;// - o;
}
k = 0;
}
if (direction == 0)
{
while(cur_x < ed_x)
{
if(theta == 0.) // x direction scanning
{
beta = beta_0 + k * d;// + o;
p0.SetPoint(alpha_0, beta); //scanning segment point1 (x1,
y1)
p1.SetPoint(alpha_n, beta); //scanning segment point2 (x2,
y2)
}
else // y direction scanning
{
alpha = 0 + k * d;// + o;
p0.SetPoint(alpha, beta_0); //scanning segment point1 (x1,
y1)
p1.SetPoint(alpha, beta_n); //scanning segment point2 (x2,
y2)
}
cur_cnt = 0;
for( i=0;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
{
cnt = Error_Report(layer_no, i-1, 1, theta, cur_cnt, cur_x,
cnt);
cur_cnt = 0;
//see if scan line intersects each bounding box made by
loop
//if not existing, escape for loop, otherwise, keep going
lpBR = 0;
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p2.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Max_Y[i]); //lpBR segment point1
p3.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Min_Y[i]); //lpBR segment point2
l0.SetLine(p0, p1);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR = intersect(l0, l1);
p2 = p3;
p3.SetPoint(Max_X[i], Min_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
p2 = p3;
p3.SetPoint(Max_X[i], Max_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
p2 = p3;
p3.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Max_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
if(lpBR == 0) // lpBR == 0, then there are no intersect
segments
continue;
p_pre.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][NumOfSegments[i]-1],
Segments_Y[i][NumOfSegments[i]-1]);

//
p2.y << endl;

for( j=0;j<NumOfSegments[i]-1;j++)
{
p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j+1], Segments_Y[i][j+1]);
cout << "set point : x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<

l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
if(!intersect(l0, l1))
{
p_pre = p2;
continue;
}
dt_x = p3.x - p2.x;
dt_y = p3.y - p2.y;
//
p2.y << endl;

cout << "before if : x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<

if(theta == 90.)
{
if(dt_x == 0)
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
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theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "(1)x1 = " << p_pre.x << ", y1 =
" << p_pre.y << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << ", t1 = " << theta1
<< ", t2 = " << theta2 << endl;
if(((( 90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270))
&& (theta2 == 90))
|| ((((270 < theta1) && (theta1 <
360)) || ((0 <= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (theta2 == 270)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "1. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(parellel) : x = " <<
p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}

//
endl;

tp_y = dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
if((p3.x == alpha) && (p3.y == tp_y))
{
cout << "p3 is the same as scanpoint" <<
p_pre = p2;
continue;
}

if((p2.x == alpha) && (p2.y == tp_y))
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", x1 = " <<
p_pre.x << ", y1 = " << p_pre.y << ", x2 = " << p2.x
//
<< ", y2 = " << p2.y << ", x3 = "
<< p3.x << ", y3 = " << p3.y
//
<< ", t1 = " << theta1 << ", t2 = "
<< theta2 << endl;
if(((90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270)) &&
((90 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 270)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
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p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "2. x = " << alpha << ", y
= " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else if( (((270 < theta1) && (theta1 <
360)) || ((0 <= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (((270 <= theta2) && (theta2 <
360)) || ((0 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 90))))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "3. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "3. x = " << alpha << ", y
= " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(same point) : x = "
<< p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y; //dt_y * (alpha p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
//
<< endl;

cout << "4. x = " << alpha << ", y = " << tp_y
p_pre = p2;
continue;
}
else
{

//
<< p2.y << endl;

cout << "theta = 0 : x = " << p2.x << ", y = "

//parallel between scanline and segment
if(dt_y == 0)
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "(1)x1 = " << p_pre.x << ", y1 =
" << p_pre.y << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << ", t1 = " << theta1
<< ", t2 = " << theta2 << endl;
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if( (( ((theta1 < 360) && (theta1 > 180))
|| (theta1 == 0)) && (theta2 == 180))
|| ( ((theta1 > 0) && (theta1 <=
180)) && (theta2 == 0)) )
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "1. cur_x = " << cur_x <<
", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(parellel) : x = " <<
p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}

//
endl;

tp_x = (beta - p2.y) * dt_x / dt_y + p2.x;
if((p3.x == tp_x) && (p3.y == beta))
{
cout << "p3 is the same as scanpoint" <<
p_pre = p2;
continue;
}

if((p2.x == tp_x) && (p2.y == beta))
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", x1 = " <<
p_pre.x << ", y1 = " << p_pre.y << ", x2 = " << p2.x
//
<< ", y2 = " << p2.y << ", x3 = "
<< p3.x << ", y3 = " << p3.y
//
<< ", t1 = " << theta1 << ", t2 = "
<< theta2 << endl;
if(((theta1 > 0) && (theta1 <= 180)) &&
((theta2 >= 0) && (theta2 < 180)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "2. cur_x = " << cur_x <<
", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
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}
else if( (((theta1 < 360) && (theta1 >
180)) || (theta1 == 0))
&& ((theta2 >= 180) && (theta2 <
360)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "3. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "3. cur_x = " << cur_x <<
", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(same point) : x = "
<< p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x; //(beta - p2.y) *
dt_x / dt_y + p2.x;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "4. cur_x = " << cur_x << ", x = " <<
tp_x << ", y = " << beta << endl;
continue;
}
}

//

//the segment from last point to first point
p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][0], Segments_Y[i][0]);
p_next.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][1], Segments_Y[i][1]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
if(!intersect(l0, l1))
//
goto last;
continue;
dt_x = p3.x - p2.x;
dt_y = p3.y - p2.y;
if(theta == 90)
{
if(dt_x == 0)
{
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theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "(1)x1 = " << p_pre.x << ", y1 = " <<
p_pre.y << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << ", t1 = " << theta1 << ",
t2 = " << theta2 << endl;
if(((( 90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270))

&&

(theta2 == 90))
|| ((((270 < theta1) && (theta1 < 360))
|| ((0 <= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (theta2 == 270)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
//
cout << "1. x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<
p2.y << endl;
//
goto last;
continue;
}
else
{
//
cout << "skip(parellel) : x = " << p2.x
<< ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
//
goto last;
continue;
}
}

//

tp_y = dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
if((p3.x == alpha) && (p3.y == tp_y))
{
cout << "p3 is the same as scanpoint" << endl;
//
goto last;
continue;
}

if((p2.x == alpha) && (p2.y == tp_y))
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", x1 = " << p_pre.x
<< ", y1 = " << p_pre.y << ", x2 = " << p2.x
//
<< ", y2 = " << p2.y << ", x3 = " << p3.x
<< ", y3 = " << p3.y
//
<< ", t1 = " << theta1 << ", t2 = " <<
theta2 << endl;
if(((90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270)) && ((90
<= theta2) && (theta2 < 270)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
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//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", theta1 = "
<< theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "2. x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<
p2.y << endl;
//
goto last;
continue;
}
else if( (((270 < theta1) && (theta1 < 360)) ||
((0 <= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (((270 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 360))
|| ((0 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 90))))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
//
cout << "3. j = " << j << ", theta1 = "
<< theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "3. x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<
p2.y << endl;
//
goto last;
continue;
}
else
{
//
cout << "skip(same point) : x = " << p2.x
<< ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
//
goto last;
continue;
}
}
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y; //dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) /
dt_x + p2.y;
//goto last;
continue;
}
else
{
if(dt_y == 0)
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "(1)x1 = " << p_pre.x << ", y1 =
" << p_pre.y << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << ", t1 = " << theta1
<< ", t2 = " << theta2 << endl;
if( (( ((theta1 < 360) && (theta1 > 180)) ||
(theta1 == 0)) && (theta2 == 180))
|| ( ((theta1 > 0) && (theta1 <= 180)) &&
(theta2 == 0)) )
{
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cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
p_pre = p2;
cout << "1. x = " << p2.x << ", y =

//
//
" << p2.y << endl;

//goto last;
continue;
}
else
{
//
//
p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;

p_pre = p2;
cout << "skip(parellel) : x = " <<
//goto last;
continue;

}
}

//

tp_x = (beta - p2.y) * dt_x / dt_y + p2.x;
if((p3.x == tp_x) && (p3.y == beta))
{
cout << "p3 is the same as scanpoint" <<

endl;
//

p_pre = p2;
//goto last;
continue;
}

if((p2.x == tp_x) && (p2.y == beta))
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", x1 = " <<
p_pre.x << ", y1 = " << p_pre.y << ", x2 = " << p2.x
//
<< ", y2 = " << p2.y << ", x3 = "
<< p3.x << ", y3 = " << p3.y
//
<< ", t1 = " << theta1 << ", t2 = "
<< theta2 << endl;
if(((theta1 > 0) && (theta1 <= 180)) &&
((theta2 >= 0) && (theta2 < 180)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
//
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "2. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
//goto last;
continue;
}
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else if( (((theta1 < 360) && (theta1 > 180)) ||
(theta1 == 0)) && ((theta2 >= 180) && (theta2 < 360)) )
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
//
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "3. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "3. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
//goto last;
continue;
}
else
{
//
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(same point) : x = "
<< p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
//goto last;
continue;
}
}
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = beta;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x; //(beta - p2.y) * dt_x /
dt_y + p2.x;
//
//
<< endl;

p_pre = p2;
cout << "4. x = " << tp_x << ", y = " << beta
//goto last;
continue;

//
//

}
cout << "cur_cnt = " << cur_cnt << endl;
cout << "loop = " << i << endl;

/*

if ((cur_cnt%2) != 0)
{
cout << "cnt-b4_cnt" << endl << endl << endl << endl
<< endl << endl << endl << endl;
FILE *out = fopen("report.txt", "a");
fprintf(out, "**Num of calculated points : %d, %d
layer, %d loop, %d direction\n", cur_cnt, layer_no, i, theta);
fclose(out);
}
*/
}
cnt = Error_Report(layer_no, i-1, 1, theta, cur_cnt, cur_x, cnt);
/*

for(int m=b4_cnt+1;m<cnt+1;m++)
{
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if(ScanPoints_X[m] <-10000)
{
cout << "Num of Loop = " << i << endl;
cout << ScanPoints_X[m] << endl;
cout << ScanPoints_Y[m] << endl;
}
}
*/
/*

if((cnt-b4_cnt)%2 != 0 )
{
cout << "cnt = " << cnt << endl;
cout << "br_cnt = " << b4_cnt << endl;
cout << "cur_cnt = " << cur_cnt << endl;
cout << "loop = " << i << endl;
}

*/
//sorting the scan point
if(theta == 0.)
{
if(flag == 0)
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_X[j] > ScanPoints_X[l])
{
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_val << endl;
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_val << endl;
}
}
}
flag = flag + oneway;
}
else
{

//
<< endl;

for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_X[j] < ScanPoints_X[l])
{
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tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;

tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;
}
}

}
flag = flag - oneway;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
}
else
{
if(flag == 0)
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
//
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]
<< endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_Y[j] > ScanPoints_Y[l])
{
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_val << endl;
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<
tp_val << endl;
}
}
}
flag = flag + oneway;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
else
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
//
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1]
<< endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
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//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_Y[j] < ScanPoints_Y[l])
{
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;

tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
cout << "tp_val ***= " <<

//
tp_val << endl;
}
}

}
flag = flag - oneway;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
}
b4_cnt = cnt;
cur_x += d;
k++;
}
}
b4_cnt = cnt;
k = 0;
if(theta == 90) // to scan +x direction, -x direction becuase of dual
scan
direction = 1;
if(direction == 1)
{
if(theta == 90)
{
d = -1 * spacing;
cur_x = 0;// - o_y; // start position is 0, direction is
minus, from 0 to Mi_X
ed_x = Mi_X;
}
// below code belongs to 90 deg scanning
while(cur_x > ed_x)
{
alpha = 0 + k * d;// - o;
p0.SetPoint(alpha, beta_0); //scanning segment point1 (x1, y1)
p1.SetPoint(alpha, beta_n); //scanning segment point2 (x2, y2)
cur_cnt = 0;
for( i=0;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
{
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cnt = Error_Report(layer_no, i-1, 1, theta, cur_cnt, cur_x,
cnt);
cur_cnt=0;
//see if scan line intersects each bounding box made by
loop
//if not existing, escape for loop, otherwise, keep going
lpBR = 0;

//
endl;

p2.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Max_Y[i]); //lpBR segment point1
p3.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Min_Y[i]); //lpBR segment point2
cout << "boundary = " << Min_X[i] << ", " << Min_Y[i] <<
l0.SetLine(p0, p1);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR = intersect(l0, l1);

//

p2 = p3;
p3.SetPoint(Max_X[i], Min_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
cout << "^^lpBR = " << intersect(l0, l1) << endl;

//

p2 = p3;
p3.SetPoint(Max_X[i], Max_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
cout << "^^lpBR = " << intersect(l0, l1) << endl;
p2 = p3;
p3.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Max_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
if(lpBR == 0)
continue;

p_pre.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][NumOfSegments[i]-1],
Segments_Y[i][NumOfSegments[i]-1]);
//
cout << "layer_no = " << layer_no << ", NumOfSegments = "
<< NumOfSegments[i] << endl;
for( j=0;j<NumOfSegments[i]-1;j++)
{
p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j+1], Segments_Y[i][j+1]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
if(!intersect(l0, l1))
{
p_pre=p2;
continue;
}
dt_x = p3.x - p2.x;
dt_y = p3.y - p2.y;
//
cout << "x1 = " << x1 << ", y1 = " << y1 << ", x2 = "
<< x2 << ", y2 = " << y2 << endl;
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if(dt_x == 0)
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "(1)x1 = " << p_pre.x << ", y1 =
" << p_pre.y << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << ", t1 = " << theta1
<< ", t2 = " << theta2 << endl;
if(((( 90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270))

&&

(theta2 == 90))
|| ((((270 < theta1) && (theta1 < 360))
|| ((0 <= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (theta2 == 270)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "1. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(parellel) : x = " <<
p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}

//
endl;

tp_y = dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
if((p3.x == alpha) && (p3.y == tp_y))
{
cout << "p3 is the same as scanpoint" <<
p_pre = p2;
continue;
}

if((p2.x == alpha) && (p2.y == tp_y))
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", x1 = " <<
p_pre.x << ", y1 = " << p_pre.y << ", x2 = " << p2.x
//
<< ", y2 = " << p2.y << ", x3 = "
<< p3.x << ", y3 = " << p3.y
//
<< ", t1 = " << theta1 << ", t2 = "
<< theta2 << endl;
if(((90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270)) && ((90
<= theta2) && (theta2 < 270)))
{
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cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "2. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else if( (((270 < theta1) && (theta1 < 360)) ||
((0 <= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (((270 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 360))
|| ((0 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 90))))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "3. j = " << j << ", theta1
= " << theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "3. x = " << p2.x << ", y =
" << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
p_pre = p2;
//
cout << "skip(same point) : x = "
<< p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y; //dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) /
dt_x + p2.y;
p_pre = p2;
cout << "4. x = " << alpha << ", y = " << tp_y <<

//
endl;

continue;
}

//

//the segment from last point to first point
p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][0], Segments_Y[i][0]);
p_next.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][1], Segments_Y[i][1]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
if(!intersect(l0, l1))
continue;
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dt_x = p3.x - p2.x;
dt_y = p3.y - p2.y;
if(dt_x == 0)
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "(1)x1 = " << p_pre.x << ", y1 = " <<
p_pre.y << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << ", t1 = " << theta1 << ",
t2 = " << theta2 << endl;
if(((( 90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270))

&& (theta2

== 90))
|| ((((270 < theta1) && (theta1 < 360)) || ((0
<= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (theta2 == 270)))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
cout << "5. x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<

//
p2.y << endl;

continue;
}
else
{
//
<< ", y = " << p2.y << endl;

cout << "skip(parellel) : x = " << p2.x
continue;

}
}

//

tp_y = dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) / dt_x + p2.y;
if((p3.x == alpha) && (p3.y == tp_y))
{
cout << "p3 is the same as scanpoint" << endl;
continue;
}

if((p2.x == alpha) && (p2.y == tp_y))
{
theta1 = angle(p_pre, p2);
theta2 = angle(p2, p3);
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", x1 = " << p_pre.x
<< ", y1 = " << p_pre.y << ", x2 = " << p2.x
//
<< ", y2 = " << p2.y << ", x3 = " << p3.x
<< ", y3 = " << p3.y
//
<< ", t1 = " << theta1 << ", t2 = " <<
theta2 << endl;
if(((90 < theta1) && (theta1 <= 270)) && ((90 <=
theta2) && (theta2 < 270)))
{
cnt++;
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cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
//
cout << "2. j = " << j << ", theta1 = "
<< theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "6. x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<
p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else if( (((270 < theta1) && (theta1 < 360)) || ((0
<= theta1) && (theta1 <= 90)))
&& (((270 <= theta2) && (theta2 < 360)) || ((0
<= theta2) && (theta2 < 90))))
{
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
//
cout << "3. j = " << j << ", theta1 = "
<< theta1 << ", theta2 = " << theta2 << ", remaining" << endl;
//
cout << "7. x = " << p2.x << ", y = " <<
p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
else
{
//
cout << "skip(same point) : x = " << p2.x
<< ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;
}
}
cnt++;
cur_cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = alpha;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y; //dt_y * (alpha - p2.x) / dt_x +
p2.y;
//

cout << "8. x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
continue;

/*

if ((cur_cnt%2) != 0)
{
cout << "cnt-b4_cnt" << endl << endl << endl << endl
<< endl << endl << endl << endl;
FILE *out = fopen("report.txt", "a");
fprintf(out, "Num of calculated points : %d, %d
layer, %d loop, %d direction\n", cur_cnt, layer_no, i, theta);
fclose(out);
}
*/
}
cnt = Error_Report(layer_no, i-1, 1, theta, cur_cnt, cur_x, cnt);
//sorting the scan point
if(flag == 0)
{
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//

for(int j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1] <<

endl;

//

for(int l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_Y[j] > ScanPoints_Y[l])
{
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
cout << "tp_val ***= " << tp_val <<

//

tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
cout << "tp_val ***= " << tp_val <<

endl;

endl;
}
}
}
flag = flag + oneway;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
else
{
for(int j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
//
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1] <<
endl;
for(int l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_Y[j] < ScanPoints_Y[l])
{
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " << tp_val <<
endl;
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " << tp_val <<
endl;
}
}
}
flag = flag - oneway;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
b4_cnt = cnt;
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cur_x += d;
k++;
}}
//

cout << "k = " << k << endl;

// saving the sorted points
Scan_Points_X = new float [cnt+1];
Scan_Points_Y = new float [cnt+1];
//

cout << "cnt = " << cnt << endl;
//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
//NumOfScanPoints = cnt + 1;
this->NumOfScanPoints = cnt + 1;
Scan_X_L =
Scan_X_R =
Scan_Y_L =
Scan_Y_R =
cnt_L=-1;
cnt_R=-1;

/*

new
new
new
new

float[100000];
float[100000];
float[100000];
float[100000];

if(theta == 0)
{
//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
//for(int i=0;i<NumOfScanPoints;i+=2)
for(int i=0;i<this->NumOfScanPoints;i+=2)
{
if(ScanPoints_X[i+1] < -100000)
{
cout << "12. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
cout << "i = " << i << endl;
cout << "cnt = " << cnt << endl;
cout << "ScanPoints_X[i] = " << ScanPoints_X[i] <<

endl;
cout << "ScanPoints_X[i+1] = " << ScanPoints_X[i+1]
<< endl;
cout << "ScanPoints_X[i+3] = " <<
ScanPoints_X[i+1000] << endl;
cout << "NumofScanPoints = " << NumOfScanPoints <<
endl;
}
*/
if((ScanPoints_X[i] <= 0) && (ScanPoints_X[i+1] <= 0)) //
left side
{
//
if((ScanPoints_X[i] < -500) || (ScanPoints_X[i+1] < 500))
//
{ cout << "left side" << endl;
//
continue;}
cnt_L++;
Scan_X_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_X[i] + o_axis;
Scan_Y_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
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//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//
//
//

if(Scan_X_L[cnt_L] < -1000000)
cout << "1. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
if (cnt_L == 353)
cout << "1. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
cnt_L++;
Scan_X_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_X[i+1] + o_axis;
Scan_Y_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_Y[i+1];
if (Scan_X_L[cnt_L] < -1000000)
{
if(Scan_X_L[cnt_L] < -1000000)
cout << "2. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
cout << Scan_X_ScanPoints_X[i+2] << endl;
}
}
else if((ScanPoints_X[i] >= 0) && (ScanPoints_X[i+1] >= 0))

// right side
{
//
500))
//
//

if((ScanPoints_X[i] > 500) || (ScanPoints_X[i+1] >
{ cout << "right side" << endl;
continue;}
cnt_R++;
Scan_X_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_X[i] - o_axis;
Scan_Y_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
cout << "3. " << Scan_X_R[cnt_L] << endl;
cnt_R++;
Scan_X_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_X[i+1] - o_axis;
Scan_Y_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_Y[i+1];
cout << "4. " << Scan_X_R[cnt_L] << endl;

//

//

}
else if((ScanPoints_X[i] <= 0) && (ScanPoints_X[i+1] >=
0))// cross over
{
//
500))
//
//

//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//

//

if((ScanPoints_X[i] < -500) || (ScanPoints_X[i+1] >
{ cout << "cross over" << endl;
continue;}
cnt_L++;
Scan_X_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_X[i] + o_axis;
Scan_Y_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
if(Scan_X_L[cnt_L] < -1000000)
cout << "5. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
if (cnt_L == 353)
cout << "3. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
cnt_L++;
Scan_X_L[cnt_L] = o_axis;
Scan_Y_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
if(Scan_X_L[cnt_L] < -1000000)
cout << "6. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
if (cnt_L == 353)
cout << "4. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
cnt_R++;
Scan_X_R[cnt_R] = (-1) * o_axis;
Scan_Y_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
cout << "7. " << Scan_X_R[cnt_L] << endl;
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cnt_R++;
Scan_X_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_X[i+1] - o_axis;
Scan_Y_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_Y[i+1];
cout << "8. " << Scan_X_R[cnt_L] << endl;

//

}
else if((ScanPoints_X[i] >= 0) && (ScanPoints_X[i+1] <= 0))
{
if((ScanPoints_X[i] > 500) || (ScanPoints_X[i+1] < -

//
500))
//
//

{ cout << "cross over2" << endl;
continue;}
cnt_R++;
Scan_X_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_X[i] - o_axis;
Scan_Y_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
cout << "9. " << Scan_X_R[cnt_L] << endl;
cnt_R++;
Scan_X_R[cnt_R] = (-1) * o_axis;
Scan_Y_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
cout << "10. " << Scan_X_R[cnt_L] << endl;
cnt_L++;
Scan_X_L[cnt_L] = o_axis;
Scan_Y_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
if(Scan_X_L[cnt_L] < -1000000)
cout << "11. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
if (cnt_L == 353)
cout << "5. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
cnt_L++;
Scan_X_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_X[i+1] + o_axis;
Scan_Y_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_Y[i+1];
if (cnt_L == 353)
cout << "6. " << Scan_X_L[cnt_L] << endl;
}

//

//

//
//
//
//

//
//
}
}
else
{

//
500))
//
//

//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
//for(int i=0;i<NumOfScanPoints;i+=2)
for(int i=0;i<this->NumOfScanPoints;i+=2)
{
if((ScanPoints_X[i] < 0) && (ScanPoints_X[i+1] < 0))
{
if((ScanPoints_X[i] < -500) || (ScanPoints_X[i+1] < { cout << "90 1" << endl;
continue;}
cnt_L++;
Scan_X_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_X[i] + o_axis;
Scan_Y_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
cnt_L++;
Scan_X_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_X[i+1] + o_axis;
Scan_Y_L[cnt_L] = ScanPoints_Y[i+1];
}
else
{
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//
500))
//
//

if((ScanPoints_X[i] > 500) || (ScanPoints_X[i+1] >
{ cout << "90 2" << endl;
continue;}
cnt_R++;
Scan_X_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_X[i] - o_axis;
Scan_Y_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
cnt_R++;
Scan_X_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_X[i+1] - o_axis;
Scan_Y_R[cnt_R] = ScanPoints_Y[i+1];
if((Scan_X_R[cnt_R-1] < -250) || (Scan_X_R[cnt_R] < -

/*
250))

{
cout << "ScanPoints_X[" << i-1 << "] = " <<
ScanPoints_X[i-1] << endl;
cout << "ScanPoints_X[" << i << "] = " <<
ScanPoints_X[i] << endl;
cout << "Scan_X_R[" << cnt_R-1 << "] = " <<
Scan_X_R[cnt_R-1] << endl;
cout << "Scan_X_R[" << cnt_R << "] = " <<
Scan_X_R[cnt_R] << endl;
}*/
}
}
}
//cout << "cnt_L = " << cnt_L << endl;
//cout << "cnt_R = " << cnt_R << endl;
if(cnt_L > 0)
{
Scan_Points_X_L = new float[cnt_L];
Scan_Points_Y_L = new float[cnt_L];
}
if(cnt_R > 0)
{
Scan_Points_X_R = new float[cnt_R];
Scan_Points_Y_R = new float[cnt_R];
}
for(int i=0;i<cnt_L+1;i++)
{
Scan_Points_X_L[i] = Scan_X_L[i];
Scan_Points_Y_L[i] = Scan_Y_L[i];
}
for(i=0;i<cnt_R+1;i++)
{
Scan_Points_X_R[i] = Scan_X_R[i];
Scan_Points_Y_R[i] = Scan_Y_R[i];
}
delete
delete
delete
delete
delete
delete

[]ScanPoints_X;
[]ScanPoints_Y;
[]Scan_X_R;
[]Scan_X_L;
[]Scan_Y_L;
[]Scan_Y_R;

}
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void SLICES::CalOfScanPoints(float theta, float spacing)
{
float ScanPoints_X[30000];
float ScanPoints_Y[30000];
float Ma_X, Mi_X, Ma_Y, Mi_Y; // minimum and maximum of x and y in each
layer
float dt_x, dt_y; // x2-x1, y2-y1(delta x, y)
float int_st, int_ed; // y intersection point in start and end point
float tp_x, tp_y; // temporary point
float st_x, ed_x, cur_x; // x of start, end and current point
long cnt; // the number of scan points
long b4_cnt; // before count
int k; // index in equation 0 <= k <= n
float o; // offset to avoid intersection points
float lyBR[4][2]; //intersection points between scanning ray and lyBR
to find scanning segment
float pt1_x, pt1_y, pt2_x, pt2_y; //finded scanning segment
float t = (float)tan(theta * 3.14159 / 180.);
float d = spacing / (float)sin(theta * 3.14159 / 180.);
int lpBR, i, j, l;
int flag = 0;
point p0, p1, p2, p3;
line l0, l1;
//
//
//

cout << "sin(theta) = " << sin(theta * 3.14159 / 180.) << endl;
cout << "t = " << t << endl;
cout << "d = " << d << endl;
cnt = -1;
o = 0.5;
b4_cnt = cnt;
//
cout << "tangent = " << t << endl;
//finding maximum and minimum of x and y to make a bounding box
Ma_X = Max_X[0];
Mi_X = Min_X[0];
Ma_Y = Max_Y[0];
Mi_Y = Min_Y[0];
for(int i=1;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
{
if(Ma_X < Max_X[i])
Ma_X = Max_X[i];
if(Mi_X > Min_X[i])
Mi_X = Min_X[i];
if(Ma_Y < Max_Y[i])
Ma_Y = Max_Y[i];
if(Mi_Y > Min_Y[i])
Mi_Y = Min_Y[i];
}
//calculate starting and ending y intersection point
if(theta < 90.)
{
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int_st
int_ed
st_x =
ed_x =

= Ma_Y - t * Mi_X;
= Mi_Y - t * Ma_X;
Mi_X;
(Ma_Y - Mi_Y) / t + Ma_X;

}
else if(theta > 90.)
{
int_st = Mi_Y - t * Mi_X;
int_ed = Ma_Y - t * Ma_X;
st_x = Mi_X;
ed_x = (Mi_Y - Ma_Y) / t + Ma_X;
}
//slight or exact parellel and vertical scanning ray
else if(theta == 90.)
{
}
else if((theta == 180.) || (theta == 0.))
{
}
else
{
//cout << "wrong theta" << endl;
}
cur_x = st_x + o;
k = 0;
while(cur_x < ed_x)
{
//calculate intersection
//1. x=a1
tp_y = t * (Mi_X - k * d
lyBR[0][0] = Mi_X;
lyBR[0][1] = tp_y;
//2. y=b1
tp_x = (Mi_Y - int_st) /
lyBR[1][0] = tp_x;
lyBR[1][1] = Mi_Y;
//3. x=a2
tp_y = t * (Ma_X - k * d
lyBR[2][0] = Ma_X;
lyBR[2][1] = tp_y;
//4. y=b2
tp_x = (Ma_Y - int_st) /
lyBR[3][0] = tp_x;
lyBR[3][1] = Ma_Y;

point between scanning ray and lyBR
- o) + int_st;

t + k * d + o;

- o) + int_st;

t + k * d + o;

for( i=0;i<3;i++)
{
for(int j=i+1;j<4;j++)
{
if(lyBR[i][1] > lyBR[j][1])
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{
tp_y = lyBR[i][1];
lyBR[i][1] = lyBR[j][1];
lyBR[j][1] = tp_y;
tp_x = lyBR[i][0];
lyBR[i][0] = lyBR[j][0];
lyBR[j][0] = tp_x;
}
}
}
// save 2nd and 3rd points for scanning segment
if(theta < 90.)
{
pt1_x = lyBR[1][0]; pt1_y = lyBR[1][1];
pt2_x = lyBR[2][0]; pt2_y = lyBR[2][1];
}
else
{
pt1_x = lyBR[2][0]; pt1_y = lyBR[2][1];
pt2_x = lyBR[1][0]; pt2_y = lyBR[1][1];
}
p0.SetPoint(pt1_x, pt1_y); //scanning segment point1 (x1, y1)
p1.SetPoint(pt2_x, pt2_y); //scanning segment point2 (x2, y2)
for(i=0;i<NumOfLoops;i++)
{
//see if scan line intersects each bounding box made by
loop
//if not existing, escape for loop, otherwise, keep going
lpBR = 0;

//
endl;

p2.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Max_Y[i]); //lpBR segment point1
p3.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Min_Y[i]); //lpBR segment point2
cout << "boundary = " << Min_X[i] << ", " << Min_Y[i] <<
l0.SetLine(p0, p1);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR = intersect(l0, l1);

//

p2 = p3;
p3.SetPoint(Max_X[i], Min_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
cout << "^^lpBR = " << intersect(l0, l1) << endl;

//

p2 = p3;
p3.SetPoint(Max_X[i], Max_Y[i]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
cout << "^^lpBR = " << intersect(l0, l1) << endl;
p2 = p3;
p3.SetPoint(Min_X[i], Max_Y[i]);
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l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
lpBR += intersect(l0, l1);
if(lpBR == 0)
{
//cout << "lpbr = 0, loop count = " << i << endl;
continue;
}
cout << "lpbr = " << lpBR << ", loop count = " << i <<endl;
cout << "cur_x = " << cur_x << ", ed_x = " << ed_x << endl;
cout << "k = ^^ " << k << endl;

//
//
//

for( j=0;j<NumOfSegments[i]-1;j++)
{
p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j+1], Segments_Y[i][j+1]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
if(!intersect(l0, l1))
continue;
dt_x = p3.x - p2.x;
dt_y = p3.y - p2.y;
//
cout << "x1 = " << x1 << ", y1 = " << y1 << ", x2 = "
<< x2 << ", y2 = " << y2 << endl;
// when scanline and segments are the same
if((dt_y/dt_x == t) && (p2.y == (t * (p2.x - (k * d +
o)) + int_st)))
{
tp_x = (dt_y *
int_st) * dt_x) / (dt_y - dt_x * t);
tp_y = (dt_y /
//
tp_int1 = y1 //
tp_int2 = tp_y

//

//
//
x2

p2.x - (p2.y + t * (k * d + o) dt_x) * (tp_x - p2.x) + p2.y;
(dt_y / dt_x) * x1;
- t * (tp_x - cur_x);

cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
cout << "first cnt = " << cnt << endl;
cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p3.x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p3.y;
cout <<"second con = " << cnt << endl;
cout << "x1 = " << x1 << ", y1 = " << y1 << ",
= " << x2 << ", y2 = " << y2 << endl;
continue;
}
//when the segment parallel to x and y axis
if((dt_x >= -0.00001) && (dt_x <= 0.00001))
{
tp_y = t * ( p2.x - (k * d + o)) + int_st;
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if(((tp_y >= p2.y) && (tp_y <= p3.y)) || ((tp_y
<= p2.y) && (tp_y >= p3.y)))
{
cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
//
cout << cnt << ", i = " << i << ", j = "
<< j << ", x = " << p2.x << ", y = " << tp_y << endl;
}
continue;
}
if((dt_y >= -0.00001) && (dt_y <= 0.00001))
{
//
cout << "t = " << t << endl;
tp_x = (p2.y - int_st) / t + (k * d + o);
//
cout << "y1 = " << y1 << ", int_st = " <<
int_st << ", t = " << t << ", cur_x = " << cur_x << endl;
//
cout << "tp_x = " << tp_x << endl;
if(((tp_x >= p2.x) && (tp_x <= p3.x)) || ((tp_x
<= p2.x) && (tp_x >= p3.x)))
{
cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
//
cout << cnt << ", i = " << i << ", j = "
<< j << ", x = " << tp_x << ", y = " << p2.y << endl;
}
continue;
}
tp_x = (dt_y * p2.x - (p2.y + t * (k * d + o) int_st) * dt_x) / (dt_y - dt_x * t);
//
//
//
endl;

cout << "tp_x = " << tp_x << endl;
cout << "x1 = " << x1 << ", x2 = " << x2 << endl;
cout << "dt_x = " << dt_x << ", dt_y = " << dt_y <<

// see if intersection point is or not
if(((tp_x >= p2.x) && (tp_x <= p3.x)) || ((tp_x <=
p2.x) && (tp_x >= p3.x)))
{
cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = dt_y * (tp_x - p2.x) / dt_x
+ p2.y;
//
cout << "tp_x(in normal) = " << tp_x << ", tp_y
= " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt] << endl;
//
cout << cnt << ", i = " << i << ", j = " << j
<< ", x = " << tp_x << ", y = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt] << endl;
}
}
//the segment from last point to first point
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p2.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][j], Segments_Y[i][j]);
p3.SetPoint(Segments_X[i][0], Segments_Y[i][0]);
l1.SetLine(p2, p3);
dt_x = p3.x - p2.x;
dt_y = p3.y - p2.y;
//
cout << "x1 = " << x1 << ", y1 = " << y1 << ", x2 = " << x2
<< ", y2 = " << y2 << endl;
if(!intersect(l0, l1))
continue;
for(j=0;j<1;j++) //if there is special case, to exit the
routine
{
// when scanline and segments are the same
if((dt_y/dt_x == t) && (p2.y == (t * (p2.x - (k * d +
o)) + int_st)))
{
tp_x = (dt_y *
int_st) * dt_x) / (dt_y - dt_x * t);
tp_y = (dt_y /
//
tp_int1 = y1 //
tp_int2 = tp_y
//
" << t << endl;

//

//
//
<<

p2.x - (p2.y + t * (k * d + o) dt_x) * (tp_x - p2.x) + p2.y;
(dt_y / dt_x) * x1;
- t * (tp_x - cur_x);

cout << "dy/dx = " << dt_y/dt_x << ", t =

cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
cout << "first cnt = " << cnt << endl;
cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p3.x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p3.y;
cout <<"second con = " << cnt << endl;
cout << "(last)x1 = " << x1 << ", y1 = " << y1
", x2 = " << x2 << ", y2 = " << y2 << endl;
continue;
}
//when the segment parallel to x and y axis
if((dt_x >= -0.00001) && (dt_x <= 0.00001))
{
tp_y = t * (p2.x - (k * d + o)) + int_st;
if(((tp_y >= p2.y) && (tp_y <= p3.y)) || ((tp_y

<= p2.y) && (tp_y >= p3.y)))
{
cnt++;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = tp_y;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = p2.x;
cout << cnt << "last, x = " << p2.x << ",

//
y = " << tp_y << endl;

}
continue;
}
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if((dt_y >= -0.00001) && (dt_y <= 0.00001))
{
tp_x = (p2.y - int_st) / t + (k * d + o);
//
cout << "y1 = " << y1 << ", int_st = " <<
int_st << ", t = " << t << ", cur_x = " << cur_x << endl;
//
cout << "tp_x = " << tp_x << endl;
if(((tp_x >= p2.x) && (tp_x <= p3.x)) || ((tp_x
<= p2.x) && (tp_x >= p3.x)))
{
cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = p2.y;
cout << cnt << "last, x = " << tp_x << ",

//
y = " << p2.y << endl;

}
continue;
}
tp_x = (dt_y * p2.x - (p2.y + t * (k * d + o) int_st) * dt_x) / (dt_y - dt_x * t);
// see if intersection point is or not
if(((tp_x >= p2.x) && (tp_x <= p3.x)) || ((tp_x <=
p2.x) && (tp_x >= p3.x)))
{
cnt++;
ScanPoints_X[cnt] = tp_x;
ScanPoints_Y[cnt] = dt_y * (tp_x - p2.x) / dt_x
+ p2.y;
//
cout << "dt_y = " << dt_y << ", tp_x = " <<
tp_x << ", x1 = " << x1 << ", dt_x = " << dt_x << ", y1 = " << y1 << endl;
//
cout << "tp_x(in last^^) = " << tp_x << ", tp_y
= " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt] << endl;
//
cout << cnt << "last, x = " << tp_x << ", y = "
<< ScanPoints_Y[cnt] << endl;
}
}

//
//

cout << "cur_x = " << cur_x << endl;
cout << "k = " << k << endl;
}

//

//sorting the scan point
if(flag == 0)
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1] <<

endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
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//

if(ScanPoints_Y[j] > ScanPoints_Y[l])
{
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
cout << "tp_val ***= " << tp_val <<

//

tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
cout << "tp_val ***= " << tp_val <<

endl;

endl;
}
}
}
flag = -1;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}
else
{
for( j=b4_cnt+1;j<cnt+1;j++)
{
//
cout << "last = " << ScanPoints_Y[cnt-1] <<
endl;
for( l=j+1;l<cnt+1;l++)
{
//toggle accending and decending sort
if(ScanPoints_Y[j] < ScanPoints_Y[l])
{
tp_y = ScanPoints_Y[j];
ScanPoints_Y[j] = ScanPoints_Y[l];
ScanPoints_Y[l] = tp_y;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " << tp_val <<
endl;
tp_x = ScanPoints_X[j];
ScanPoints_X[j] = ScanPoints_X[l];
ScanPoints_X[l] = tp_x;
//
cout << "tp_val ***= " << tp_val <<
endl;
}
}
}
flag = 0;
//
cout << "ScanPoints_Y = " << ScanPoints_Y[j] << ",
ScanPints_X = " << ScanPoints_X[j] << endl;
}

b4_cnt = cnt;
cur_x += d;
k++;
}
// saving the sorted points
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Scan_Points_X = new float [cnt+1];
Scan_Points_Y = new float [cnt+1];
//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
//NumOfScanPoints = cnt + 1;
this->NumOfScanPoints = cnt + 1;
//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
//for(i=0;i<NumOfScanPoints;i++)
for(i=0;i<this->NumOfScanPoints;i++)
{
Scan_Points_X[i] = ScanPoints_X[i];
Scan_Points_Y[i] = ScanPoints_Y[i];
//
cout << "x = " << Scan_Points_X[i] << ", y = " <<
Scan_Points_Y[i] << endl;
}
}
void SLICES::FileOutput_PTH(long layer_no, float t, int dual)
{
unsigned char laser = 1;
int i;

//

FILE *out = fopen("scanpath.pth", "a");
FILE *dis = fopen("scanpath.txt", "a");
cout << "NumOfScanPoints = " << NumOfScanPoints << endl;
if(dual == 0)
{
//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
//for( i=0;i<NumOfScanPoints;i++)
for( i=0;i<this->NumOfScanPoints;i++)
{

laser = 1 - laser;
//Replace V13.6 by MA, adding this->
fprintf(out, "%d %.4f %.4f %d %d %d\n", layer_no, this>Scan_Points_X[i], this->Scan_Points_Y[i], laser, 0, 0);
fprintf(dis, "%.4f %.4f %.4f\n", this->Scan_Points_X[i],
this->Scan_Points_Y[i], layer_no * t);
//fprintf(out, "%d %.4f %.4f %d %d %d\n", layer_no,
Scan_Points_X[i], Scan_Points_Y[i], laser, 0, 0);
//fprintf(dis, "%.4f %.4f %.4f\n", Scan_Points_X[i],
Scan_Points_Y[i], layer_no * t);
//
cout << "x = " << Scan_Points_X[i] << ", y = " <<
Scan_Points_Y[i] << endl;
}
}
else
{
//
if((layer_no%2) == 0)
//
{
//
layer_no = (int)(layer_no / 2);
for( i=0;i<cnt_L+1;i++)
{
laser = 1 - laser;
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fprintf(out, "%d %.4f %.4f %d %d %d\n", layer_no,
Scan_Points_X_L[i], Scan_Points_Y_L[i], laser, 0, 0);
fprintf(dis, "%.4f %.4f %.4f\n", Scan_Points_X_L[i],
Scan_Points_Y_L[i], layer_no * t);
}
for(i=0;i<cnt_R+1;i++)
{
laser = 1 - laser;
fprintf(out, "%d %.4f %.4f %d %d %d\n", layer_no,
Scan_Points_X_R[i], Scan_Points_Y_R[i], laser, 1, 0);
fprintf(dis, "%.4f %.4f %.4f\n", Scan_Points_X_R[i],
Scan_Points_Y_R[i], layer_no * t);
}
//
}
}

fclose(out);
fclose(dis);
}
void SLICES::FileOutput_IGS(long layer_no, long *igs_cnt, long *line_cnt,
float t)
{
unsigned char laser = 1;
char *cnt_len1;
char *cnt_len2;
char *cnt_len11;
int nex_len;
int cur_len;
char buff[10]; //to count the character number of each index(count)
char tp_buff1[80]; //to count the character number in parameter data
section
char tp_buff2[90];
int p_len;
int j=0;
FILE *d_igs = fopen("temp1.igs", "a");
FILE *p_igs = fopen("temp2.igs", "a");
//Replaced V13.6 to use this->
//for(int i=0;i<NumOfScanPoints;i++)
for(int i=0;i<this->NumOfScanPoints;i++)
{
//cout << Scan_Points_X[i] << ", " << Scan_Points_Y[i] << endl;
(*line_cnt)++;
_itoa(*(line_cnt)+1, buff, 10);
nex_len = strlen(buff);
_itoa(*(line_cnt), buff, 10);
cur_len = strlen(buff);
if(!(*line_cnt % 2) == 0)
{
(*igs_cnt)++;
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//

cout << "cnt = " << cnt << ", i = " << i << endl;;
if(*igs_cnt<10)
{
cnt_len1 = "
";
cnt_len11 = "
";
}
else if(*igs_cnt<100)
{
cnt_len1 = "
";
cnt_len11 = "
";
}
else if(*igs_cnt<1000)
{
cnt_len1 = "
";
cnt_len11 = "
";
}
else if(*igs_cnt<10000)
{
cnt_len1 = "
";
cnt_len11 = "
";
}
else if(*igs_cnt<100000)
{
cnt_len1 = "
";
cnt_len11 = " ";
}
else if(*igs_cnt<1000000)
{
cnt_len1 = " ";
cnt_len11 = " ";
}
if(*line_cnt<10)
cnt_len2 = "
";
else if(*line_cnt<100)
cnt_len2 = "
";
else if(*line_cnt<1000)
cnt_len2 = "
";
else if(*line_cnt<10000)
cnt_len2 = " ";
else if(*line_cnt<100000)
cnt_len2 = " ";
else if(*line_cnt<1000000)
cnt_len2 = "";

if((nex_len == cur_len))
{
fprintf(d_igs, "
106%s%d
0
1
1
0
0
000000000D %s%d\n", cnt_len1, *igs_cnt, cnt_len2, *line_cnt);
fprintf(d_igs, "
106
0
2
2
12
D%s% d\n", cnt_len2, *(line_cnt)+1);
//
if(i == 1)
//
{
//
cout << cnt_len1 << "cnt = " << cnt << ",
cnt_len2 = " << cnt_len2 << ", i = " << i;
//
cout << cnt_len2 << "i+1 = " << i+1;
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//

}
}
else
{

0
12

0

fprintf(d_igs, "
106%s%d
0
1
1
000000000D %s%d\n", cnt_len1, *igs_cnt, cnt_len2, *line_cnt);
fprintf(d_igs, "
106
0
2
2
D%s%d\n", cnt_len2, *(line_cnt)+1);
}

strcpy(tp_buff2, "106,2,2,");

// first copy

_gcvt(Scan_Points_X[i], 10, tp_buff1);
strcat(tp_buff2, tp_buff1);
strcat(tp_buff2, ",");

// from x
// append

_gcvt(Scan_Points_Y[i], 10, tp_buff1);
strcat(tp_buff2, tp_buff1);
strcat(tp_buff2, ",");

// from y
// append

_gcvt(layer_no*t, 10, tp_buff1);
strcat(tp_buff2, tp_buff1);
strcat(tp_buff2, ",");

// from z
// append

_gcvt(Scan_Points_X[i+1], 10, tp_buff1);// to x
strcat(tp_buff2, tp_buff1);
// append
strcat(tp_buff2, ",");
_gcvt(Scan_Points_Y[i+1], 10, tp_buff1);// to y
strcat(tp_buff2, tp_buff1);
// append
strcat(tp_buff2, ",");
_gcvt(layer_no*t, 10, tp_buff1);
strcat(tp_buff2, tp_buff1);
strcat(tp_buff2, ";");
p_len = strlen(tp_buff2);
//rest blank within 64
for(j=0;j<66-p_len;j++)
strcat(tp_buff2, " ");
strcat(tp_buff2, cnt_len2);
_itoa(*line_cnt, tp_buff1, 10);
strcat(tp_buff2, tp_buff1);
strcat(tp_buff2, "P");
strcat(tp_buff2, cnt_len11);
_itoa(*igs_cnt, tp_buff1, 10);
strcat(tp_buff2, tp_buff1);
fprintf(p_igs, "%s\n", tp_buff2);
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// to z
// append

//

cout << p_len << endl;

//
//

_gcvt(Scan_Points_X[*igs_cnt+1], 10, tp_buff1);// to x
strcat(tp_buff2, tp_buff1);
// append

//
//

cout << tp_buff2 << endl;
fprint(p_igs, "%d,2,%.4f,%.4f,%.4f,%.4f,%.4f,%.4f;"
/*cout << "i = " << i << endl;
cout << "nex_len = " << nex_len << endl;
cout << "cur_len = " << cur_len << endl;*/
}
}
fclose(d_igs);
fclose(p_igs);

}
float SLICES::Max(float val1, float val2)
{
if(val1 > val2)
return val1;
else
return val2;
}
float SLICES::Min(float val1, float val2)
{
if(val1 > val2)
return val2;
else
return val1;
}
int ScanPath(SliceInfo * ThreeDObject)
{
//DEL V13.1
//char *buff, *stopped; //buffer to save the file data
//Deleted by MA v13.1 no longer needed
//long *p_count; //each Point set count
long size; //buffer size
//Deleted by MA v13.1 No longer need this file buffer as scanpath is no
longer reading
//
a file.
//char *tp_buff; //temporary buffer
long
long
long
long

sl_count = 0; //the number of slices
lp_count = 0; //the number of loops
sg_count = 0; //the number of segments
tot_sg_count = 0; //the number of total segments

float theta; //scan angle
float spacing; //scan spacing
float spot_size; //beam spot size
//Replaced by MA V13.6. thickness came from file, now hard coding it
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//float thickness; //layer thickness
float thickness = .004f;
long j, k;
int dual = 0; // 1 : dual, 0 : single
//Edited V13.6 .8 was too big for test SLC file
spot_size = (float)0.001;
//spot_size = (float)0.8;
spacing = spot_size / 2;
theta = 0.; //0 = x direction scanning, 90 = y direction scanning
//Added V13.1 by MA
//The following variables are used to extract data from the SliceInfo
object
CCrossSection * pSliceLayer = ThreeDObject->m_pHeadCrossSection;
CCrossSection::CMyLoop *tLoop;
CCrossSection::CMyLoopSeg * tLoopSeg;
//CString pathname(_T("C:\\MyDoc\\Visual Studio
2008\\Projects\\ScanPath\\Data\\see_kaist.csli"));
//CString pathname(_T("C:\\3D Data\\MoTest.slc"));
//
strcat(pathname, "\\20050601-dual\\rectangle2\\rectangle2.csli");
//
strcat(pathname, "\\error\\mission-100.csli");
//strcat(pathname, "\\model\\scale bar\\scalebar_bottom_10layer.csli");
//cout << pathname << endl;
//
file open
////CFile file;
//file.Open(pathname, CFile::modeRead);
//CFileStatus rStatus;
//file.GetStatus(rStatus);
//size = (long)rStatus.m_size;
//buff = new char[size];
//file.Read(buff, size);
//file.Close();
//p_count = new long[(long)size / 5]; // approximate total number of
point counts
//Adjusted V13.1 Setting # of layers
//
find the number of layers
//long i = size - 1;
long i = ThreeDObject->layers - 1;
//cout << "size = " << size << endl;

//

/*!*!*!*!Mo: ADjustments
*Comment out next 2 lines, pass in parameter that sl_count=
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//while (!('L' == *(buff+i))) i--;
//sl_count = (long)strtof(buff+i+1, &stopped) + 1;
cout << sl_count << endl;
//Added V13.1 Setting sl_count to passed in infromation
sl_count = ThreeDObject->layers;
/*!*!*!*!ADjustments
*Comment out next 2 lines, pass in parameter that sl_count=
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
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//thickness = (float)strtof(buff, &stopped);
//cout << "layer thinkness = " << thickness << endl;
//Testing V13.5
//Slice = new SLICES[sl_count];
//Original Is below
Slice = new SLICES[sl_count]; // setting dynamic allocation of Slice
instances
//
find the number of loops in each layers
sl_count = 0;
lp_count = 0;
sg_count = 0;
long sl_count_b = 0;
long lp_count_b = 0;
j=-1;
k=0;
//Deleted by MA V13.1 tp_buff and buff are associated with reading cSLI
file, which is no
//
longer read.
//tp_buff = buff;
//
char* tpp_buff;
SYSTEMTIME st;
GetLocalTime( &st );
int hour1, minute1, second1;
hour1 = st.wHour;
minute1 = st.wMinute;
second1 = st.wSecond;

//

//to skip the first carriage return(layer thickness)
//while(!(*(buff+k) == '\n')) k++;
cout << "first k = " << k << endl;
//k++;
//to skip the second carriage return(first L and O)
//while(!(*(buff+k) == '\n')) k++;

//
//

cout << "k = " << k << endl;
cout << "char = " << *(buff+k+1) << endl;
/**********************************************************************

***
*Added V13.1 -by MA
* Following code starts storing information that ScanPath requires:
*number of loops in each layer and number of segments in each loop
*The old ScanPath programming has been commented out following the
added
*code.
***********************************************************************
****/
//Following variable will keep track of the layer that we are on
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sl_count = 0;
//while( pSliceLayer )
for(int x=0; x < ThreeDObject->layers - 1; x++)
{
//Get the head loop for this layer
tLoop = pSliceLayer->m_pHeadLoop;
//Deleted by MA in V13.4 Following line errors out
//Set the number of loops for this layer
Slice[sl_count].SetNumOfLoops(tLoop->numLoops);
//Following variable will keep track of the loop that we are
currently on
long loopNumber = 0;
while(tLoop)
{
//Get the head segment for this loop
tLoopSeg = tLoop->m_pStartSeg;
//Deleted by MA V13.4 loopNumber is never incremented.
Replaced with "sl_count",
//
which is also an index
//Set the number of segments for this loop
//Slice[sl_count].SetNumOfSegments(sl_count, tLoopSeg>numSegs);
// 10/27 Hochan
It's wrong.
Slice[sl_count].SetNumOfSegments(loopNumber, tLoopSeg>numSegs);
// 10/27 Hochan
Previous code is right. Remember a slice can
hvae more than one loop.
//TEST by MA V13.5
Slice[sl_count].myLayerNum = 55;
//Go to the next loop
tLoop = tLoop->m_pNextNode;
//if the next loop is valid, then increment the loop count
variable
loopNumber++;
}
//Go to the next layer
pSliceLayer = pSliceLayer->m_pNextNode;
//if the next layer is valid, then increment the slice count
variable
sl_count++;
}

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

/*!*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes
*Here we start filling out the number of loops, segments
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
for(i=k+1;i<size;i++)
{
if ('L' == *(buff+i))
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//
{
//
/*!*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes
//
*Comment out nextline, take out the IF that this is in and
set sl_count = to passed in parameter
//
* THIS IS THE NUMBER OF SLICES IN THE OBJECT!
//
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//
//
//
sl_count = (long)strtof(buff+i+1, &stopped);
//
}
//
//
//
if ('O' == *(buff+i))
//
{
//
/*!*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes
//
*Comment out nextline
//
!Understand: What 'O' represents... We will never encounter
this IF statement
//
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//
lp_count = (long)strtof(buff+i+1, &stopped); // when the
value turns to O0, save previous O_
//
j++;
//
p_count[j] = sg_count; // to save each segment number
////
cout << "p_count[" << j << "] = " << sg_count << endl;
//
sg_count = 0;
//
//
if(lp_count == 0) //new layer
//
{
//
/*!*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes
//
*Comment out nextline, Fill in the # of loops for
each slice manually/own code. REMEMBER NOT INDEX, NUMBER WISE AS IN COMMENT
BELOW!
//
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//
Slice[sl_count-1].SetNumOfLoops(lp_count_b + 1);
//lp_count_b+1 : not index but number
//
for(int p=0;p<lp_count_b+1;p++)
//
{
//
/*!*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes
//
*Comment out nextline, Fill in the # of
segments for each slice manually/own code
//
!Understand: Why do we have 2 variables being
passed into the SetNumOfSegments method??
//
*
-> Described in commented
out "cout"/debug statement...
//
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//
Slice[sl_count-1].SetNumOfSegments(p,
p_count[p]); //dynamic allocation in every loop of each layer
//
////
cout << "layer = " << sl_count-1 << ", index =
" << p << ", seg_count = " << p_count[p] << endl;
//
}
//
j = -1;
////
cout << "sl_count = " << sl_count-1 << ", lp_count =
" << lp_count_b << endl;
//
}/*!*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes: End of New Layer IF*/
//
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//
lp_count_b = lp_count;
//
}/*!*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes: End of if"O")!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//
//
//
if ('P' == *(buff+i))
//
{
//
/*!*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes
//
!Understand: What the significance of 'P' is in file?
//
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//
sg_count++;
//
while(!(*(buff+i) == '\n')) i++;
//
}
//
//
}/*!*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes: End of For loop which goes through the size of
the file... filling out info)!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//
//
//
//
/*!*!*!*!Mo: ADjustments
//
*Last slice
//
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//
//last layer
//
Slice[sl_count].SetNumOfLoops(lp_count+1);
//
j++;
//
p_count[j] = sg_count;
//
//
for(int p=0;p<lp_count+1;p++)
//
{
//
Slice[sl_count].SetNumOfSegments(p, p_count[p]); //dynamic
allocation in every loop of each layer
/////
cout << "layer = " << sl_count << ", index = " << p << ",
seg_count = " << p_count[p] << ", ****" << endl;
//
}
//
//cout << "Setting Number of segments in each layer" << endl;
//
delete []p_count;
//
tp_buff = buff;
//
//
//
//

FILE* out = fopen("time.txt","w");
fclose(out);
out = fopen("time.txt", "a");
/*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes
*Here we start saving all of the X-Y points in the layers.
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
//DEL V13.1 by MA, following 2 lines
//while(!(*tp_buff++ == '\n')) {} //escaping layer thickness
//sl_count++;
/**********************************************************************

***
*Added V13.1 -by MA
* Following code starts storing information that ScanPath requires:
*The segment points for each loop of each layer.
* This algorithm is rewritten based off of the code that is commented
out
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*which follows the algorithm.
***********************************************************************
****/
for(i=0;i<sl_count;i++)
{
//TESTING V13.5
Slice[i].myLayerNum;;

Slice[i].SetLoopArray();
//Added by MA V13.4 Setting the layer number in Slice object.
This is needed for
// modded algorithm in SaveSegmentXY
//
-myLayerNum is not an index value, but a number (starts @
1, not 0)
Slice[i].myLayerNum = i+1;
//Replaced by MA V13.1 changing parameters that method requires
Slice[i].SaveSegmentXY(ThreeDObject);// saving x, y points in
every layers
//tp_buff = Slice[i].SaveSegmentXY(tp_buff); // saving x, y
points in every layers
//cout << "slice no. on saving = " << i << endl;

//
fprintf(out, "slice no. on saving = %d\n", i);
//
fprintf(out, "Áö±ÝÀº %d³â %d¿ù %dÀÏ %d½Ã %dºÐ %dÃÊ ÀÔ´Ï´Ù.\n",
//
st.wYear, st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour, st.wMinute,
st.wSecond );
//
printf("Áö±ÝÀº %d³â %d¿ù %dÀÏ %d½Ã %dºÐ %dÃÊ ÀÔ´Ï´Ù.\n",
//
st.wYear, st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour, st.wMinute,
st.wSecond );
}
//
for(i=0;i<sl_count;i++)
//
{
//
Slice[i].SetLoopArray();
//
tp_buff = Slice[i].SaveSegmentXY(tp_buff); // saving x, y points
in every layers
//
//cout << "slice no. on saving = " << i << endl;
//
//
////
fprintf(out, "slice no. on saving = %d\n", i);
////
fprintf(out, "Áö±ÝÀº %d³â %d¿ù %dÀÏ %d½Ã %dºÐ %dÃÊ ÀÔ´Ï´Ù.\n",
////
st.wYear, st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour, st.wMinute,
st.wSecond );
////
printf("Áö±ÝÀº %d³â %d¿ù %dÀÏ %d½Ã %dºÐ %dÃÊ ÀÔ´Ï´Ù.\n",
////
st.wYear, st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour, st.wMinute,
st.wSecond );
//
//
}
//Deleted by MA v13.1 No buff to delete
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//delete []buff;
//

fclose(out);

//

SYSTEMTIME st;
GetLocalTime(&st);
int hour2, minute2, second2;
hour2 = st.wHour;
minute2 = st.wMinute;
second2 = st.wSecond;

// calculating scan points
FILE *out = fopen("scanpath.pth","w");
fclose(out);
out = fopen("scanpath.txt","w");
fclose(out);
out = fopen("scanpath.igs", "w");

fclose(out);
out = fopen("temp1.igs", "w");
fclose(out);
out = fopen("temp2.igs", "w");
fclose(out);
out = fopen("report.txt", "w");
fclose(out);
long cnt1 = 0;
long cnt2 = 0;
/*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes
! Up to now we have done everything on our own (filling in data).
Perhaps I can use the code below to start creating the lines?
*So simply just reuse code below, but delete above code that fills out
data.
*Go through each slice and start creating the lines
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
if((theta == 0.) || (theta == 90.))
{
/*!*!*!*!Mo: Notes
*sl_count already found
*- This will go through each of the layers and calculate the
scanpoints for them
*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*/
for(i=0;i<sl_count;i++)
{
//
cout << "layer no = " << i << endl;
//
cout << "theta = " << theta << endl;
if(dual == 0)
Slice[i].CalOfScanPoints_XY(i, theta, spacing);
else
Slice[i].CalOfScanPoints_XY_DUAL(i, theta, spacing);
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theta = theta + (float)pow((float)(-1), i) * 90; //
initial direction is along X axis(0 deg)
Slice[i].FileOutput_PTH(i, thickness, dual);
//
Slice[i].FileOutput_IGS(i, &cnt1, &cnt2, thickness);
//
cout << "for cnt = " << cnt1 << endl;
//
cout << "for i = " << cnt2 << endl;
//cout << "layer no = " << i << " of " << sl_count-1 <<
endl;
//
cout << "theta = " << theta << endl;
//
cout << "sl_count = " << sl_count << endl;
}
}
else
{
for(i=0;i<sl_count;i++)
{
//
cout << "layer no = " << i << endl;
//
cout << "theta = " << theta << endl;
Slice[i].CalOfScanPoints(theta, spacing);
theta = theta + (float)pow((float)(-1), i) * 90;
Slice[i].FileOutput_PTH(i, thickness, dual);
//
Slice[i].FileOutput_IGS(i, &cnt1, &cnt2, thickness);
//
cout << "for cnt = " << cnt1 << endl;
//
cout << "for i = " << cnt2 << endl;
//cout << "layer no = " << i << endl;
//
cout << "theta = " << theta << endl;
//
cout << "sl_count = " << sl_count << endl;
}
}
/*

out = fopen("time.txt", "a");
SYSTEMTIME st;
GetLocalTime( &st );

*/
//

SYSTEMTIME st;
GetLocalTime( &st );
int hour3, minute3, second3;
hour3 = st.wHour;
minute3 = st.wMinute;
second3 = st.wSecond;
char *buff1, *buff2, buff3[10], buff4[90];
out = fopen("temp1.igs","r");
if(out == NULL)
return 0;
fseek(out,0,SEEK_END);
size = ftell(out);
buff1 = new char[size];
memset(buff1,0,size);
fseek(out,0,SEEK_SET);
fread(buff1,size,1,out);
fclose(out);
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out = fopen("temp2.igs","r");
if(out == NULL)
return 0;
fseek(out,0,SEEK_END);
size = ftell(out);
buff2 = new char[size];
memset(buff2,0,size);
fseek(out,0,SEEK_SET);
fread(buff2,size,1,out);
fclose(out);

//

FILE *aaa = fopen("temp.igs", "a");
fprintf(aaa, "%s", buff2);
fclose(aaa);
cout << buff2 << endl;

out = fopen("scanpath.igs", "a");
fprintf(out, "
S
1\n");
fprintf(out, ",,,5Hp.igs,12HLASER DESIGN,8HIGES
4.0,32,8,24,8,56,,1.0,1,4HINCH,1,0.5, G
1\n");
fprintf(out, "13H1020401.010011,0.000001,1000000.0,,,6,0;
G
2\n");
fprintf(out, "%s\n%s\n", buff1, buff2);
_itoa(cnt1*2, buff3, 10);
strcpy(buff4, "D");
for(i=0;i<(signed)(7-strlen(buff3));i++)
strcat(buff4, " ");
strcat(buff4, buff3);
_itoa(cnt1, buff3, 10);
strcat(buff4, "P");
for(i=0;i<(signed)(7-strlen(buff3));i++)
strcat(buff4, " ");
strcat(buff4, buff3);
strcat(buff4, "

T

fprintf(out, "S0000001G0000002%s", buff4);
fclose(out);
//

SYSTEMTIME st;
GetLocalTime( &st );
int hour4, minute4, second4;
hour4 = st.wHour;
minute4 = st.wMinute;
second4 = st.wSecond;
int load_time, cal_time, save_time, tot_time;
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1");

load_time = (hour2-hour1) * 3600 + (minute2-minute1) * 60 + (second2second1);
cal_time = (hour3-hour2) * 3600 + (minute3-minute2) * 60 + (second3second2);
save_time = (hour4-hour3) * 3600 + (minute4-minute3) * 60 + (second4second3);
tot_time = load_time + cal_time + save_time;
/*cout << "loading time = " << load_time << " seconds" << endl;
cout << "calculating time = " << cal_time << " seconds" << endl;
cout << "saving time = " << save_time << " seconds" << endl;
cout << "total time = " << tot_time << " seconds" << endl;*/
delete [] buff1;
delete [] buff2;
//Deleted V13.7 Cannot delete this bc not in right scope. REMEMBER TO
DELETE IT ELSEWHERE!
//delete [] Slice;
//added by MA v13.1 Return 1 for completing
return 1;
}
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